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Abstract 

 

A Balanced Performance Measurement Model  

for Office Building Facility Management 

 

Hyunji Shin 

Department of Architecture & Architectural Engineering 

The Graduate School 

Seoul National University 

 

Facility management is gaining more importance as office building becomes 

high-rise and large, its facilities and systems get more sophisticated, and 

performance requirements on office building increase. As financial market 

evolves, office building has been recognized as one of the preferred alternative 

assets, and the importance of facility management has been increasingly 

emphasized due to its mission to fulfill the expectations and requirements of 

tenants on environment and services office building provides under financial 

constraints imposed by building owner, usually a financial investor in case of 

commercial office building. Furthermore, facility management has expanded to 

the core business area that affects the profits of office building. 

 

Performance measurement of office building facility management should 

consider the conflicts generated from the different objectives of building owner 
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as investor and tenant as user as well as the characteristics of building as physical 

property. Thus, it requires the use of a balanced, holistic, and multi-faceted 

performance measurement model covering various perspectives. 

 

The author derived five performance factors that comprise Financial, 

Function, Organization, Safety-Health-Environment, and Satisfaction. They 

represent the perspectives of building owner and tenants, and reflect the role of 

facility management organization that drives the facility management 

performance as well as the characteristics of the facility management activities. 

 

The author found that prioritization of five factors can be different depending 

on building grade and investigated the relationship of five factors. As a result, five 

factors cycle structure is presented, which can progressively improve facility 

management performance by resolving the conflicts that exist amongst the 

stakeholders.  

 

To derive Key Performance Indicators (“KPIs”) for measuring the 

performance of five factors, a Delphi survey was conducted. The Delphi panels 

were composed of facility management experts and building owners. Thirty KPIs 

commonly recognized as important by both groups were identified. 

 

The author developed FFOSS model that measures office building facility 

management performance, based on the thirty KPIs which were categorized into 

five performance factors. FFOSS model is a balanced and full-fledged 

performance measurement model that covers various facets of facility 

management and presents a cycle structure amongst the five factors.  

The cost-effective expenditure made to the facilities of building is evaluated 

as important financial performance, which is a salient feature of this model 

distinguishing it from existing model. Investment made by building owner on 
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building’s function and facility management organization leads to improved 

performance of the building’s physical facilities, and together with rising 

capability of the organization, it enhances Safety-Health-Environment 

performance. Then, tenant satisfaction rises, and eventually a better financial 

performance is achieved through rising rents paid by satisfied tenants. 

 

FFOSS model provides a balanced evaluation framework to office building 

owners and can be used by customizing five factors’ weightings. Weighting of 

five factors is a strategic method of tailored performance evaluation that can 

reflect the varying characteristics by building grades. The author proposes 

Financial and Function priority strategy as a standard for general building and 

Satisfaction and Safety priority strategy for prime grade office building. It also 

allows building owners to effectively communicate their objectives and intentions 

to facility management organization. 

 

The author verified the applicability, adequacy and effectiveness of FFOSS 

model through experts’ evaluation. The evaluation scores showed the validity of 

model. In order to increase the objectivity, a comparison model was also selected 

and evaluated at the same time. But it failed to show as much validity as FFOSS 

model as it obtained low evaluation score and was assessed to have poor 

applicability. Also, the performance measurement of facility management of six 

office buildings was conducted with FFOSS model. The measurement score for 

each building was verified as valid, representing the current overall facility 

management performance in view of the grade of building.  

 

Key words: Facility Management, Performance Measurement model, Office 

Building, Key Performance Indicators, Prime Office Building, Commercial 

Office Building 

Student Number: 2015-30226   
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1 Research Background 

Facility management comprises all the activities of operation and 

maintenance phase, the longest period in a building’s life cycle after design and 

construction phase. International Facility Management Association (IFMA, 2004) 

defined facility management as “Profession that encompasses multiple disciplines 

to ensure functionality of the built environment by integrating people, place, 

process and technology”.  

 

Facility management is a field that includes manifold components, and the 

breadth of the areas it deals with is wide. Facility management raises the 

productivity and efficiency of an organization that occupies the facility by 

providing physical environment and functionality for the work of the organization, 

and professionally supports the activities of its business by controlling costs. As 

the importance of the work environment affecting productivity increases, and the 

related costs rise, the role of facility management is becoming more indispensable. 

However, due to its limited status as a facilitator, which has been a traditionally 

recognized role assigned to it, facility management has not received as much 

attention from researchers as design or construction. 
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Facility management is gaining more importance as construction technology 

becomes sophisticated and financial market evolves. With advancement of 

construction technology, buildings are becoming high-rise, large and equipped 

with intricate engineering facilities (Lai and Man 2017). As a result, professional 

skills and knowledge are required for facility management, and the performance 

of building depends critically on them (Shohet 2006; Lavy and Shohet 2009).  

As financial market develops, buildings that generate rent are increasingly 

owned by financial investors and are defined as commercial buildings. The 

efficiency of operation and maintenance cost are henceforth directly related to the 

return on investment for the building owner. Also, facility management 

organization’s role and responsibility become critical in that the level of rent 

depends on building's performance and services. 

As a result, facility management has taken a step further from the traditional 

role of facilitator, and has expanded to the core business area that affects the 

profits of the building. 

 

Office building is a highly preferred alternative investment asset because 

stable cash flows are generated from it during the period of its ownership and 

significant profits can be earned in future sale of the asset.  

The three stakeholders of office building are building owner, tenant, and 

facility management organization (Shin et al. 2018). As they have different 

objectives, conflict arises inevitably between the tenant and the building owner. 
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The tenants of office building are companies, and they pursue profits from 

business and have high expectations of the performance and services of building, 

which greatly affect their business efficiency and employee productivity.  

However, the building owner, as a financial investor, seeks to maximize 

return on investment by reducing the operation and maintenance costs and facility 

management labor costs.  

This leads to a conflict between the building owner and the tenant of the 

office building. In this context of the conflict of interests, what would be the basis 

for measuring overall performance of facility management? 

 

In the last 20 years, there have been a limited number of researches 

conducted on performance measurement of facility management (Amos et al. 

2019) and the measurement models in previous studies did not comprehensively 

reflect the different perspectives of stakeholders. Also, they did not cover a wide 

range of today's facility management areas and characteristics, and stagnated in 

conceptual stage, failing to propose criteria of measurement or present actual 

application cases. Therefore, the author finds that there doesn’t exist a fully 

developed performance measurement model of office building facility 

management.  
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1.2 Problem Statement 

There is a need for a fully developed performance measurement model that 

recognizes conflicts between facility management stakeholders and that can be 

used to make both building owner and tenant obtain mutual benefits from building. 

It can lead to balanced and sustainable facility management performances. 

 

The absence of performance measurement model with balanced perspectives 

of stakeholders raises the following problems;  

 

• Undermining of building owner’ investment returns by performance 

measurement focusing only on cost control for building owner 

• Increase of cost beyond reasonable range by performance 

measurement focusing only on tenants’ satisfaction 

• Degradation of facility management performance accompanying cost 

 

If the building owner focuses primarily on cost control performance, this will 

be reflected in the operation of facility management organization, and the negative 

impacts can be grave. Building facilities, if their maintenance costs and efforts 

are not put in place at appropriate time, can rapidly age and the frequency of 

functioning failures of various facilities may increase. The possibility of accidents 

in building also increases, and safety of building users and comfort of office 
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environment can be compromised. Productivity and satisfaction of tenants will be 

lowered as well. This can be a factor that induces tenants to leave the office 

building and ultimately undermines the return on investment that the building 

owner seeks. 

 

On the contrary, if performance is measured by focusing only on the tenants’ 

satisfaction and fulfillment of their requests, the cost and work scope of facility 

management may increase beyond a reasonable range. This is neither desirable 

nor realistic, given the very nature of commercial building, of which owner is a 

financial investor. 

 

Then, if the model reflects both of the above perspectives, and measures the 

performance based both on cost reduction and tenant satisfaction increase, will it 

be a balanced performance measurement model? 

 

If building performance enhancement and tenant satisfaction are costly, will 

it be evaluated as a high performance or as a low performance? 

This research starts with this question. 
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1.3 Research Objective 

The objective of this research is to develop a balanced performance 

measurement model of facility management that reflects the conflicts arising from 

different objectives of stakeholders of facility management. 

 

 Through using facility management performance measurement model that 

achieves balanced performance of facility management would allow both 

building owner and tenant to obtain sustainable mutual benefits from the building. 

Performance characteristics and key performance factors of facility 

management are identified and reflected in the model the author develops. 

 

The conflict in the facility management performance measurement emanates 

from the physical characteristics of the building, which require considerable 

amounts of cost spending to improve tenant satisfaction and building’s facility 

performance. 

As a result, performance measurement focused on reducing the cost of 

building owner lowers building’s facility performance and tenant satisfaction. It 

is also not appropriate to measure performance solely based on tenant satisfaction, 

given that cost spending to satisfy tenants should be managed under a certain 

constraint that is set by building owner. Simply reflecting both criteria equally in 

performance measurement cannot resolve the conflict, either. 
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This research intends to recognize the conflict between stakeholders and to 

identify the unique performance characteristics and key performance factors of 

facility management.  

 

The author presents a sustainable performance measurement model that 

provides building owner with performance enhancement in terms of long-term 

profitability rather than short-term cost reduction, and that recognizes and 

evaluates the cost-effective investment in building’s facilities and services as high 

performance.  

 

Improved performance of building’s facilities and services increase tenant’s 

business productivity and satisfaction, and rents paid by tenant could rise 

accordingly in tandem with their satisfaction, raising building owners' profits 

again. 
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1.4 Research Methodology 

In order to solve the problematic issues related to the absence of a balanced 

facility management performance measurement model that reflects the conflicts 

of different objectives of facility management stakeholders, the researcher 

conducted literature review, focused group interviews, a number of questionnaire 

surveys including one based on Delphi methodology. 

 

First, Literature review was conducted to find a balanced facility 

management performance measurement model. The previous researches were 

reviewed by three types, models from the service industry, models focusing 

building facilities, and models reflecting facility management context. 

 

Second, focused group interviews with office building facility managers 

were conducted to understand the organizational structure of office building 

facility management, the contents and priorities of the major tasks, and the 

evaluators and their perspectives of performance, which is an important basis for 

model development. 

 

Third, questionnaire surveys were conducted for building owners in order to 

verify three hypotheses of five factors’ priority and weighting by the author and 
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identify the relationship between them. These results were the basis of the five 

factors cycle structure. 

 

Fourth, Delphi method was selected for deriving KPIs for the FFOSS model. 

Delphi method is based on a structured process for collecting and synthesizing 

knowledge from a group of experts by means of a series of questionnaires 

accompanied by controlled opinion feedback. It is very suitable for defining 

facility management (“FM”) performance measurement indicators that both the 

FM organization and the building owner agree with. 

 

Fifth, questionnaire surveys were conducted to validate the FFOSS model. 

In order to increase the objectivity of evaluation, the comparison model that was 

assessed to have the comparative structure and highest completeness was selected  

from the previous researches, and the evaluation and performance measurement 

of both models were conducted at the same time. Also, performance measurement 

of office building facility management by FFOSS model was actually applied to 

six office buildings. 

 

Research methodology was illustrated in Figure 1-1. 
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Figure 1-1. Research Methodology 
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1.5 Dissertation Outline 

The research is organized into six chapters including this chapter for the 

introduction.  

 

Chapter 1. Introduction 

This research begins with addressing research background, problem 

statement, research objective, research methodology and dissertation outline.  

 

Chapter 2. Preliminary Research 

This chapter examines performance measurement literatures and finds out 

the lack of a fully developed performance measurement model to reflect varying 

perspectives of different stakeholders of office building facility management, and 

that there exist few models that can be actually applied to measure the multi-

faceted performances of facility management in existing literature. . In depth 

reviews are conducted to twenty-one major performance management models for 

facility management by divided into three domains. 

 

Chapter 3. Model Components 

The author investigates model components for development of facility 

management performance measurement model. Focused group interviews to 

understand various aspects of office building facility management performance 
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measurement are conducted. Five factors of facility management performance are 

identified. Potential KPIs are gathered and categorized. Longlist KPIs are derived 

by reflecting the author’s perspective of five performance factors. 

 

Chapter 4. Model Development 

The author conducts questionnaire survey to verify the priority and 

weighting amongst five factors. The FFOSS model and five factors cycle structure 

are developed. To derive the final KPIs, a Delphi survey is conducted and thirty 

final KPIs are derived from longlist KPIs.  

 

Chapter 5. Model Validation 

In this chapter the author validates the FFOSS model. Using the FFOSS 

model, the author conducts facility management performance measurements of 

six office buildings in Seoul, Korea, and the evaluation of the model regarding its 

applicability, adequacy and effectiveness is conducted through expert survey. 

 

Chapter 6. Conclusions 

This chapter provides a summary of the findings and results of this research, 

its contributions, limitation, and further research agenda. 
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Chapter 2. Preliminary Research 

2.1  Performance Measurement Definition 

A well-known adage says, “If you cannot measure it, you cannot improve it” 

(Hamel and Prahalad 1994). 

 

Importance of performance measurement has been noted by many 

researchers. Performance measurement tells us where organization is and where 

it is heading. The importance of performance measurement can never be 

overstated, and many authors have emphasized the role of performance 

measurement in today's information-driven decision-making environment 

(Myeda 2011). Companies that use an integrated and balanced performance 

measurement system are known to perform better than companies that do not 

measure performance (Neely et al. 2000). 

 

In one of the most often cited definitions of performance measurement, 

Neely (1999) defined performance measurement as the process of quantifying the 

effectiveness and efficiency of an action. Neely et al. (2000) further clarified that 

efficiency and effectiveness relate, as concepts, to best practice (efficiency) - the 
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pursuit of perfection of a given approach, and best value (effectiveness) - the 

pursuit of the most economic approach. 

The term effectiveness refers to the extent to which a particular requirement 

or goal is achieved, whereas efficiency indicates the speed of performing an action 

that has to be both quantifiable and verifiable. (Striteska and Spickova 2012). 

 

But as the most important and starting point of performance measurement is 

an understanding of the organization’s objectives (Varcoe 1996), performance 

measurement should be the evaluation of the process to achieve the predetermined 

objectives (Amaratunga and Baldry 2003). 

 

The performance measurement model should clarify what kind of objective 

is to be achieved and for whom, and what is important and what is detrimental to 

achieving the objective should also be clearly recognized by members of the 

organization, which includes performance measurers and personnel subject to 

performance measurement (Myeda 2011). The model should also explain the 

characteristics of performance and highlight crucial factors and direction of the 

performance. 

In the context of strategy implementation, the performance measurement 

needs to be aligned to organizational strategy (Kaplan and Norton 2001). 

Furthermore, performance measurement framework needs to have features such 

as integrated approach which can link all the relevant but different perspectives 
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in a balanced manner, besides having a holistic approach for the strategic direction 

of the entire organization. It would be also critical for performance management 

and measurement systems to balance the quantitative and the qualitative methods 

(Tucker and Pitt 2010). 
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2.2  Researches on FM Performance Measurement 

In the last 20 years, research in the field of performance measurement has 

increased significantly in quantity. Intensifying competition and dynamic 

business environment have made performance measurement important, and the 

paradigm is shifting from traditional financial-focused measures to balanced and 

integrated performance measures (Pitt and Tucker 2008). However, Amos (2019) 

pointed out that the research amount and trend in facility management 

performance measurement was fairly low and disproportionate over the past two 

decades, considering his selection of 54 papers of performance measurement over 

30,000 publications on facility management existing in various databases. 

There have been a limited number of researches conducted on performance 

measurement of facility management. Most performance measurement models or 

tools in the field of facility management have borrowed successful models from 

service industry or models focusing only on physical functions of building 

facilities, and applied them to facility management context.  

However, facility management has unique characteristics that distinguish it 

from other provinces, and such borrowing has been ineffective and resulted in 

limited performance measurement. Measurement models in these studies did not 

cover a wide range of today's facility management areas and characteristics. 
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Therefore, the author finds that there exists no fully developed performance 

measurement model of facility management, which is comprehensive enough to 

reflect varying perspectives of different stakeholders of office building facility 

management and could actually be applied to measure the multi-faceted 

performances of facility management. 

 

Twenty-one major performance management models for facility 

management have been divided into three domains. 

 

First, six models developed for evaluation of organizational performance and 

process in the service industry or other industry: SERVQUAL, SERVPERF, BEM, 

CMM, BSC, and SBSC/Logo Metrix. 

Secondly, five models developed to measure the performance of building 

facilities in the architectural field: STM, BQA, OMRS, POE, and PROBE. 

Third, ten models developed for facility management performance 

measurement: QMF, PMS and KPI models. 

 

The analysis of these models was conducted from the following four 

perspectives. 

 

(1) Whether it covers the comprehensive aspects to apply to the performance 

measurement of today's facility management, 
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(2) What factors are considered important to performance, 

(3) How to reflect the conflicts of stakeholders, especially how to measure 

financial indicators, 

(4) Whether it only stays at conceptual level whether evaluation criteria are 

specified, and performance measurement results are presented.  
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2.2.1 Models from Other Industry 

 

The Service Quality (SERVQUAL) model was developed by Parasuraman 

et al. (1988) as service quality assessment tool for service and retail organizations 

such as departments, supermarkets, telecommunications companies and airlines. 

The performance measured the quality of customer service from the perspective 

of the customer receiving the service. Twenty-two items were divided into 5 

dimensions, Tangible, Reliability, Responsiveness, Assurance, and Empathy, and 

evaluated with a score of 1-7. Since it was to evaluate the elements of intangible 

service delivered through people, hardware related matters were dealt with as only 

incidental in the tangible dimension. 

The Service Performance (SERVPERF) model was developed by Cronnin 

and Taylor (1992) based on SERVQUAL. The evaluation targets were also service 

quality evaluations of service organization such as banking, pest control, dry 

cleaning, and fast food service industry. The conceptualization and measurement 

of service quality and the relationships between service quality, consumer 

satisfaction, and the purchase intentions were investigated. The researcher 

emphasized service quality should be measured as an attitude. The scoring 

method was changed to performance-based scale, the difference between 

customers’ expectation and perception. 

The Business Excellence Model (BEM) was developed by the European 

Foundation of Quality Management (EFQM) in 1990. This model has gradually 
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evolved from the classic total quality management (management of quality) 

concept to a more business excellence (quality of management) approach 

(Adebanjo 2001). It encouraged organizations to emphasize cultural and process 

issues and people to tap into intangible assets. It described a cause and effect 

relationship between enablers and results of business processes within an 

organization. Four results were financial, customer satisfaction, people 

satisfaction, and impact on society. Five enablers were leadership, policy and 

strategy, people management, resources, and processes management. 

The SERVQUAL, SERVPERF, and BEM models are tools for evaluating 

customer service quality of service industry organizations, focusing on the 

detailed characteristics of the services provided. The BEM model is a quality 

management tool for organizational success, and identifies the results and 

enablers. Therefore, these models are not suitable for facility management which 

has unique characteristics that need to satisfy users as occupants inside the 

building through services provided by the building, who are one of the primary 

management targets. 

 

Capability Maturity Model (CMM) was proposed by the Software 

Engineering Institute (SEI) of Carnegie Mellon University in 1991 as a software 

development evaluation standard (Chrissis et al. 2003). It helps an organization 

to identify best practices they currently exhibit and those upon which they need 

to improve. It enables an organization to improve a set of related processes by 
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incrementally addressing successive sets of process. It has been introduced into 

construction organization as Structured Process Improvement for Construction 

Enterprises (SPICE), which attempted for an extension into the context of facility 

management by Amaratunga et al. (2002). The key process area of SPICE was 

modified for facilities management to managing customer requirements, service 

planning, service tracking and monitoring, managing changes to customer 

requirement, contract management, health and safety management, risk 

management and interdisciplinary collaboration.    

However, there are difficulties for facility management practitioners in 

understanding the terminology used in the CMM framework questionnaire and 

limitations on dealing with physical facility performance as well as process at the 

same time. 

 

The Balanced Scorecard (BSC) model is a model for evaluating the 

performance of a business organization in the field of business administration, 

introduced by Kaplan and Norton (1992). It points out that the existing 

organizational performance evaluation has been limited to the financial metric 

point of view, and emphasizes balanced performance evaluation. Four 

perspectives are financial, customer, learning and growth and internal business 

process. BSC has been applied in a number of industries and has been applied to 

FM performance measurement by Amartunga and Baldry (2000). 
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However, BSC's four perspectives model is developed to measure the 

performance of various business organizations. Therefore, the performance 

dimension of the physical building facility, which is the primary management 

target of facility management is not classified and handled, so it is not suitable as 

a facility management performance measurement model. 

 

A service balanced scorecard (SBSC) was developed by Brackertz and 

Kenley (2002) in an effort to apply BSC to the FM industry. It defined four 

perspectives as physical, service, financial, and community to evaluate the 

performance of community facilities in local government. In addition, the 

Logometrix tool was developed to measure the physical performance and service 

performance of community facilities (Brackertz 2006). It treats the facility as the 

conjunction of the building and the service delivered from it. Six Perspectives of 

Logometrix are Service, physical, financial, community, environmental and 

utilization. 

However, SBSC/Logometrix is for local governments owned public 

facilities that are operated for the needs of the community. These characteristics 

are reflected in the model: rental income is not generated and there is little need 

to control expenses. As such, it is not suitable as a general model for facility 

management performance measurement. In addition, there are no measurement 

criteria in this conceptual model, and the application of actual performance 

measurement is not suggested. 
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Key elements of models from other industries are summarized in Table 2-1. 

Table 2-1. Key Elements of Models from Other Industry 

Source and 

Categorization 

Key elements of performance measurement models 

Parasuraman et al. 

(1988) 

Service Quality (SERVQUAL), 22 items 

(1) Tangible Physical facilities, Equipment, Appearance of personnel 

(2) Reliability 

 

ability to perform the promised service dependably and 

accurately 

(3) Responsiveness Willingness to help customers and provide prompt service 

(4) Assurance 

 

Knowledge and courtesy of employees and their ability to 

inspire trust and confidence 

(5) Empathy Caring, Individualized attention the firm provides its 

customers. 

Cronnin and Taylor 

(1992) 

Service Performance (SERVPERF)  

-The relationships between service quality, consumer 

satisfaction, and the purchase intentions were investigated 

by customers’ perception. 

Jackson (1999) Business Excellence Model (BEM), 9 criteria 

(1) Results 

 

Financial, Customer satisfaction, People satisfaction, 

Impact on society 

(2) Enablers 

 

Leadership, Policy and strategy, People management, 

Resources, Processes management. 

Amaratunga et al. (2002) Capability Maturity Model (CMM), 8 key areas of SPICE 

 Managing customer requirements, Service planning, 

Service tracking and monitoring, Managing changes to 

customer requirement, Contract management, Health and 

safety management, Risk management, Interdisciplinary 

collaboration. 

Kaplan and Norton  Balanced Scorecard (BSC), 4 perspectives 

(1992) Financial, Customer, Internal business processes, Learning 

and growth. 

Brackertz and Kenley  Service Balanced Scorecard (SBSC), 4 perspectives 

(2002) Physical, Service, Financial, Community 

Brackertz (2006) Logometrix, 25 elements in 6 perspectives 

(1) Service 

 

Transport accessibility, Safety, Location, Disability access, 

Equity, Design and fit-out, Building functionality. 

(2) Physical 

 

Building condition, Maintenance, Compliance, Risk and 

duty of care, IT capability, Flexibility. 

(3) Community Community satisfaction, Community participation 

(4) Financial Service cost, Building cost. 

(5) Utilisation Opening hours, User numbers, Capacity, Demand. 

(6) Environmental 
 

 

Australian Building Greenhouse Rating Scheme, Energy 
management, Recycling, Waste management, Building 

materials. 
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2.2.2 Models Focused to Building Facilities 

 

The Serviceable Tool and Method (STM) was developed in Canada 

(International Centre for Facilities 2000) by creating and standardizing tools and 

methods to assess quality and functionality of workplaces from the 1980s. 

Dealing with both occupant requirements (demand) and serviceability of 

buildings and facilities (supply) (Davis et al. 1993a, 1993b), STM is grounded on 

a conceptual framework of performance-based building and it comprises two 

parts of assessment. One part is used for setting occupant requirements for 

functionality and quality; the other for assessing the capability of a building to 

meet those levels of requirements. Over 100 topics and 340 building features are 

assessed on both the supply and demand sides using a scale from 1 to 9.  

 

Building Quality Assessment (BQA) was developed in Australia and New 

Zealand. The evaluation scheme is aimed at ensuring that building owners can 

accurately identify the needs of occupiers (Clift 1996). A total of 138 factors to 

be assessed are classified into nine categories; the first seven categories are 

concerned with the level of services that the building provides and the other two 

are about maintaining the level of services. Each of the factors is rated by a trained 

assessor and the categories and factors are prioritized by a weighting system. Nine 

key aspects are presentation, space functionality, access and circulation, amenities, 
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business services, working environment, health and safety, structural, and 

building management. 

 

Operation and Maintenance Rating System (OMRS) was developed for 

commercial buildings by the National Center for Energy Management and 

Building Technologies in the United States (Prill et al. 2009). It focuses on 

building occupant satisfaction, energy performance and walk-through 

performance assessments. Five building performance parameters are as follows; 

(i) optimized operation and maintenance (in particular for heating, ventilation and 

air-conditioning system); (ii) building energy use; (iii) occupant survey of 

building performance; (iv) routine building walk-through performance 

assessment; and (v) recommendations for advanced building performance 

management. 

 

STM, BQA, and OMRS are models that measure the performance of a 

building facility. Measuring the performance of a building facility that is the target 

of facility management is important, but it is part of the full range of facility 

management. Numerous factors and evaluation system difficulties of BQA make 

it available only to trained assessor, resulting in limitation on availability to wider 

group of stakeholders. Performance measurement of OMRS is not yet available 

due to unclear scoring of fifth parameter. Therefore, it is not suitable as a model 

for measuring overall management performance. 
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Post Occupancy Evaluation (POE) is an evaluation model of post occupancy 

and evaluates the performance of buildings built and in use by the perception of 

the residents. Preiser (1995) asserted that three levels of post occupancy 

evaluation must be carried out: (i) health, safety and security aspects; (ii) 

functionality and efficiency aspects; and (iii) psychological, aesthetic and socio-

cultural aspects. Post occupancy evaluation is an area of interest in the 

architectural design field, and research has been conducted to measure users' 

perception and satisfaction with various types of buildings. 

 

Post-occupancy Review of Buildings and their Engineering (PROBE) is also 

post-occupancy survey. The purpose was to provide feedback on generic and 

specific information on factors for success in the design, construction, operation 

and use of buildings, together with areas of difficulty and disappointment. 

(Bordass et al. 2001). User feedback on the building was divided into four parts; 

(i) technical performance, (ii) energy performance, (iii) thermal comfort, noise 

and perceived control, (iv) usability and manageability. Although the PROBE 

project was conducted on buildings within 2-3 years after completion, the 

research found that the buildings had already lowered the perceived performance 

in the user's thermal comfort section and the energy efficiency than at the time of 

completion. This was presented as findings.  

However, additional costs to remediate the findings were not incurred in 

most buildings in the survey. Thus, improvement was not carried out. This 
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research asked an important question, “Who pays to implement the findings?”. 

But the solution is not investigated by PROBE research because PROBE does not 

include financial performance perspective. It is inevitable to incur costs for 

improving user satisfaction and building performance, which is a limitation that 

the building performance measurement model such as PROBE cannot address. 

 

Since POE and PROBE models deal with residential satisfaction for physical 

buildings, they are closer to measuring facility management performance than the 

models from other industry. However, they also have limitations in that they are 

only intended to measure the building performance as a result, and it does not 

simultaneously measure the cost or resource input to the building facilities. As a 

result, it is not suitable as a model for measuring holistic management 

performance. In addition, POE and PROBE have limitations that rely on 

perception from a general user perspective only.  

 

Key elements of above performance measurement models focused to 

building facilities are summarized in Table 2-2. 
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Table 2-2. Key Elements of Models Focused to Building Facilities 

Source Key elements of performance measurement models 

Davis et al. 

(1993a, 

1993b) 

Serviceability Tools and Methods (STM), 18 key aspects; 

Support for office work,  

Meetings and group effectiveness,  

Sound and visual environment,  

Thermal environment and indoor air,   

Typical office information Technology,  

Change and churn by occupants,  

Layout and building factors,  

Protection of occupant assets,  

Facility protection,  

Work outside normal hours or conditions,  

Image to public and occupants,  

Amenities to attract and retain staff,  

Special facilities and technologies,  

Location, access and way finding,  

Structure, envelope and grounds,  

Manageability,  

Management of operations and maintenance,  

Cleanliness 

Clift (1996) Building Quality Assessment (BQA), 9 key aspects;  

Presentation, Space functionality, Access and circulation,  

Amenities, Business services, Working environment,  

Health and safety, Structural, Building management. 

Prill et al. 

(2009) 

Operation & Maintenance Rating System (OMRS), 5 key aspects;  

Optimized operation and maintenance,  

Building energy use,  

Occupant survey of building performance,  

Routine building walkthrough performance assessment,  

Recommendations for advanced building performance management. 

Preiser 

(1995) 

Post Occupancy Evaluation (POE), 3 levels;  

Health, safety and security aspects,  

Functionality and efficiency aspects,  

Psychological, aesthetic and socio-cultural aspects. 

Bordass et al. 

(2001). 

Post-occupancy Review of Buildings and their Engineering (PROBE), 

4 parts; 

Technical performance,  

Energy performance,  

Thermal comfort, noise and perceived control,  

Usability and manageability. 
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2.2.3 Models Reflecting FM Context 

In the facility management industry, researchers developed a performance 

measurement model that reflected the facility management context. 

 

Alexander (1992)'s Quality Managed Facilities (QMF) was developed for 

performance evaluation of facility management organizations. The purpose was 

to improve service quality and customer satisfaction. The facility is defined as the 

integration of physical and service traits. Three drivers that lead to performance 

on the physical side are derived as performance, productivity and viability, and 

six drivers on the service side as flexibility, continuity, innovation, reputation, 

morale and identity. Three key outputs were derived as quality, value and risk. 

The efforts to identify key outputs and drivers for facility management are 

meaningful. However, the quality, value, and risk are inadequate for facility 

management output and financial performance is missing. Also, as a conceptual 

model, there is no measurement standard for driver and output, and application of 

performance measurement is not suggested. 

 

Key Performance Indicators (KPI) are general indicators of performance that 

focus on critical aspects of outputs or outcomes (Chan and Chan 2004). A 

performance indicator is a measure of performance (Fitz-Gibbon 1990). The KPI 
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was identified as the most popular performance model in the construction industry. 

It was also applied by several researchers in the field of facility management. 

 

Hinks and McNay (1999) derived a bespoke KPI set that evaluates the 

performance of facility management of a financial service company. Through 

Delphi survey, 23 KPIs, which were recognized by both the department manager 

and the FM organization, were drawn into 7 categories, i.e., Business benefit, 

Equipment, Space, Environment, Change management, Maintenance/service, and 

General. 

However, the categorization system of this KPI set is not clear. In particular, 

general and change management categorizations have unclear title and are less 

relevant to KPIs in them. Satisfaction and safety, which are important 

achievements of facility management, were omitted from categorization, and 

financial performance was not treated as important. It is also a conceptual model 

without indicator metrics. 

 

Investigating researches that conceptually presented the facility management 

KPI, Gilleard and Wong (2004) derived 7 KPIs, Financial performance, 

Productivity, Project performance, Equipment availability, Compliance, 

Complaint and accident frequency, and Customer satisfaction, in order to evaluate 

the performance of facility management service provider of large buildings in 

Hong Kong. 
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Meng (2010) suggested 10 KPIs of facility management performance as 

Client satisfaction, Cost-effectiveness, Response time, Service reliability, Health, 

Safety, Environmental compliance, Staff commitment, Client-service provider 

relationship, and IT application. 

Myeda (2011) suggested a performance measurement system measuring 

office building maintenance management performance as 17 service elements of 

3 major maintenance aspects. Functional, Technical, and Image were derived as 

the three aspects.  

The above three studies only listed KPIs or key elements and could not 

actually assess the performance of facility management. They are conceptual 

models that contain indicators which cannot be measured and has no criteria of 

measurement. Gilleard and Wong (2004) evaluated financial performance as a 

cost control within the budget, and evaluated facility management organization 

productivity as a reduction in the number of people. Safety was not taken seriously, 

and various requirements of users were not reflected. Meng (2011) did not provide 

details of the KPI. As for 3 aspects of Myeda (2011), Functional does not match 

the elements in it, Technical lists all the areas of maintenance work, and Image 

does not fit the hierarchy with other aspects. 

 

Parida and Chattopadhyay (2007) suggested 28 KPIs in 7 categories for 

maintenance performance measurement of utility industry (plant). Equipment-

related, Cost-related, Maintenance task related, Learning and growth, Impact on 
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customer satisfaction, Health, safety, security and the environment, Employee 

satisfaction were presented as 7 categories. Since the subject of the research is a 

plant, it cannot be applied directly to the building inhabited by people because it 

does not have user satisfaction perspective and it is also a conceptual stage model.  

However, the important reflection of the HSSE (Health, safety, security and 

the environment) concept as performance categorization is very appropriate when 

considering development in social requirements. In addition, derivation of a 

return on maintenance investment indicator in the Cost-related category is 

meaningful in trying to reflect the conflict between maintenance cost and 

performance. 

 

Looking at two models of hierarchical structure that measure facility 

management performance in terms of building facilities, Lavy et al. (2010) 

derived 35 KPIs in 4 categories, as financial, functional, physical, and survey-

based category for facility management performance measurement.  

This model is evaluated as the best model in the previous research despite 

some shortcomings. It has an appropriate number of KPIs and four category 

structures that are easy to recognize, and reflects the building owner's perspective 

as Financial and the building's physical performance as Physical in the main 

categories. In addition, although not highlighted as a category, it covers 

significant performances, including Occupants' satisfaction and Health and safety 
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in 35 KPIs. Therefore, the completeness of evaluation contents of the model is 

higher than that of other models. 

However, as this model includes many composite indicators of which 

meanings are complicated and not actually used in facility management industry, 

such as Current replacement value (CRV), Maintenance efficiency indicators 

(MEI), Facility condition index (FCI), Building physical condition (BPI) Indoor 

environmental quality (IEQ), Mission and vision and mission dependency index 

(MDI), the performance measurement seems difficult for building owner or hard 

to apply for self-assessment by facility management. Also, it is a conceptual 

model with no metrics of indicators and does not present how each indicator 

measurement is evaluated as a comprehensive performance and what the 

measurement results imply. 

 

Lai and Man (2017) suggested 71 KPIs in 5 categories, physical, financial, 

task and equipment related, environmental, health, safety and legal for 

performance evaluation of engineering facilities in commercial buildings. 

However, they did not clearly communicate the purpose and intention of 

KPIs through categorization and hierarchical structure. They listed too many 71 

indicators. Their categorization omits user satisfaction. As the cost related 

indicators are very detailed in financial category, there are many items with low 

importance and the comprehensive evaluation is not available. Health, safety and 

legal categories are not proper as legal is better to be separated from health and 
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safety. Overall, indicators are not properly categorized in this model. It is a 

conceptual model with no metrics of indicators.  

 

Investigating recent KPI studies that derived composite KPIs, Lavy et al.  

(2014) developed a framework to evaluate six composite KPIs for facility 

performance evaluation, Maintenance efficiency indicator (MEI), Corrective to 

preventive maintenance ratio (CPR), Replacement efficiency indicator (REI), 

Functional index (FI), Indoor/outdoor environmental Quality (IOEQ) and User 

perception. These indicators are mainly the analysis of the cost effectiveness from 

various angles. 

Shohet and Nobili (2017) suggested seven composite KPIs of clinic 

maintenance performance, Annual maintenance expenditure (AME), Age 

coefficient, Density coefficient, Building performance indicator (BPI), 

Maintenance efficiency indicator (MEI), Maintenance sources ratio (MSR), 

Managerial span of control (MSC) . The contents are mainly an analysis of facility 

management performance against cost of maintenance. This is the only study that 

presented the results of performance measurement of clinic maintenance by its 

KPIs.  

However, as mentioned above, these composite KPIs of which meanings are 

complicated and not actually used in facility management industry make 

performance measurement difficult for building owner or hard to apply for self-

assessment by facility management. 
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The key elements of the performance measurement models reflecting facility 

management context are summarized in Table 2-3. 

Table 2-3. Key Elements of Models Reflecting FM Context 

Source Key elements of performance measurement models 

Alexander (1992) Quality Managed Facilities (QMF), 9 drivers and 3 key 

outputs  

(1) Key output quality, value and risk 

(2) Physical  performance, productivity and viability, 

(3) Service flexibility, continuity, innovation, reputation, morale and 

identity 

Hinks and McNay 

(1999) 

Bespoke sets of 23 KPIs in 7 categories for a facility 

management performance  

(1) Business benefit Value for money,  

No loss of business due to failure of premises services, 

Suitability of premises and functional environment. 

(2) Equipment Equipment provided meets business needs,  

Correction of faults. 

(3) Space Effective utilization of space. 

(4) Environment Satisfactory physical working conditions,  

Provision of safe environment, Energy performance. 

(5) Change 

management 

Effective communication, Quality of end product, 

Responsiveness to changes/requirements,  

Completion of project to customer satisfaction,  

Achievement of completion deadlines. 

(6) Maintenance 

/service 

Management of maintenance, Reliability,  

Effectiveness of helpdesk service, Standards of cleaning. 

(7) General Responsiveness to problem, Customer satisfaction, 

Management information, Professional approach of premises, 

Competence of staff. 

Gilleard and Wong 

(2004) 

7 KPIs for facility management performance 

Financial performance (actual operation cost vs budget, 

actual refurbishment cost vs budget),  

Productivity (FM staff per area, ad hoc orders),  

Project performance (compliance with service level 

agreements),  

Equipment availability (electrical, air-conditioning, security 

systems downtime total hours),  

Compliance (fire service and building environmental 

assessment certified inspection),  

Complaint and accident frequency,  

Customer satisfaction (survey overall score) 
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Meng (2011)  10 KPIs for facility management performance measurement 

Client satisfaction, Cost-effectiveness,  

Response time, Service reliability, Health, Safety,  

Environmental compliance, Staff commitment,  

Client-service provider relationship, IT application 

Myeda (2011) 17 service elements of 3 major aspects for maintenance 

management performance of office buildings 

(1) Functional Tangible, Reliability, Responsiveness,  

Empathy, Assurance 

(2) Technical Cleaning, Landscaping, Lightings, Air-conditionings, 

Lifts/escalators, Mechanical and electrical,  

General maintenance, Sanitary and washing facilities, 

Access, Signage, Parking, Safety and security, 

(3) Image External finishes, Internal finishes 

Parida and 

Chattopadhyay (2007) 

28 KPIs in 7 categories for maintenance performance 

measurement of utility industry (plant) 

(1) Equipment-

related  

 

Availability, Performance rate, Quality,  

Number of small and big stoppages,  

Down-time for the number of small and big stoppages, 

Rework. 

(2) Cost-related Maintenance cost per unit, Production cost per unit,  

Return on maintenance investment. 

(3) Maintenance 

task related 

Quality for maintenance task, Change over time,  

Planned maintenance task,  

Unplanned maintenance tasks, Response time for 

maintenance. 

(4) Learning and 

growth 

Number of new ideas generated,  

Skills and competency development/training, 

(5) Impact on 

customer 

satisfaction 

 

Number of quality complaints,  

Low quality returns (number/quantity),  

Customer satisfaction,  

Customer retention,  

Number of new customers added. 

(6) Health, safety, 

security and the 

environment 

Number of accidents/incidents, Number of legal cases,  

Number of compensation cases/amount of compensation 

paid, Number of HSSE complaints. 

(7) Employee 

satisfaction 

Employee absentees, Employee complaints,  

Employee turn-over rate. 
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Lavy et al. (2010) 35 KPIs in 4 categories for performance measurement of 

facilities through facility management  

(1) Financial:  Operating costs, Occupancy costs, Utility costs, Capital 

costs, Building maintenance cost, Grounds-keeping cost, 

Custodial and janitorial cost, Current replacement value 

(CRV), Deferred maintenance and deferred maintenance 

backlog, Capital renewal, Maintenance efficiency indicators 

(MEI), Facility condition index (FCI), Churn rate and churn 

costs. 

(2) Physical:  

 

Building physical condition (BPI) – qualitative, Building 

physical condition (BPI) – quantitative, Property and real 

estate, Waste, Health and safety, Indoor environmental 

quality (IEQ), Accessibility for disabled, Resource 

consumption – energy, Resource consumption – water, 

Resource consumption – materials, Security, Site and 

location. 

(3) Functional:  

 

Productivity, Parking, Space utilization, Employee or 

occupant’s turnover rate, Mission and vision and mission 

dependency index (MDI), Adequacy of space. 

(4) Survey-based: Customer/building occupants’ satisfaction with products or 

services, Community satisfaction and participation, 

Suitability and appropriateness of facility for its function, 

Appearance. 

Lavy et al. (2014) 6 KPIs for facilities performance evaluation 

Maintenance efficiency indicator (MEI), Corrective to 

preventive maintenance ratio (CPR), Replacement efficiency 

indicator (REI), Functional index (FI), Indoor/outdoor 

environmental quality (IOEQ), User perception 

Shohet and Nobili 

(2017) 

7 KPIs for clinic maintenance performance 

Annual maintenance expenditure (AME), Age coefficient, 

Density coefficient, Building performance indicator (BPI), 

Maintenance efficiency indicator (MEI), Maintenance 

sources ratio (MSR), Managerial span of control (MSC) 

Shin et al. (2017) 14 Critical Success Factors in 6 dimensions for facility 

management 

(1) Functionality Reliability of service, Lifespan extension of facility, 

Performance of facility, Upgrading of facility 

(2) Safety Safety of tenants, Emergency preparedness, Security of 

tenants 

(3) Satisfaction Satisfaction of tenants, Responsiveness to complaints 

Comfort of the environment 

(4) Profitability Cost saving, Energy saving 

(5) Environment Environmental friendliness 
(6) Organization Development of staff competency 
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Lai and Man (2017)  71 KPIs in 5 categories for performance of engineering 

facilities in commercial building  

(1) Physical Thermal comfort, Visual comfort, Aural comfort,  

Indoor air quality, Percentage users dissatisfied,  

Number of users’ complaints per year 

(2) Financial Percentage of personnel cost, Percentage of subcontractors 

cost, Percentage of contractor cost,  

Actual costs within budgeted cost, Direct maintenance cost, 

Breakdown severity, Equipment replacement value, 

Maintenance stock turnover, Percentage of maintenance 

materials cost, Percentage of corrective maintenance cost, 

Percentage of preventive maintenance cost, Percentage of 

condition based maintenance cost, O&M cost per building 

area, O&M cost per capacity of installation, Cost of equipment 

added or replaced, Energy expenditure per building area, 

Energy expenditure per person, Total safety and security 

expenditure, Security expenditure per building area,  

Security expenditure per person, Building income per building 

area, Total rentable value of the building. 

(3) Task and 

equipment related 

Work request response rate, Schedule intensity, Manpower 

utilization rate, Manpower efficiency, Manpower utilization 

index, Preventive maintenance ratio, Percentage of corrective 

work, Percentage of preventive work, Percentage of condition-

based maintenance work, Percentage of improvement work, 

Number of man hour per capacity of installation,  

Number of completed work order per staff, Area maintenance 

per maintenance staff, Quality of scheduling,  

Schedule realization rate, Schedule compliance,  

Work order turnover, Backlog size, Urgent repair request 

index, Corrective maintenance time, Preventive maintenance 

time, Response time for maintenance, Percentage compliance 

with required response time, Number of maintenance induced 

interruptions, Failure breakdown frequency,  

Mean time to repair, Availability, Efficiency of facilities, Gross 

floor area under safety and security patrol 

(4) Environmental Energy use index, Energy consumption per person, 

Greenhouse gas emission per building area,  

Conduction of energy audit, Conduction of carbon audit, 

Conduction of environmental assessment 

(5) Health, safety 

and legal 

Number of accidents per year, Number of legal cases per year, 

Number of compensation case per year, Number of health and 

safety complaints per year, Number of lost workdays per year, 

Incidents of specific diseases in building,  

Amount of compensation paid per year 
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2.3  Identification of FM Stakeholders 

The development of facility management performance measurement model 

requires reflecting the perspectives and objectives of the stakeholders involved. 

The stakeholders of the office building facility management were identified as 

building owner, tenant and facility management organization (Shin et al. 2018). 

They conducted an extensive survey to facility managers to develop facility 

management process model for office buildings and presented the three 

stakeholders and their relationship in the commercial office building facility 

management as follows.  

 

Building owners own office building for profit. They seek cash flows 

generated from rents and try to achieve financial return from disposal of the 

building. They enter into lease agreements with tenants and receive rents, and 

make a service contract with facility management company and pay service fee. 

They also cover all utility costs, material purchases, and facility maintenance 

costs for operation and maintenance of the building, and are provided with the 

technology, personnel and processes by the facility management service provider.  

 

The tenants, as occupants and users of office building, enter into a lease 

agreement with building owner and occupy office space, provided with services, 

and pay rent in return. 
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The facility management organization operates and maintains the building 

facility and provides services to tenants for business activities. However, tenant 

and facility management organization do not have a contractual relationship 

between them. The relationship, roles and responsibilities are presented in Figure 

2-1 (modified from Shin et al. 2018) and Table 2-4. 

 

Therefore, facility management performance measurement model should 

reflect the various perspectives and objectives of three stakeholders, building 

owner, tenant, and facility management organization and make a 

multidimensional measurement available.  

 

 
Figure 2-1. FM Stakeholders and Relationship 
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Table 2-4 Roles and Responsibilities of FM Stakeholders 

Stakeholders Roles Responsibilities 

Building owner Owner of the building To bear all the building cost 

 Lessor by lease agreement To provide office space and 

service 

 Client by FM service agreement To pay service fee 

Tenant Occupant of the building To occupy the building  

 Lessee by lease agreement To pay rent 

Facility 

management 

Facility manager of the building To operate and maintain the 

building 

organization Service provider by FM service 

agreement 

To provide facility management 

service 
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2.4  Summary 

In order to investigate a balanced performance measurement model for 

facility management, the existing performance measurement models were divided 

and analyzed into three domains according to the model background and main 

target. 

As a result, the author found that there exists no fully developed performance 

measurement model for facility management, which is comprehensive enough to 

reflect varying perspectives of different stakeholders and could actually be 

applied to measure the multi-faceted performances of facility management. Also, 

models that cover the overall scope of facility management, which is required in 

today's facility management were not seen.  

 

Models from other industries such as service industry or business 

administration field to measure the process mainly reflect i) the industry 

characteristics of which the researcher wants to measure the performance, ii) the 

characteristics of the performance measurement target, and iii) the viewpoint of 

performance measurement in that particular field. Thus, they fail to reflect the 

various evaluation viewpoints that are important in measuring overall facility 

management performance. Also, because they do not deal with building hardware, 

they do not adequately reflect the characteristics of facility management based on 
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physical buildings. Therefore, they are unsuitable for application to measuring 

building facility management performance. 

 

On the other hand, models that measure building facility performance are not 

sufficient to measure overall performance other than building functions. Since the 

building and its functions are mainly evaluated from the perspective of the 

building users, it is impossible to measure the cost-effectiveness or performance 

from financial perspective. 

 

Most of the QMF, PMS, and KPI models developed in the facility 

management context are conceptual models and they did not specify the 

evaluation criteria and not present result of performance measurement. In addition, 

the derived indicators and hierarchical structure did not reflect the characteristics 

of facility management well and were insufficient for measuring overall 

performance. 

 

The KPI model can synthesize various viewpoints and has the advantage of 

being relatively easy to use. However, existing studies have not clearly revealed 

the characteristics and purpose of performance measurement because the 

hierarchical structure was inconsistent, and the similar indicators were mixed, or 

had too many indicators.  
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Also, merely deriving the indicators are insufficient as a performance 

measurement model. Therefore, establishment of criteria of indicator 

measurement and their application results in performance measurement is 

required. 

 

Performance measurement model should reveal the characteristics and 

purpose of the performance measurement through its system. Through the 

literature review, the findings to be reflected in the development of the facility 

management performance measurement model were drawn as follows. 

- The model should cover the overall scope of facility management and 

reflect the conflicts of stakeholders through dealing with financial perspectives. 

- The categorization should match the traits of the indicators in it, and use 

keywords that describe the characteristics of the particular performance each 

category represents.  

- The hierarchical structure of the model should represent the targets and 

objectives of performance measurement clearly. 
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Chapter 3. Model Components 

In this chapter, the author derives key components that would constitute our 

facility management performance measurement model.  

First, a focused group interview is conducted to understand the 

organizational structure of the office building facility management, the contents 

and priorities of the major tasks, and the evaluators and their perspectives of 

performance, which is an important basis for model development. 

The criteria are established for setting the categories of facility management 

performance measurement, and the five performance factors are identified, 

reflecting the views of performance evaluators, and the relationships between the 

factors are explored. 

The potential KPIs from the previous researches are analyzed, and the 

longlist KPIs, which are the starting point of model development, are derived 

reflecting the author’s performance measurement viewpoint and feedbacks from 

facility management experts. 
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3.1  Features of FM Performance 

The first step in the research is to define the performance indicators to be 

used to measure FM performance in the office building and to categorize them 

appropriately. To this end, the author needed to become familiar with the structure 

of the office building FM organization, the content of the work, and environment 

of the operation and maintenance, and wanted to listen to opinions from field 

experts on FM performance measurement indicators derived from literatures. 

Focused group interviews were used in qualitative research as a way to listen 

to and learn from experts' opinions through group interviews with groups of 

experts related to the research field. Verifying qualitative research data collected 

in various ways increases the feasibility of the research. 

Interview was conducted with a FM team leader and two senior managers of 

an Office Building FM organization from March 2nd to March 5th, 2020. The 

contents of the interview were (1) the organizational structure, (2) the contents of 

major tasks, (3) priorities and resource allocation to major tasks, (4) facility 

management performance evaluators and their perspectives, and (5) opinions on 

potential KPIs from literatures. The results are analyzed as follows. 

 

1) Organizational structure of office building facility management   

It was composed of a total of seven teams, but is largely divided into two 

parts, engineering part and personnel service part according to the nature of work. 
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The engineering part include mechanical, electrical, fire prevention, and 

architectural teams, and the human resource service part comprises security, 

parking, and cleaning teams. 

 

2) The contents of the major tasks 

Major tasks of mechanical, electrical, fire prevention, and architectural 

teams in engineering part were divided into four tasks; 

(i) Operation, inspection and maintenance of equipment: tasks related to the 

functionality of the building. 

(ii) Response to tenant complaints and requests: tasks related to tenant 

satisfaction. 

(iii) Documentation and data collection: reporting on building cost and 

maintenance activities for building owner or internal purpose. 

(iv)Education and training: tasks for strengthening staff and organizational 

competency 

Major tasks of security, parking, and cleaning teams in the human resource 

service part were divided into four tasks; (i) was the security, parking, and 

cleaning of each service area in charge and (ii)~(iv) were the same as engineering 

part. 

 

3) Priority and resource allocation of major tasks (personnel, time) 
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Most personnel and time were spent in tasks in case of engineering part for 

(i) operation, inspection and maintenance of equipment, in case of human 

resource service part, (i) security, parking, and cleaning of each service area.  

It was followed by (ii) tenant complaints and requests and (iii) 

documentation and data collection, and (iv) education and training in both parts. 

 

4) Evaluators and their perspectives of facility management performance  

The major evaluator is building owner, and tenant becomes an important 

evaluator as well.  

The building owner's performance measurement is primarily from a financial 

perspective, focusing on cost control within budget and, furthermore, on cost 

reduction. It is usually reported as an important element in a monthly report for 

the owner. 

Tenant's performance measurement includes various areas; whether the 

building functions and services are normal and whether there exist no 

malfunctions, whether office environment is comfortable, and whether the 

response to complaints is satisfactory. It is investigated through the annual tenant 

satisfaction survey. 
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3.2 Identification of Five Factors  

3.2.1 FM Stakeholders’ Perspectives 

It is very important to classify KPIs into different categories according to 

their purpose and contents along with the identification of them. This is due to the 

fact that the area covered by FM is very wide and the viewpoint of evaluation is 

diverse. It is necessary to clearly indicate the direction of achieving FM 

performance through setting categories that properly reflect the contents office 

building FM and the perspectives of evaluators. Also, the number of categories 

should not be too many; each category should be large enough to accommodate 

the KPIs that share common characteristics. 

 

Through the literature review, the author analyzed the performance 

indicators previous researches adopted and how they are related with facility 

management performance and whether they can be grouped into different 

categories. The author found that depending on each researcher’s point of view, 

the number of categories differed from small (2) to relatively large (7), and 

different terminologies and classification criteria were used. There were many 

cases where a category and the KPIs that were grouped to belong to it were not 

really matched well. Details are described in Chapter 2.2 and Table 2-2. But the 

author did find that financial, equipment function, user satisfaction, process, 
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learning and growth were frequently adopted as categories and safety, 

environment, health, and compliance performance were also mentioned as 

categories. 

The principles the author adopted for setting FM performance measurement 

categories are as follows. 

1) Reflect the perspectives of FM stakeholders, that is, the perspectives of 

building owner, user, and FM organization. 

2) Make sure to cover the FM area as a whole and reflect the main FM 

contents. 

3) Reflect building users’ various requirements that have changed as socio-

economic environment develops. 

4) Make sure that categories don’t overlap with one another, i.e. establish 

each category as a distinct group, but at the same time, don’t let the total number 

of categories become too many. 

Based on these principles, the author made categories of potential KPIs 

according to the perspectives of office building stakeholders, that is, building 

owner, user, and facility management organization. Reflecting the stakeholder 

perspectives, the author established five categories of office building facility 

management performance as illustrated in Figure 3-1. 

Building owner's perspectives are addressed by primarily cost and return 

indicators. 
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Figure 3-1. FM Stakeholders’ Perspectives 

 

Facility management organization's perspectives are reflected on the 

indicators of the facility management organization's capabilities and efficiency.  

 

Many performance indicators were classified as reflecting building user’s 

standpoints. In other words, they are indictors that show user satisfaction and 

functioning of facilities and services of building, users receive.  

The author divided the performance indicators for users’ perspective into 

three categories: (i) the functionality of the facility and equipment of the building, 

(ii) various safety, health, and environmental performances that user requires in 

addition to the functionality, and (iii) user satisfaction. This considers the main 

contents and characteristics of the office building's facility management. 

 

User satisfaction performance comprised indicators affecting the satisfaction 

of tenants. Facility management performance is evaluated by how well building 

user’s needs of the service have been met. User satisfaction is a critical 

performance criterion.  
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3.2.2 Idenfitication of Five Factors 

The author would define the five categories of FM performance as five 

factors that form a structure as shown in Figure 3-2. 

 

(1) Financial 

(2) Function  

(3) Organization  

(4) Safety-Health-Environment   

(5) Satisfaction  

 

 

Figure 3-2. Identification of Five Factors  

 

Each of the above five factors represent the perspectives of the three FM 

stakeholders, i.e., tenant, building owner, and FM organization, on office building 

FM performance. 

Financial factor reflects building owner’s perspective. 
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Organization factor is itself an important FM performance measurement 

indicator and at the same time possesses characteristics of both result and enabler 

that drives four other factors’ performance. 

Tenant perspective is addressed by three factors:  

Function, Safety-Health-Environment, and Tenant Satisfaction.  

Function and Safety-Health-Environment performances are related to office 

building functions and services, where Function comprises basic requirements on 

building, and Safety-Health-Environment consists of higher requirements.  

 

The author chose Function as one of the categories, considering that the tasks 

which facility management organization allocates the largest time and 

concentrates on are operation and maintenance of building facilities and 

equipment, and that maintaining normal function of the facilities and equipment 

is the most fundamental task in generating facility management performance. 

 

The author grouped Safety-Health-Environment performances as a separate 

category, which is distinct from function of facility and equipment. It is difficult 

to achieve and needs FM organization’s process, operation policy and technique. 

For example, the “safety” performance is not achieved only by the functions of 

fire-fighting equipment but is a combined performance that also requires the 

establishment of emergency response process, the training of facility management 
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organization for it, conduct of regular emergency drill with occupants, control of 

risk elements, and quick response to incident, if once occurs. 

The five factors reflect different perspectives of FM stakeholders and 

represent various facets of FM performance. Each has distinct characteristics and 

they collectively cover all the areas of FM performance. 

 

The five categories correspond to the people (mental world), place (physical 

world), and process (virtual world) that facility management integrates in the 

facility management workplace model (Amos et al. 2019). People (mental world) 

correspond to ‘satisfaction’, places (physical world) to ‘function’ and ‘Safety-

Health-Environment’, and processes (virtual world) to ‘organization’. They can 

lead to financial performance through integration of people, place, and process 

performances. 

 

Five factors were classified by reflecting the stakeholders’ perspectives, 

result/enabler status, and cover all areas of FM as place, people, and process. In 

addition, the targets, means and attributes of performance measurement are 

different reflecting various facets of FM. Table 3-1 summarized characteristics of 

five factors. 

Thus, the author shows that each factor has unique characteristics 

distinguished from others through analysis of five factors’ and that the five factors 
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accurately and meaningfully reflect the properties of FM performance 

measurement. 

 

Table 3-1. Characteristics of Five Factors 

Characteristics Factors 

Function Safety-

Health-

Environment 

Satisfaction Financial Organization 

Perspective User User User Owner FM 

organization 

Result 

/Enabler 

Result Result Result Result Enabler 

Coverage Place 

(Physical 

world) 

Place 

(Physical 

world) 

People 

(Mental 

world) 

- Process 

(Virtual 

world) 

Target, means, 

attributes of 

performance 

measurement 

Building Building, 

Service 

Satisfaction Money Organization 

Facility 

performan

ce 

 

Facility 

performance 

+ Operation 

policy 

Satisfaction 

 

Money Organization

al Capability 

Quantitati

ve 

Qualitative Qualitative Quantitative Qualitative 

Objective Objective+ 

Subjective 

Subjective Objective Subjective 
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The author analyzed the FM performance evaluation categories, which 

previous researches used, in Table 3-2. Most of them fell within one or more of 

the five factors of this research. 

But it was also found that the performance evaluation categories adopted by 

previous researches did not cover all of the five factors the author used. There 

were studies that did not include user satisfaction, one of the crucial components 

of FM performance measurement, as measurement category (Hinks and McNay 

(1999) or where functionality or safety of building is missing (Lai and Man 2017).  

Lavy et al. (2010) combined function, user satisfaction and organization in 

survey-based category and function and safety in physical category, which are 

better to be separated given their different attributes. Also, Lai and Man (2017) 

mixed function and organization in task and equipment related category. Parida 

and Chattopadhyay (2007) used category with low importance, FM employee 

satisfaction, for FM performance measurement.  

 

Through Table 3-2 and Table 2-1~2-3, it can be seen that the five factors are 

individually addressed in the previous studies of facility management, and 

Satisfaction, Function, Financial are mentioned many times. 

 

But Safety-Health-Environment, which are socially accepted values, have 

rarely been highlighted for facility management performance evaluation. The 

concept of EHS (Environment-Health-Safety) originated in the chemical industry 
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in 1995, and was presented as a corporate social responsibility in The Valdez 

Principles (Sanyal, R. N. and J. S. Neves 1991). Research of Parida and 

Chattopadhyay (2007) for maintenance of utility industry suggested Health-

Safety-Security-Environment (HSSE) as a category. The author introduced 

Safety-Health-Environment as a performance factor with consideration that safety 

has more significance than the other two elements.  

 

Also, it is the unique perspective of this research that sets Organization as a 

major performance category. In previous studies, organizational competency was 

measured through FM internal process, learning and growth, and task related 

matters. 

 

Financial has been mentioned in many researches, but it measures facility 

management cost savings as performance. Although the terminology is the same, 

the author newly defined financial performance as a measure of an integrated 

viewpoint.  

 

Therefore, it is the author's original perspective and major contribution to 

derive five factors for balanced performance measurement of facility management 

and develop performance measurement model based on them. 
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Table 3-2. Categorization of Facility Management Performance 

Source Category 

Function  Safety-Health, 

-Environment 

Satisfaction Financial Organization 

Hinks and 

McNay  

(1999) 

-Space  

-Equipment 

-Maintenance 

/service 

-Environme 

nt 

N/A -Business 

benefit  

-Change 

management 

-General 

Amaratunga  

and Baldry 

(2003) 

N/A N/A -Customer 

relations 

-Financial 

implications 

-FM internal 

processes 

-Learning and 

growth 

Parida and 

Chattopad 

hyay (2007) 

-Equipment 

related 

 

-Health,  

safety,  

security  

and the 

environment 

-Impact on 

customer 

satisfaction 

-Cost related -Learning and 

growth 

-Maintenance 

task related 

-FM employee 

satisfaction 

Lavy et al. 

(2010) 

-Functional 

-Survey-based* 

-Physical*  

-Physical* -Survey-

based* 

-Financial -Survey-based* 

Myeda  

(2011) 

-Technical 

-Image 

N/A -Functional 

 

N/A N/A 

Lai and  

Man  

(2017)  

-Physical 

-Task and 

equipment 

related* 

-Environme 

ntal  

-Health,  

safety, legal 

N/A 

 

-Financial -Task and 

equipment 

related* 

Shin et al.  

(2017) 

-Functionality -Safety 

-Environment 

-Satisfaction -Profitability -Organization 
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3.3  Derivation of Potential KPIs  

One hundred two potential KPIs derived in previous researches and others 

sources are divided into the five categories identified and summarized in Table 3-

3. The Author added 15 KPIs to the list of literature sources, which are marked as 

[*] in the Table 3-3 and further explained later in Table 3-6.   

Performance indicators of builidng owners were added to the list, such as 

Building net income, Building Occupancy, Rental price, which were also regarded 

as important to the performance indicators of facility management organization.   

Some indicators are concerned with the reliability and performance of the 

major facilities, such as Reliability of electricity supply, Reliability of city water 

supply, Reliability of elevator service, Reliability of air-conditioning & heating 

service, Reliability of toilets facilities, Performance of fire prevention/evacuation 

equipment, Performance of IT and communication facilities, and Performance of 

parking facilities. Others indicators added reflect the major tasks of facility 

management, such as Compliance with statutory safety inspection and education, 

Provision of sanitary environment and pest control, Green space and landscaping 

throughout building, and Documentation and data record management. 

Source of other indicators from literatures are as below;  

Hinks and McNay (1999), Shohet (2006), Parida and Chattopadhyay (2007), 

Lavy et al. (2010), Muchiri et al. (2011), Meng (2011), Mukelas et al. (2012), Tan 

(2014), Candido (2016), Lai and Man (2017) , Shin et al. (2018), Builidng quality 

assessment (BQA), Operation and maintenance rating system (OMRS), 

Serviceable tool and method (STM)  
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Table 3-3. Potential KPIs 

Function Safety-Health-Environment 

Statutory compliance Provision of safe building environment 

Life-span extension of building facility 
Compliance with statutory safety 

inspection and education 

Upgrading of building facility function 
Emergency preparedness and quick 

response to incident 

Reliability of building facility No. of accidents per year 

Performance of building facility Access control for security of tenants 

Efficiency of building facility Action on hazards 

Breakdown severity of building facilities Action on unsafe areas 

Breakdown frequency of building 

facilities 
Indoor air quality 

Down-time for the stoppages.  
Provision of sanitary environment and 

pest control* 

Reliability of building service Water quality management 

Reliability of electricity supply* 
No. of specific disease in building per 

year 

Reliability of city water supply* Energy efficiency 

Reliability of elevator service* Energy saving 

Reliability of air-conditioning & heating* 

service 
Energy conservation 

Reliability of toilets facilities* Energy use index 

Performance of building exterior and 

interior finishes 

Compliance with environment 

regulations* 

Stability of building structure 
No of safety and health complaints paid 

per year 

Performance of fire prevention/evacuation 

equipment* 
Environmental performance 

Performance of IT and communication 

facilities* 

Greenhouse gas emission target 

management 

Performance of parking facilities* Conduction of environmental assessment 

Accessibility to building for disabled  

Provision of personal environment control  

IT application to building system  

Building appearance and physical 

condition  
 

Appropriate levels of space planning   

Effectiveness of space utilization   

Adequate provision of storage space  
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Satisfaction Financial 

Tenants' satisfaction survey score 
Cost management within budgeted 

costs 

No loss of business due to failure of building 

services  
Cost saving 

No of lost workdays paid per year cost-effectiveness 

Provision of diverse range of service 
Cost-effectiveness of Building 

maintenance cost 

Satisfactory indoor environmental quality Cost-effectiveness of Utility cost 

Thermal comfort (air-conditioning, heating) O&M cost per building area 

Visual comfort (daylight, lighting, etc.) Utility costs  

Aural comfort (soundproofing, sound 

absorption)  
Percentage of personnel cost 

Privacy and noise distraction 
Area maintenanced per maintenance 

staff 

Green space and landscaping throughout 

building* 
Maintenance stock turnover control 

Good condition of cleaning throughout building Building income  

Work area aesthetics Building net income*  

Building aesthetics Building Occupancy* 

No. of users' complaints per year Tenant retention 

Responsiveness to complaints Rental price* 

Quality of service provided to complaints No. of legal cases per year 

Responsiveness to changes/requirements No. of compensation cases per year 

Effectiveness of help desk service No. of compensation paid per year 

Helpdesk call response times  

Helpdesk target completion dates achieved  

Organization  

Mission and vision of organization Staff commitment 

Productivity of organization Appropriateness of maintenance 

plan and budget 

Innovativeness of organization Maintenance plan and schedule 

compliance 

Efficiency of organization Frequency of urgent repair 

Education and training system of organization Completion of work on time 

Stability of organization (low turnover of staff) Completion of work within budget 

Staff competency and experience  Completion of work to desired 

quality 

Staff communication with tenant Documentation and data record 

management* 

Attitude of premises department staff  
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3.4  Derivation of Longlist KPIs 

The author derived the longlist KPIs in Table 3-4, which is the starting point 

of model development. This phase is to select effective indicators reflecting 

author’s perspective of five factors performance. 

 

The author deleted unmeasurable indicators or indicators not measured by 

FM and indicators of low importance or relevance to FM. Performance indicators 

from FM organization reflecting major tasks and indicators from building owner’s 

perspective were added. 

Some indicators were changed to measurable indicators specified by major 

facilities or services. Other cost related indicators were revised in order to 

measure cost-effectiveness reflecting desirable performance measurement 

perspective of the author. Through this process, the feedbacks from the focused 

group interview were reflected as important.  

 

1) Change to measurable indicators 

(8) Reliability of elevator service, (9) Reliability of air-conditioning & 

heating service, (10) Reliability of toilets facilities (13) Performance of fire 

prevention/evacuation equipment, (14) Performance of IT and communication 

facilities, (15) Performance of parking facilities 
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2) Desirable view of performance measurement 

(34) Energy efficiency, (55) Cost-effectiveness of building maintenance cost,  

 

3) Deletion of unmeasurable indicators or indicators not measured by FM 

Efficiency of building facility, Down-time for the stoppages, No of safety 

and health complaints paid per year, Efficiency of organization, Attitude of 

premises department staff, Staff commitment, No of lost workdays paid per year  

 

4) Deletion of indicators of low importance or relevance to FM 

Privacy and noise distraction, Work area aesthetics, Building aesthetics, 

Responsiveness to changes/requirements, Tenant retention 

 

5) Addition of performance indicators from building owner 

(61) Building net income, (62) Building occupancy, (63) Rental price 

(56) Cost-effectiveness of utility cost, (57) Cost-effectiveness of FM 

personnel cost,  

(58) Appropriateness of number of FM staff, (61) Building net income 

 

6) Addition of performance indicators from FM organization 

(6) Reliability of electricity supply, (7) Reliability of city water supply, (24) 

Compliance with statutory safety inspection and education, (31) Provision of 
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sanitary environment and pest control, (46) Green space and landscaping 

throughout building, (80) Documentation and data record management,  

 

Table 3-4. Longlist KPIs 

 Function  Safety-Health-Environment 

1 Statutory compliance 23 Provision of safe building 

environment 

2 Life-span extension of building 

facility 

24 Compliance with statutory safety 

inspection, education 

3 Upgrading of building facility 

function 

25 Emergency preparedness and quick 

response to incident 

4 Severity of building facilities 

breakdown 

26 No. of accidents per year 

5 Frequency of building facilities 

breakdown 

27 Access control for security of 

tenants 

6 Reliability of electricity supply 28 Action on hazards 

7 Reliability of city water supply 29 Action on unsafe areas 

8 Reliability of elevator service 30 Indoor air quality 

9 Reliability of air-conditioning & 

heating service 

31 Provision of sanitary environment 

and pest control 

10 Reliability of toilets facilities 32 Water quality management 

11 Performance of building exterior and 

interior finishes 

33 No. of specific disease in building 

per year 

12 Stability of building structure 34 Energy efficiency 

13 Performance of fire 

prevention/evacuation equipment 

35 Compliance with safety, health and 

environment regulations 

14 Performance of IT and 

communication facilities 

36 Environmental performance 

15 Performance of parking facilities 37 Greenhouse gas emission target 

management 

16 Accessibility to building for disabled 38 Conduction of environmental 

assessment 

17 Provision of personal environment 

control 

  

18 IT application to building system   

19 Building appearance and physical 

condition  

  

20 Appropriate levels of space planning    

21 Effectiveness of space utilization    

22 Adequate provision of storage space   
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 Satisfaction   Financial 

39 
Tenants' satisfaction survey score 54 Cost management within budgeted 

costs  

40 
No loss of business due to failure of 

building services  

55 Cost-effectiveness of Building 

maintenance cost 

41 provision of diverse range of service 56 Cost-effectiveness of Utility cost 

42 Satisfactory indoor environmental 

quality 

57 Cost-effectiveness of FM personnel 

cost 

43 Thermal comfort (air-conditioning, 

heating) 

58 Appropriateness of No. of FM staff 

44 Visual comfort (daylight, lighting, 

etc.) 

59 Maintenance stock turnover control 

45 Aural comfort (soundproofing, 

sound absorption)  

60 Building income  

46 Green space and landscaping 

throughout building 

61 Building net income  

47 Good condition of cleaning 

throughout building 

62 Building Occupancy 

48 No. of users' complaints per year 63 Rental price 

49 Responsiveness to complaints 64 No. of legal cases per year 

50 
Quality of service provided to 

complaints 

65 No. of compensation cases per year 

51 Effectiveness of help desk service 66 No. of compensation paid per year 

52 Helpdesk call response times   

53 Helpdesk target completion dates 

achieved 

  

 Organization   

67 Mission and vision of organization 74 Appropriateness of maintenance 

plan and budget 

68 Productivity of organization 75 Maintenance plan and schedule 

compliance 

69 Innovativeness of organization 76 Frequency of urgent repair 

70 Education and training system of 

organization 

77 

 

Completion of work on time 

71 Stability of organization (low 

turnover of staff) 

78 Completion of work within budget 

72 Staff competency and experience  79 Completion of work to desired 

quality 

73 Staff communication with tenant 80 Documentation and data record 

management 
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Table 3-5. Revision of Longlist KPIs 

Reason for 

revision 

Potential KPIs Longlist KPIs  

Change to 

measurable 

indicators 

Reliability of building 

service, Reliability of 

building facility 

(8) Reliability of elevator service 

(9) Reliability of air-conditioning & 

heating service 

(10) Reliability of toilets facilities 

 Performance of facility (13) Performance of fire 

prevention/evacuation equipment 

(14) Performance of IT and 

communication facilities 

(15) Performance of parking facilities 

Desirable view 

of performance 

measurement 

Energy efficiency, Energy 

saving, Energy conservation, 

Energy use index 

(34) Energy efficiency 

Cost-effectiveness, Cost 

saving, O&M cost per 

building area, Utility costs 

(55) Cost-effectiveness of building 

maintenance cost,  

(56) Cost-effectiveness of utility cost 

Percentage of personnel cost, 

Area maintenanced per 

maintenance staff 

(57) Cost-effectiveness of FM 

personnel cost,  

(58) Appropriateness of number of 

FM staff 

Building expense, Building 

net income 

(61) Building net income 

[Deleted] 

Unmeasurable 

or not 

measured by 

FM 

Efficiency of building facility  

Down-time for the stoppages  

No of safety and health complaints paid per year 

Efficiency of organization 

Attitude of premises department staff 

Staff commitment 

No of lost workdays paid per year 

[Deleted] 

Low 

importance or 

relevance to 

FM deleted 

Privacy and noise distraction  

Work area aesthetics 

Building aesthetics 

Responsiveness to changes/requirements 

Tenant retention 

[Added] 

FM indicators 

(6) Reliability of electricity supply 

(7) Reliability of city water supply 

(24) Compliance with statutory safety inspection and education 

(31) Provision of sanitary environment and pest control 

(46) Green space and landscaping throughout building 

(80) Documentation and data record management 

[Added] 

Building owner 
indicator 

(61) Building net income 

(62) Building occupancy 
(63) Rental price 
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3.5  Summary 

This chapter explored the model components. The areas of FM performance 

measurement were categorized into 5 factors: (1) Financial, (2) Function, (3) 

Organization, (4) Safety-Health-Environment, and (5) Satisfaction.  

 

The five factors reflect different perspectives of FM stakeholders and 

represent various facets of FM performance. Each has distinct characteristics and 

they cover all the areas of FM performance. The five factors cover the multi-

dimensional FM areas, and consider the perspectives of performance evaluators 

and the main FM contents.  

 

The financial factor, which is the primary perspective of building owner, and 

the Safety-Health-Environment, and Satisfaction factors, which represent the 

tenant's perspectives, are four important performance measurement factors with 

different traits, while Organization is a performance measurement factor in itself 

and at the same time the enabler that supports the four other performance 

measurement factors.  

 

The factors of Satisfaction, Function, Safety-Health-Environment from the 

tenant perspective are highly correlated. The performance of the two factors of 

Function and Safety-Health-Environment is t required by the tenant in the office 
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building. The Function is the basic performance, and the Safety-Health-

Environment is the additional performance, and these two performances are 

needed to increase the tenant Satisfaction. 

 

The 102 potential KPIs from the previous researches and other sources were 

verified, and the 80 longlist KPIs, which are the starting point of model 

development, were derived by reflecting feedbacks from focused group interview. 
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Chapter 4. Model Development 

Based on the five factors and longlist KPIs from Chapter 3, the author 

develops a model.  

The hypotheses that priority and weighting of five performance factors can 

differ by building grade are proposed and the relationship of five factors are 

investigated.  

The questionnaire survey to verify them is conducted. Through survey, the 

author ascertains hypothesis and develops a FM performance measurement model 

that can reflect priority and weighting of the five factors.  

In addition, Delphi survey questionnaire on industry experts is conducted in 

order to derive facility management performance measurement KPIs, on which 

office building facility management organization and building owners can agree.  
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4.1  Five Factors Priority and Relationship 

4.1.1 Hypothesis of Five Factors Priority  

In Chapter 3, the author identified five performance factors of facility 

management as Financial, Function, Organization, Safety-Health-Environment 

and Satisfaction. 

Five performance factors reflect the different perspectives of facility 

management stakeholders, cover the multi-dimensional work scope, and represent 

various aspects of performance management performance.  

 

Through a consideration of the attributes and relationships of the five factors, 

the author hypothesizes that the priority and weighting of the five factors differ 

according to the building grade. This started from the author's insight into the 

profit structure of commercial office buildings, the characteristics of office 

building grades, and the interests of facility management stakeholders. 
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Hypothesis 1: The priority of a prime grade office building is 

'Satisfaction' > 'Financial'. 

In order to increase the satisfaction of tenants, generally costs are incurred 

which has a firsthand negative impact on financial performance. Therefore, it is 

necessary to decide whether to spend the cost to improve the satisfaction of 

tenants or to save the cost for financial performance, leaving tenants unsatisfied.  

Where does building owner put facility management performance priority 

between 'Satisfaction' and 'Financial'? 

While general office buildings prioritize ‘Financial’ performance, prime 

grade office buildings will prioritize ‘Satisfaction’ performance.  

 

Hypothesis 2: The priority of a prime grade office building is ‘Safety-

Health-Environment’ > ‘Function’. 

‘Function’ performance has a prerequisite nature of ‘Safety-Health-

Environment’ performance. That is, once a building achieves an excellent 

‘Function’ performance, then it can pursue ‘Safety-Health-Environment’ 

performance. 

Where does building owner put facility management performance priority 

between ‘Safety-Health-Environment’ and ‘Function’? 

While general office buildings prioritize ‘Function’ performance, prime 

grade office buildings will prioritize ‘Safety-Health-Environment’ performance. 
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Hypothesis 3: The priority of ‘Organization' performance is the lowest 

among the five factors. However, it is relatively more important in prime 

grade buildings. 

‘Organization’ performance is the enabler of other four performances. 

Therefore, it is less important than other performance as a performance result per 

se. However, as the prime grade buildings are equipped with sophisticated 

engineering facilities, they require specialized technical personnel for operation 

and maintenance of facilities. In addition, the organization's ability to respond to 

tenant’s various requests is also more important than in general buildings. 

Therefore, ‘Organization’ performance will be relatively important in prime 

grade office buildings. 

Figure 4-1 illustrates the hypothesis of factor priority.  

 

 
Figure 4-1. Hypothesis of Factor Priority 
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The X-axis of the quadrant indicates the degree to which the building owner 

places more emphasis on between ‘Financial’ and ‘Satisfaction’ performances. 

Hypothesis 1 argued that the prime grade buildings have Satisfaction priority, 

whereas the B grade buildings have Financial priority. Accordingly, the prime 

grade buildings are located on the right side of the X-axis, Satisfaction, and the B 

grade buildings are located on the left side, Financial. The A grade buildings put 

priority in the middle area between the two and will be located as such on the X 

axis.. 

 

The Y-axis of the quadrant indicates the degree to which the building owner 

values 'Safety-Health-Environment’ performance or 'Function'. Hypothesis 2 

argued that the prime grade buildings put priority on Safety-Health-Environment, 

whereas the B grade buildings’ priority lies in more in the Function. Accordingly, 

it is expressed that the prime grade buildings are located at the upper side of the 

Y-axis, Safety-Health-Environment, and the B grade buildings are located at the 

lower side, Function. The A grade buildings are expected to be located in the 

middle range between the two factors on the Y axis. 

 

The three hypotheses of factor priority can be reasonably argued based on 

the attributes of prime grade office buildings in the office market, characteristics 

of their facilities and their tenants as blue-chip companies, and their financial 

structure of cost and profit.  
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The prime grade office building is generally defined in the Seoul office 

market as an extra-large sized building with its gross floor area over 66,000sqm 

with excellent location, facilities, and services. 

 

According to the office market report by Kyobo Realco, a comprehensive 

real estate service company, the building grade classification is defined as in Table 

4-1 and the number and total area of office buildings by building grade in Seoul 

are summarized as Figure 4-2, 4-3. 

Prime grade extra-large sized office building is defined with a total gross 

floor area of 66,000sqm or more, A grade with 33,000 ~ 66,000 sqm, B grade with 

16,000 to 33,000 sqm, and C grade with 3,300 ~ 16,000 sqm. Office buildings 

compete in the office market by setting appropriate rents for each location, facility 

and services. 

Table 4-1. Classification of Building Grade in Seoul Office Market 

Grade Gross floor area of office building Remark 

Prime 66,000 sqm and over  

A 33,000 ~ 66,000 sqm  

B 16,000 ~ 33,000 sqm  

C 3,300 ~ 16,000 sqm  

 

Figure 4-2 shows the locations of the three major business districts in Seoul, 

Central business district (CBD), Yoido business district (YBD), and Gangnam 

business district (GBD) with the total number of office buildings in them. Based 

on 1Q 2020 market report by Kyobo Realco, 45 prime grade office buildings are 

in CBD, YBD, and GBD. Thus, they account for about 5% of the total office 
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buildings in Seoul, considering there are 902 office buildings with prime, A, B, 

and C grade in Seoul office market. The accumulated area of offie builndgs in 

Seoul is about 23,000,000 sqm. 

Figure 4-3 illustrates the analysis of the number and total area of office 

buildings by grade and location. 

 

  
Figure 4-2. Map of Major Business Districts in Seoul 

 

 
Figure 4-3. Summary of Seoul Office Market by Building Grade 
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Based on the current status of the Seoul office building market, the validity 

of three hypotheses can be explained as below. 

  

• Why the priority is ‘Satisfaction’ > ‘Financial’ in prime grade? 

Almost all of the building revenue comes from rent and other charges paid 

by tenants. Number of high-quality corporate tenants who are willing to pay high 

rent for prime grade buildings are limited in the market.  

 

Therefore, in order to avoid losing good tenants to other competitive 

buildings, prime grade buildings highly value satisfaction of tenants. If tenants 

move out, the income loss during vacant period is large and it is difficult to find 

another high-quality tenant. Thus, building owner of the prime grade office 

building has priority in satisfying tenants even if there is a short-term cost.  

 

In prime grade office buildings, the best way to increase the profits is to 

increase tenants’ satisfaction and retain them as long-term loyal tenant, thereby 

raising rents steadily. Therefore, building owners make investment continuously 

to improve facilities and services required by tenants. 

 

• Why the priority is ‘Safety-Health-Environment > ‘Function’ in 

prime grade? 
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High-quality corporate tenants have a high level of company policies in 

Safety, Health, and Environmental for continuity of business and protection of 

employees, and actively demand them to be reflected in the building facilities and 

operations. 

Safety-Health-Environmental requirements vary depending on the nature of 

the company and continue to change with socio-economic development. 

Prime grade buildings have good facilities, which is a condition for further 

service performance. In addition, tenants’ need is more focused on Safety-Health-

Environmental requests rather than basic building function complaints that are 

few in prime grade buildings. 

 

• Why does ‘Organization’ performance matter in prime grade office 

buildings? 

Prime grade building has complex engineering facilities, and in order to 

operate and maintain them, it requires human resources with expertise and 

experience in various fields, and it must be managed by  professional 

organization and operated efficiently. In addition, the competency of the 

organization is very important to respond various requests from tenants. 

 

The above three hypotheses of factor priority are the starting point of 

deriving five factor relationship that resolve conflict between stakeholders in 

prime grade office buildings, and improve performance of facility management.  
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4.1.2 Five Factors Relationship 

In chapter 3.2.2, five factor relationship is represented that Organization 

drives four other factors’ performance as an enabler. 

The five factors’ relationship reflecting the hypothesis of five factors priority 

is developed as six steps below and drawn to five factors cycle structure. Please 

see Table 4-2. 

 

1) Organization is a performance measurement factor in itself and at the same 

time the enabler that drives the four other performance measurement factors. 

 

2) Satisfaction of tenant is achieved through Safety-Health-Environment and 

Function performance of the building. The performance of the two factors, 

Function, Safety-Health-Environment, are the performance required by the tenant 

in the office building, Function is the basic performance, Safety-Health-

Environment is a higher level of performance, and these two performances are 

necessary to increase the performance of the Satisfaction. 

Organization performance has a very important influence on Satisfaction.   

This is because Satisfaction includes qualitative and emotional traits. The ability 

of the FM organization to consider tenants’ satisfaction through responsive and 

effective  feedback to tenant's complaints and additional requests is 

indispensable . 
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3) Safety-Health-Environment performance can be achieved based on 

Function of the building with Organization performance. It needs organization’s 

effective operation policy and technique and is difficult to achieve.  

 

4) Function and Organization performance inevitably depend on the building 

owner’s financial expenditure and investment. Organization is also enabler of 

Function performance. 

 

5) Financial performance that owner pursue relies on Satisfaction of tenants, 

who pay rent which is the primary source of building income. Organization is also 

enabler of Financial performance.  

 

6) The author develops and illustrates the relationship of five performance 

factors comprehensively to the cycle structure. Five factor cycle is presented in 

Chapter 4.2. 
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Table 4-2. Five Factors Relationship 

Relationship Description 

Organization→Satisfaction 

Organization→SHE 

Organization→Function 

Organization→Financial  

1) Organization is the enabler that drives the four other 

performance measurement factors. 

Organization→Satisfaction  

SHE →Satisfaction 

Function→Satisfaction 

2) Satisfaction of tenant is achieved through Safety-

Health-Environment and Function performance of the 

building. It is also influenced by Organization through 

FM staffs’ responsive and qualified feedbacks to tenants’ 

request. 

Function→ SHE 

Organization→Safety-

Health-Environment 

3) Safety-Health-Environment performance can be 

achieved based on Function of the building facilities with 

Organization performance. It needs organization’s 

effective operation policy and technique and is difficult to 

achieve. 
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Financial→Function 

Financial→Organization→ 

Function 

4) Function and Organization performance inevitably 

depend on the building owner’s financial expenditure and 

investment. Organization is also enabler of Function 

performance. 

Satisfaction→Financial 

Organization→Financial 

5) Financial performance that owner pursue relies on 

Satisfaction of tenants, who pays rent as the primary 

source of building income. Organization is also enabler of 

Financial performance. 

Five factors relationship 6) Five factors relationship is developed and illustrated 

comprehensively to the cycle structure.   
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4.1.3 Questionnaire Survey for Five Factors 

In order to verify three hypotheses of five factors priority and weightings by 

the author, questionnaire surveys were conducted for building owner’s 

representatives of seven office buildings, and the contents of the survey are as 

follows. 

 

• ‘Financial’ vs ‘Satisfaction’:  Which factor do you give priority in 

FM performance measurement? 

• ‘Function’ vs ‘Safety-Health-Environment’: Which factor do you give 

priority in FM performance measurement? 

• Request to classify resource allocation priority in five factors into 

upper, middle, and lower. 

• Request to set the percentage weighting of performance evaluation to 

five factors 

 

Seven completed questionnaire (representing the seven buildings)  were 

collected. As a result of the survey, the responses were analyzed for the priority 

and weighting of the five factors, and patterns similar to the hypothesis were 

ascertained. Figure 4-4 illustrates, and Table 4-3, 4-4 summarizes and the 

responses and detailed explanations. The findings are as follows.  
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Figure 4-4. Responses of Factors Priority 

 

The priority and weighting of five factors have a similar pattern depending 

on the building grade. 

 

• Prime grade office buildings put higher priority on           

'Satisfaction' than 'Financial', while general office buildings 

responded in reverse. 

Three prime grade office buildings that have extra-large scale with high rent 

level answered to select ‘Satisfaction’ as priority over ‘Financial’, while rest four 

office buildings responded that they prioritize ‘Financial’. 

Feedback from prime grade office buildings that responded ‘Satisfaction’ is 

their priority was, 

- This is because tenants are good companies that afford to and actually pay 

high rents. Tenant satisfaction is more important than saving money in the short 

term because tenants who pay the high rent are the stable source of the building’s 

revenue. 
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Table 4-3. Survey Result for Five Factors 

Building Building 1 Building 2 Building 3 Remark 

Gross area (sqm) 200,000 140,000  84,000   

Building Grade Prime Prime Prime  

Rent (KRW/3.3sqm) 135,000 155,000 137,000  

Priority     

Satisfaction vs 

Financial 

Satisfaction 

> 

Satisfaction 

> 

Satisfaction 

> 
 

SHE vs Function  SHE > SHE > SHE >  

Priority     

Upper 
Satisfaction 

SHE  

Satisfaction 

SHE 

Satisfaction 

Financial 
 

Medium 

Financial 

Function 

Financial 

Function 

Organization 

SHE 

Function  

Low Organization  Organization  

Weighting     

Financial 20% 20% 20%  

Function 15% 10% 15%  

Organization   15% 10% 15%  

SHE 25% 30% 25%  

Satisfaction  25% 30% 25%  

Building Building 4 Building 5 Building 6 Building 7 

Gross area (sqm) 32,700  29,500  16,450  16,440  

Building Grade B B B B 

Rent (KRW/3.3sqm) 85,000 95,000 70,000 70,000 

Priority     

Satisfaction vs 

Financial 

Financial > 

 

Financial > Financial > Financial > 

SHE vs Function  SHE > Function > Function > Function > 

Priority     

Upper Financial  

SHE 

Financial 

Function 

Financial 

Function 

Financial 

Function 

Medium Function 

Satisfaction 

Satisfaction 

SHE 

Satisfaction 

SHE  

Satisfaction 

SHE  

Low Organization Organization Organization Organization 

Weighting     

Financial 25% 25% 25% 25% 

Function 20% 25% 25% 20% 

Organization   10% 10% 10% 10% 

SHE 25% 20% 20% 20% 

Satisfaction  20% 20% 20% 25% 
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- When a tenant with low satisfaction moves out from prime grade office 

building, it is difficult to find a credible tenant to pay the comparably high level 

of rent, and therefore the opportunity cost is high. So it is important to manage 

tenant satisfaction even if it incurs costs for improving building facilities for 

tenant satisfaction. 

- They also regard Financial performance as  important and try to control 

the costs of the facility management.  But they usually pay the cost needed for 

facilities and services improvements if they find it properly addresses the requests 

by tenants. 

 

• Prime grade office buildings put higher priority on                

'Safety-Health-Environment’ than 'Function', while general office 

buildings responded in reverse. 

Three prime grade office buildings answered to select ‘Safety-Health-

Environment’ as priority over ‘Function’, while the rest four buildings responded 

that they prioritize ‘Function’. 

Feedbacks from prime grade office buildings that responded ‘Safety-Health-

Environment’ is their priority were, 

- Their buildings are equipped with good facilities to meet the basic 

functional performances. 

- Nevertheless, the safety and health related demands of tenants are many 

and various, and the level of those demands is quite high.  Therefore, building 
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operations are prioritized to fulfill the tenants’ requirements on the Safety-Health-

Environment. 

- There is a high interest in health and eco-friendliness, and new requests 

continue to arise. 

 

• The ‘Organization' performance gets the lowest priority among the 

five factors, but it is relatively important in prime grade office 

buildings. 

The priority and weighting of ‘Organization’ is the lowest among the five 

factors. Some prime grade office buildings give 15% weighting to organization, 

while all the general buildings adopt 10%. The feedbacks of prime grade office 

buildings that weighted the organization factor as 15% are as follows.   

- In order to maintain complex engineering facilities of large buildings, 

capabilities of the facility management organization need to be excellent. 

- As the efficiency of the facility management organization must be high in 

order to effectively respond to and satisfy the new requests of tenants, it is 

important to reflect it as an important factor on the performance evaluation. 

 

• The five factors weighting shows similar pattern to that of priority. 

Prime grade office buildings adopted weighting of at least 25% for 

each of ‘Satisfaction’ and ‘Safety-Health-Environment’ factors, while 
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general buildings gave 20 ~ 25% weighting to ‘Financial’ and 

‘Function’ factors. 

The five factors weighting of prime grade office buildings show that a high 

rate of at least 25% for each of the Satisfaction and Safety-Health-Environment 

factors, followed by a middle rate of 20% for the Financial factor, 15% for the 

Function and a low rate of 10-15% for Organization factor. In contrast, weightings 

of general buildings are 20 ~ 25% for the Financial and Function factors, followed 

by mostly 20% for the Satisfaction and Safety-Health-Environment factors, and 

10% for the Organization factor. 

Feedbacks from general office buildings that responded ‘Financial’ and 

‘Function’ are their priority factors were, 

- Rent level is moderate. Tenants are sensitive to rent increases and there are 

not many additional requests made to the improvements of building. 

- Intend to achieve basic building performance and service level with 

payment of only the necessary and minimum level of operation and maintenance 

cost. 

- Seek to increase profits through cost savings. 

 

The patterns identified by the  grades of office buildings for the 

performance factor priorities confirm that the five factors of this research are 

effective and meaningful for comprehensive facility management performance 

measurement.   
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4.2  Five Factors Cycle and Strategy 

4.2.1 Five Factors Cycle 

The author's three hypotheses as to the priorities of the five performance 

factors of facility management were confirmed through a survey of office 

buildings. Also, the relationships of five factors were described. 

 

Based on the priorities and relationships of five factors, the author presents 

the five factors cycle structure, which resolves different objectives of building 

owner and tenant, and provides a balanced perspective of performance 

measurement. Five factor cycle structure is the author’s viewpoint for facility 

mangement performance and is illustrated in Figure 4-5. 

 
Figure 4-5. Five Factors Cycle 
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The five factors cycle shows the way to improve performance by resolving 

the conflict existing amongst the stakeholders of facility management.  

Cost-effective expenditure that contributes to the increase of building profit 

was evaluated as important Financial performance, which distinguishes this 

research from existing ones. Financial performance can promote the performance 

of Function and Organization. Safety-Health-Environment performance, a higher-

level requirement of tenants can also be heightened. Then, Satisfaction of tenants 

rises, and eventually a better Financial performance is achieved through rising 

rents paid by satisfied tenants in the end. 

 

The sequence of cycle is Financial, Function, Organization, Safety-Health-

Environment and Satisfaction. 

 

The five factors cycle shows the way to improve performance by resolving 

the conflict existing amongst the stakeholders of facility management. 
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4.2.2 Strategy for Prime Grade Office Building 

Five factor weightings can vary from building to building. However, when 

setting appropriate weightings based on the building grade and its physical 

characteristics, performance measurement becomes more effective.  

 

The author proposes two types of strategies. As a standard weighting for five 

factors, Financial and Function priority strategy was set for general buildings of 

grade A, B and C. For prime grade office buildings, Satisfaction and Safety 

priority strategy was recommended. This is to mannifest the effective application 

of FFOSS model and to explain the features of the model. See Figure 4-6. 

 

 

 
Figure 4-6. Strategies for General and Prime Grade Building  
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The standard five factor weighting for general office building was set to 

Financial 25%, Function 25%, Organization 10%, Safety-Health-Environment 

20%, and Satisfaction 20%, reflecting the emphasis levied on financial and 

function performance. In contrast, weighting for prime grade office buildings 

which prioritizes Satisfaction and Safety-Health-Environment was set to 

Financial 20%, Function 15%, Organization 15%, Safety-Health-Environment 

25%, and Satisfaction 25%. The details of strategies will be explained in Chapter 

4.5. Recommended factors weightings were derived from survey result of seven 

office buildngs. 

 

The performance measurement model is based on five factors cycle, and is 

complete with KPIs that measure the performance of five factors. 

 In the next section, a Delphi survey is conducted to derive KPIs, and the 

final model is presented in Chapter 4.5. 
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4.3  Delphi Survey for KPIs Derivation 

4.3.1 Delphi Survey Design 

The Delphi technique is a consultative research procedure and well suited to 

the study of qualitative phenomena, which is designed to gather expert opinion in 

areas where there is considerable uncertainty and/or a lack of agreed knowledge. 

As the objective of Delphi survey is to achieve a consensus view on an issue, it is 

a good way to draw conclusions mutually acceptable to the groups with different 

perspectives (Hink 1999). Therefore, in establishing the FM performance 

measurement model for office building, which is the purpose of this research, 

Delphi survey is very suitable as a method of defining and prioritizing FM 

performance measurement indicators that both the FM organization and the 

building owner agree on. 

 

Most of the existing performance measurement models used by FM 

organizations are forms of direct checklists on whether to perform operational 

tasks at the operational level. These are insufficient to detect underperformance 

or inefficiency of overall FM performance and don’t provide the necessary 

information for decision making for limited resource allocation. Therefore, the 

performance measurement model should be established by synthesizing the 
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perspective of the FM organization operating the office building and the office 

building owner seeking the return on investment. 

 

Delphi method is based on a structured process for collecting and 

synthesizing knowledge from a group of experts by means of a series of 

questionnaires accompanied by controlled opinion feedback (Adler and Ziglio 

1996). Through process, researchers will systematically attempt to produce a 

consensus. By providing a summary of the results of the previous round to the 

experts, they promote communication between the experts and their re-evaluation. 

The second and successive rounds often produce a narrowing of the initial spreads 

of opinions and shifting to the median. It provides anonymity of both the experts 

and the expert’s statements throughout the survey. The major merit of this method 

is that researchers can gain consensus of expert judgments on the field of research. 

If no consensus emerges, at least a crystallizing of the disparate positions usually 

becomes apparent (Yasmin 2010). 

 

Choosing a member is the most important part. The constitutional 

requirements for a Delphi group are that the members should all be reasonably 

knowledgeable about the issue under discussion, and as a whole group they should 

represent all the key viewpoints. Accordingly, the members for this exercise 

comprised of seven members in FM group and seven members in building 
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owner’s group. They are the leaders of FM team responsible for office building 

and office building owner’s representatives.  

 

The FM group was comprised of selected FM experts with over 15 years of 

work experiences. They are the heads of FM organization of office building 

owned by financial investor and belong to major FM service firms. The building 

owner's group was filled with  office building owner’s representatives with over 

10 years of work experiences. They are building owner's representatives who are 

delegated the authority of making decision for management of the building and 

belong to major property management firms. Fourteen experts provide advice 

through questionnaire, interviews, and materials within the methodological 

process.  

 

In order to avoid potential risk of dominant members of the group unduly 

influencing the results, all individual views were collected anonymous and given 

equal weighting in the synthesis of the group results, and ultimately the goal was 

to reach the consensus agreed on by all members (Hink 1999).  
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4.3.2 Delphi Questionnaire and Analysis 

First Questionnaire and Analysis 

 

The first questionnaire was sent to 14 experts by e-mail on March 6th, 2020. 

The questionnaire was to evaluate the importance of the 80 longlist KPIs 

presented as indicators of FM performance measurement in the office building, 

and these KPIs were derived from literatures. 

 

Experts were informed that the purpose of the questionnaire was to derive a 

comprehensive KPI list for measuring the performance of the office building FM. 

They were requested to evaluate the importance of the performance indicators on 

the Likert 5-point scale. While assessing the importance of indicators on the 

questionnaire, at the same time, they were asked to comment on whether each 

indicator is appropriate as a performance measurement indicator for office 

building FM, whether there is any unclear part in the definition of the indicator, 

whether there are indicators to be deleted or integrated due to duplicates, or 

whether the category setting and classification are appropriate. They had the 

option to add missing metrics with comments.   

 

The details of the questionnaire are as follows. 
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1) Research purpose: derivation of important performance indicators for 

office building FM 

2) Research method and schedule: after submitting the 1st response, the 

average feedback aggregate of the expert group is presented, and the response is 

requested once again to proceed to the 3rd. 

3) Respondents’ characteristics: name, organization, position, work 

experience 

4) Characteristics of the office building in charge: building name, location, 

completion year, Gross leasable area, number of floors, occupancy rate, rental 

price 

5) Whether and how to measure FM performance of the office building in 

charge. 

6) Evaluation on the importance of the proposed Longlist KPIs on the Likert 

5-point scale; not important (1) – slightly important (2) – moderately important 

(3) – fairly important (4) – essential (5) 

 

Table 4-4 summarizes the characteristics of Delphi group members and their 

office buildings in charge. Table 4-5 shows the categorized 80 longlist KPI and 

questionnaire form presented in the first Delphi questionnaire. 
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Table 4-4. Delphi Panels and their Office Buildings 

Feature Type Number Percentage 

Organization FM service firm 7 50.0% 

 Property management firm 

(Building owner’s 

representative) 

7 50.0% 

Position Director 1 7.1% 

 Associate Director 12 85.7% 

 Senior manager 1 7.1% 

Work Experience Over 15 years 11 78.6% 

 10~15 years 3 21.4% 

 5~10 years - - 

 Under 5 years - - 

Office building Age Over 20 year 3 21.4% 

 10~20 years 4 28.6% 

 Under 10 years 7 50.0% 

Office building GLA Over 99,000 sqm 7 50.0% 

 33,000 ~ 99,000 sqm 3 21.4% 

 Under 33,000 sqm 4 28.6% 

Characteristic of  Global investor 8 57.1% 

office Domestic investor 6 42.9% 

building owner Individual - - 

FM performance 

measurement 

Periodic measurement 11 78.6% 

N/A 3 21.4% 

 

Fourteen copies of questionnaire were collected. The size of the office 

building in charge varied widely from prime grade large office buildings with high 

rental price to B grade office buildings, and the building ages have also been 

distributed from less than 10 years to more than 20 years. The building owner as  

global investor comprised 57% and most of the FM performance measurement 

was conducted at the time of contract expiry for bidding process.  

 

Experts scored the importance of the 80 longlist KPI on a 5-point Likert scale 

with point of 3 to 5 on the important indicators, and on the non-critical indicators 
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Table 4-5. Delphi Survey Questionnaire (First Survey) 

No. Importance Key performance indicators 

 1 2 3 4 5 Function category 

1      Statutory compliance 

2      Life-span extension of building facility 

3      Upgrading of building facility function 

4      Breakdown severity of building facilities 

5      Breakdown frequency of building facilities 

6      Reliability of electricity supply 

7      Reliability of city water supply 

8      Reliability of elevator service 

9      Reliability of air-conditioning & heating service 

10      Reliability of toilets facilities 

11      Performance of building exterior and interior finishes 

12      Stability of building structure 

13      Performance of fire prevention/evacuation equipment 

14      Performance of IT and communication facilities 

15      Performance of parking facilities 

16      Accessibility to building for disabled 

17      Provision of personal environment control 

18      IT application to building system 

19      Building appearance and physical condition  

20      Appropriate levels of space planning  

21      Effectiveness of space utilization  

22      Adequate provision of storage space 

 1 2 3 4 5 Safety-Health-Environment category 

23      Provision of safe building environment 

24      Compliance with statutory safety inspection, education 

25      Emergency preparedness and quick response to incident 

26      No. of accidents per year 

27      Access control for security of tenants 

28      Action on hazards 

29      Action on unsafe areas 

30      Indoor air quality 

31      Provision of sanitary environment & pest control 

32      Water quality management 

33      No. of specific disease in building per year 

34      Energy efficiency 

35      Compliance with safety, health and environment regulations 

36      Environmental performance 

37      Greenhouse gas emission target management 

38      Conduction of environmental assessment 
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 1 2 3 4 5 Satisfaction category 

39      Tenants' satisfaction survey score 

40      No loss of business due to failure of building services  

41      Provision of diverse range of service 

42      Satisfactory indoor environmental quality 

43      Thermal comfort (air-conditioning, heating) 

44      Visual comfort (daylight, lighting, etc.) 

45      Aural comfort (soundproofing, sound absorption)  

46      Green space and landscaping throughout building 

47      Good condition of cleaning throughout building 

48      No. of users' complaints per year 

49      Responsiveness to complaints 

50      Quality of service provided to complaints 

51      Effectiveness of help desk service 

52      Helpdesk call response times 

53      Helpdesk target completion dates achieved 

 1 2 3 4 5 Financial category 

54      Cost management within budgeted costs  

55      Cost-effectiveness of Building maintenance cost 

56      Cost-effectiveness of Utility cost 

57      Cost-effectiveness of FM personnel cost 

58      Appropriateness of No. of FM staff 

59      Maintenance stock turnover control 

60      Building income  

61      Building net income  

62      Building Occupancy 

63      Rental price 

64      No. of legal cases per year 

65      No. of compensation cases per year 

66      No. of compensation paid per year 

 1 2 3 4 5 Organization category 

67      Mission and vision of organization 

68      Productivity of organization 

69      Innovativeness of organization 

70      Education and training system of organization 

71      Stability of organization (low turnover of staff) 

72      Staff competency and experience  

73      Staff communication with tenant 

74      Appropriateness of maintenance plan and budget 

75      Maintenance plan and schedule compliance 

76      Frequency of urgent repair 

77      Completion of work on time 

78      Completion of work within budget 

79      Completion of work to desired quality 

80      Documentation and data record management 
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with point of 1 to 2. In addition, some explanations on importance of indicators 

and opinions on deletion or integration were presented. 

 

The author established this FM performance measurement model as a 

strategic model that suggests the direction of improvement along with 

measurement of performance. Thus, it was intended to reflect both the opinions 

of facility managers, FM practices, and building owners. In addition, the longlist 

KPIs from the academic source have been modified by the author to reflect the 

various opinions of experts, which were collected through the questionnaire so 

that they can be appropriately tailored for measuring FM performance in office 

buildings. Through this process, the KPIs presented in the 2nd questionnaire were 

revised by the author to clarify the definition, complement the meaning, and were 

integrated into the related work units so as not to be localized, and the indicators 

were classified into the more appropriate performance category. 

The revised indicators by the author and the experts' feedback are 

summarized in Table 4-6. 

Table 4-6. Revision for KPIs 

Reason of 

revision 

Indicators before revision Indicators after revision 

Consolidation  

of related 

indicators 

-Breakdown severity of building 

facilities 

-Breakdown frequency of building 

facilities 

-Breakdown severity and 

frequency of building facilities 

-Reliability of city water supply 

-Reliability of toilets facilities 

-Reliability of water supply and 

toilets facilities 

-Statutory compliance 

-Compliance with statutory safety 

inspection, education 

-Compliance with statutory 

safety inspection and all related 

regulations 
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-Energy efficiency 

-Environmental performance 

-Energy efficiency and 

environmental performance 

-Satisfactory indoor environmental 

quality 

-Thermal comfort  

-Visual comfort  

-Aural comfort  

-Thermal comfort and 

satisfactory working 

environment 

-Cost-effectiveness of FM 

personnel cost 

-Appropriateness of No. of FM 

staff 

-Appropriateness of number of 

FM staff and personnel cost 

-No. of legal cases per year 

-No. of compensation cases per 

year 

-No. of compensation paid per year 

-No. of legal cases or 

compensation paid per year 

-Staff competency and experience  

-Staff communication with tenant 

-Staff competency and tenant 

communication 

-Maintenance plan and schedule 

compliance 

-Completion of work on time 

-Completion of work within budget 

-Completion of work to desired 

quality 

-Maintenance plan compliance 

(schedule, budget, quality) 

Supplemen-

tation of 

indicator  

-Reliability of electricity supply -Reliability of electricity supply 

and emergency power 

meaning -Performance of fire 

prevention/evacuation equipment 

-Performance of fire 

extinguish/detection equipment 

 -No. of accidents per year -No. of fire or accidents per 

year 

 -Access control for security of 

tenants 

-Access control and patrol for 

security 

 -No loss of business due to failure 

of building services  

-No loss of tenant business due 

to failure of building services  

 -Good condition of cleaning 

throughout building 

-Good appearance and cleaning 

condition throughout building 

 -Building Occupancy 

 

-Building occupancy and tenant 

retention rate 

Change of 

category 

Life-span extension of building 

facility in Function category 

-Life-span extension of 

building facility in Financial 

category 
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Table 4-7. Importance of Forty-Seven Shortlist KPIs (First Survey) 

Category No. Key performance indicators Avera 

ge 

FM Owner Differ 

ence 

Function 1 Performance of fire 

prevention/evacuation equipment 

4.9 5.0 4.7 0.3 

 2 Reliability of electricity supply and 

emergency power 

4.6 4.9 4.4 0.4 

 3 Reliability of air-conditioning & 

heating service 

4.4 4.6 4.1 0.4 

 4 Reliability of elevator service 4.3 4.6 4.0 0.6 

 5 Severity and frequency of building 

facilities breakdown 

4.0 4.0 4.0 0.0 

 6 Reliability of water supply and 

toilets facilities 

3.9 3.9 3.9 0.0 

 7 Stability of building structure 3.8 4.1 3.4 0.7 

 8 Performance of ICT facilities 3.8 3.6 4.0 -0.4 

 9 Accessibility to building for 

disabled 

3.7 4.0 3.4 0.6 

 10 Building appearance and physical 

condition  

3.5 3.1 3.9 -0.7 

Safety, Health 

and  

11 Compliance with statutory safety 

inspection and related regulations 

5.0 5.0 5.0 0.0 

Environment 12 Emergency preparedness and quick 

response to incident 

4.6 4.7 4.6 0.1 

 13 Number of fire or other accidents 

per year (No accident) 

4.1 4.1 4.1 0.0 

 14 Access control and patrol for 

security 

4.1 4.1 4.1 0.0 

 15 Indoor air quality 4.1 4.3 4.0 0.3 

 16 Energy efficiency and 

environmental performance 

4.1 4.1 4.0 0.1 

 17 Provision of sanitary environment 

and pest control 

4.0 4.1 3.9 0.3 

 18 Water quality management 3.8 4.1 3.4 0.7 

 19 No. of specific disease in building 

per year 

3.5 3.9 3.1 0.7 

Satisfaction 20 No loss of tenant business due to 

failure of building services  

4.6 4.3 4.9 -0.6 

 21 Thermal comfort and satisfactory 

working environment 

4.4 4.3 4.4 -0.1 

 22 Responsiveness to complaints 4.4 4.3 4.4 -0.1 

 23 Good appearance and cleaning 

condition throughout building 

4.2 4.0 4.4 -0.4 

 24 Tenants' satisfaction survey score 4.1 4.0 4.3 -0.3 

 25 Quality of service provided to 

complaints 

4.1 4.1 4.1 0.0 
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 26 No of users' complaints per year 3.6 3.6 3.7 -0.1 

 27 provision of diverse range of 

service 

3.5 3.6 3.4 0.1 

 28 Green space and landscaping 

throughout building 

3.5 3.9 3.1 0.7 

 29 Effectiveness of help desk service 3.5 3.7 3.3 0.4 

Financial 30 Cost-effectiveness of building 

maintenance cost 

4.2 4.3 4.1 0.1 

 31 Cost management within budgeted 

costs  

4.1 3.9 4.3 -0.4 

 32 Life-span extension of building 

facility 

4.1 4.3 4.1 4.1 

 33 Appropriateness of No of FM staff 

and personnel cost 

4.0 4.1 3.9 0.3 

 34 Building occupancy and tenant 

retention rate 

3.9 4.0 3.9 0.1 

 35 Cost-effectiveness of utility cost 3.9 4.1 3.6 0.6 

 36 Building net income  3.7 3.4 4.0 -0.6 

 37 Maintenance stock turnover control 3.7 3.9 3.6 0.3 

 38 No. of legal cases/ compensation 

paid per year 

3.5 3.7 3.3 0.4 

Organization  39 Appropriateness of maintenance 

plan and budget 

4.4 4.4 4.4 0.0 

 40 Maintenance plan compliance 

(schedule, budget, quality) 

4.4 4.3 4.4 -0.1 

 41 Documentation and data record 

management 

4.4 4.4 4.3 0.1 

 42 Education and training system of 

organization 

4.3 4.3 4.3 0.0 

 43 Staff competency and experience  4.3 4.0 4.6 -0.6 

 44 Stability of organization (low 

turnover of staff) 

4.2 4.1 4.3 -0.1 

 45 Productivity of organization 3.6 3.4 3.9 -0.4 

 46 Mission and vision of organization 3.5 3.9 3.1 0.7 

 47 Innovativeness of organization 3.5 3.7 3.3 0.4 
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Indicators to be further considered on the next stage were selected 

according to the average importance score each indicator obtained. The 

criterion for selection was that indicator has the average score of at least 3.5 

(median between moderately important and fairly important), while the 

average score of the FM group and building owner group was at least 3.0 

(moderately important) each. Therefore, the 47 Shortlist KPIs derived are 

performance measurement indicators that both the FM group and the building 

owner's group acknowledged as important and do not include indicators that 

have been evaluated important by only one group. 

 

Assessment results of some indicators revealed different perspectives on 

FM performance between the FM group and the building owner group. They 

provided good opportunities to recognize each other’s viewpoint and to re-

establish the nature of the performance indicators. The average importance 

scores of the 47 shortlist KPIs are summarized in Table 4-7. 
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Second Questionnaire and Analysis 

 

The second questionnaire was sent to 14 experts by e-mail on March 16, 

2020. In the questionnaire, the distribution of the importance evaluated by 14 

experts for the 47 shortlist KPIs derived from the first questionnaire was presented 

with anonymity maintained. Through this, considering the opinions of other 

experts, experts were asked again to evaluate the importance of the indicators. 

 

Fourteen copies of the second questionnaire collected and confirmed that the 

consensus of the importance evaluation of the expert group was in progress. The 

criteria of selection of indicator were that the average score of the indicator is at 

least 4.0 (fairly important), while the average scores of the FM group and the 

building owner group were at least 3.5 (median between moderately important 

and fairly important) each. The average importance scores of the 30 shortlist KPIs 

that fulfilled the criteria are summarized in Table 4-8. 
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Table 4-8. Importance of Thirty Shortlist KPIs (Second Survey) 

Category No. Key performance indicators Aver 

age  

FM Owner Differ 

ence 

Function 1 Performance of fire 

prevention/evacuation equipment 

4.9 5.0 4.9 0.1  

 2 Reliability of electricity supply and 

emergency power 

4.8 5.0 4.6 0.4  

 3 Reliability of elevator service 4.3 4.6 4.0 0.6  

 4 Reliability of air-conditioning & 

heating service 

4.2 4.3 4.1 0.1  

 5 Severity and frequency of building 

facilities breakdown 

4.1 4.3 4.0 0.3  

 6 Reliability of water supply and 

toilets facilities 

4.0 4.0 4.0 0.0  

Safety,  

Health  

7 Compliance with statutory safety 

inspection and related regulations 

5.0 5.0 5.0 0.0  

and 

Environment 

8 Emergency preparedness and quick 

response to incident 

4.7 4.7 4.7 0.0  

 9 Number of fire or other accidents 

per year (No accident) 

4.2 4.3 4.1 0.1  

 10 Access control and patrol for 

security 

4.1 4.1 4.0 0.1  

 11 Indoor air quality 4.1 4.3 3.9 0.4  

 12 Energy efficiency and environmental 

performance 

4.0 4.1 3.9 0.3  

Financial 13 No loss of tenant business due to 

failure of building services  

4.8 4.9 4.7 0.1  

 14 Responsiveness to complaints 4.4 4.4 4.4 0.0  

 15 Quality of service provided to 

complaints 

4.3 4.3 4.3 0.0  

 16 Thermal comfort and satisfactory 

working environment 

4.2 4.3 4.1 0.1  

 17 Tenants' satisfaction survey score 4.1 4.0 4.3 -0.3  

 18 Good appearance and cleaning 

condition throughout building 

4.1 4.1 4.0 0.1  

Financial 19 Cost-effectiveness of building 

maintenance cost 

4.4 4.4 4.3 0.1  

 20 Cost management within budgeted 

costs  

4.2 4.3 4.1 0.1  

 21 Building occupancy and tenant 

retention rate 

4.0 4.3 3.7 0.6  

 22 Cost-effectiveness of utility cost 4.0 4.3 3.7 0.6  

 23 Life-span extension of building 

facility 

4.0 4.0 4.0 0.0  

 24 Building net income  4.0 4.0 4.0 0.0  
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Organization  25 Appropriateness of maintenance 

plan and budget 

4.5 4.6 4.4 0.1  

 26 Education and training system of 

organization 

4.5 4.6 4.4 0.1  

 27 Maintenance plan and schedule 

compliance 

4.4 4.6 4.3 0.3  

 28 Documentation and data record 

management 

4.3 4.4 4.1 0.3  

 29 Staff competency and experience  4.2 4.3 4.1 0.1  

 30 Stability of organization (low 

turnover of staff) 

4.1 4.3 4.0 0.3  
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Third Questionnaire and Analysis 

 

The third questionnaire was sent to 14 experts by e-mail on March 23, 2020. 

In the questionnaire, the distribution of the importance evaluated by 14 experts 

for the 30 shortlist KPIs derived from the second questionnaire and the average 

importance score for each KPI were presented with anonymity intact. Through 

this, considering the opinions of other experts, experts were asked again to 

evaluate the importance of the indicators. The author tried to confirm whether the 

30 KPIs were the result of the final consensus of the survey. 

 

Fourteen copies of questionnaire returned were collected and confirmed the 

consensus of the importance evaluation of the expert group has been reached. The 

average importance score of the 30 KPIs is summarized in Table 4-9. 

 

Table 4-9. Importance of Final KPIs (Third Survey) 

Category No. Key performance indicators Aver 

age 

FM Owner Differ 

ence 

Function 1 Performance of fire 

prevention/evacuation equipment 

4.9 5.0 4.9 0.1  

 2 Reliability of electricity supply and 

emergency power 

4.8 5.0 4.6 0.4  

 3 Reliability of elevator service 4.4 4.6 4.3 0.3  

 4 Reliability of air-conditioning & 

heating service 

4.2 4.3 4.1 0.1  

 5 Severity and frequency of building 

facilities breakdown 

4.1 4.3 4.0 0.3  

 6 Reliability of water supply and 

toilets facilities 

4.1 4.1 4.0 0.1  

Safety, Health 

and 

7 Compliance with statutory safety 

inspection and related regulations 

5.0 5.0 5.0 0.0  
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Environment 8 Emergency preparedness and quick 

response to incident 

4.9 4.9 4.9 0.0  

 9 Number of fire or other accidents 

per year (No accident) 

4.1 4.3 4.0 0.3  

 10 Access control and patrol for 

security 

4.1 4.1 4.0 0.1  

 11 Indoor air quality 4.0 4.3 3.7 0.6  

 12 Energy efficiency and 

environmental performance 

4.0 4.1 3.9 0.3  

Satisfaction 13 No loss of tenant business due to 

failure of building services  

4.8 4.9 4.7 0.1  

 14 Thermal comfort and satisfactory 

working environment 

4.4 4.4 4.3 0.1  

 15 Responsiveness to complaints 4.4 4.4 4.4 0.0  

 16 Quality of service provided to 

complaints 

4.3 4.3 4.3 0.0  

 17 Good appearance and cleaning 

condition throughout building 

4.1 4.1 4.0 0.1  

 18 Tenants' satisfaction survey score 4.1 4.0 4.1 -0.1  

Financial 19 Cost management within budgeted 

costs  

4.4 4.4 4.4 0.0  

 20 Cost-effectiveness of Building 

maintenance cost 

4.4 4.4 4.3 0.1  

 21 Building occupancy and tenant 

retention rate 

4.1 4.3 3.9 0.4  

 22 Cost-effectiveness of utility cost 4.0 4.3 3.7 0.6  

 23 Life-span extension of building 

facility 

4.0 4.0 4.0 0.0  

 24 Building net income  4.0 4.0 4.0 0.0  

Organization  25 Appropriateness of maintenance 

plan and budget 

4.5 4.6 4.4 0.1  

 26 Maintenance plan compliance 

(schedule, budget, quality) 

4.4 4.6 4.3 0.3  

 27 Education and training system of 

organization 

4.4 4.6 4.3 0.3  

 28 Documentation and data record 

management 

4.3 4.4 4.1 0.3  

 29 Stability of organization (low 

turnover of staff) 

4.2 4.3 4.1 0.1  

 30 Staff competency and experience  4.2 4.3 4.1 0.1 
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4.3.3 Final KPIs 

Delphi Survey was conducted in 3 states and the author derived the final 30 

KPIs of office building FM performance measurement, of which importance was 

confirmed.  

The 30 KPIs in 5 factor categories are summarized in order of importance 

within each category in Table 4-10.  
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Table 4-10. Final Thirty KPIs 

Factor No. Key performance indicators 

Financial FN1 Cost management within budgeted costs  

 FN2 Cost-effectiveness of building maintenance cost 

 FN3 Cost-effectiveness of utility cost 

 FN4 Life-span extension of building facility 

 FN5 Building occupancy and tenant retention rate 

 FN6 Building net income  

Function FT1 Performance of fire extinguish/detection equipment 

 FT2 Reliability of electricity supply and emergency power 

 FT3 Reliability of elevator service 

 FT4 Reliability of air-conditioning & heating service 

 FT5 Severity and frequency of building facilities breakdown 

 FT6 Reliability of water supply and toilets facilities 

Organization  OR1 Appropriateness of maintenance plan and budget 

 OR2  Maintenance plan compliance (schedule, budget, quality) 

 OR3 Education and training system of organization 

 OR4 Documentation and data record management 

 OR5 Stability of organization (low turnover of staff) 

 OR6 Staff competency and tenant communication 

Safety,  SH1 Compliance with statutory safety inspection & related regulations 

Health and  SH2 Emergency preparedness and quick response to incident 

Environment SH3 Number of fire or other accidents per year (No accident) 

 SH4 Access control and patrol for security 

 SH5 Indoor air quality 

 SH6 Energy efficiency and environmental performance 

Satisfaction SF1 No loss of tenant business due to failure of building services  

 SF2 Thermal comfort and satisfactory working environment 

 SF3 Responsiveness to complaints 

 SF4 Quality of service provided to complaints 

 SF5 Good appearance and cleaning condition throughout building 

 SF6 Tenants' satisfaction survey score 
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4.4  Description of KPIs  

4.4.1 KPIs of Financial Factor 

In terms of financial factor, which represents building owner’s perspective, 

Cost management within budgeted costs, Cost-effectiveness of building 

maintenance cost, Building occupancy and tenant retention rate, Cost-

effectiveness of utility cost, Life-span extension of building facility, Building net 

income were counted as important indicators for measuring FM performance. 

 

• Cost management within budgeted costs (FN1) 

As the FM organization's role is to control the costs incurred in the building, 

it is important to manage the costs within the budget agreed upon with the 

building owner in advance. Thus, it was identified as a KPI for FM performance 

measurement. 

 

• Cost-effectiveness of building maintenance cost (FN2)  

When it comes to measuring FM performance related to cost, there were a 

lot of concerns during the focus group interview or the Delphi survey about 

building owner’s approach to measure cost reduction by FM organization as FM 

performance.  
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Cost-effectiveness of building maintenance cost is high if timely execution 

of costs is made as preventive maintenance before breakdown of facility or 

equipment. Also, cost-effectiveness is high if facility improvement costs meet 

tenant’s need and raise satisfaction. Cost-effectiveness is evaluated from the 

perspective of the long-term life cycle cost of the building rather than the short-

term. Thus, it was identified as a KPI for FM performance measurement. 

Performance of this indicator is the basis for achieving performance of FT1 

(Fire equipment performance), FT2 (Electricity Reliability), FT3 (Elevator 

Reliability), FT4 (Air-conditioning & heating Reliability), FT5 (No facility 

Breakdown) and FT6 (Water and toilets reliability) in function factor. Timely 

execution of maintenance costs is of significantly importance to maintain the 

performance of building. 

 

• Cost-effectiveness of utility cost (FN3)  

The costs of energy utilities such as electricity, water, and gas are costs 

incurred in the building facility operation, and they comprise a large portion of 

the building costs. Thus, managing the utility cost in cost-effective way is an 

important task for the FM organization and has been identified as KPI for FM 

performance measurement. 

 

• Life-span extension of building facility (FN4)  
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Extending the life-span of a building facility through the FM organization's 

facility maintenance activities is an important indicator in FM performance 

measurement, which brings financial benefits to the building owner. 

 

• Building occupancy and tenant retention rate (FN5)  

As occupancy rate and tenant retention rate are not indicators directly 

managed by the FM organization, but important indicators managed by the 

building owner, various opinion were discussed during Delphi survey. As a result, 

opinions of most experts converged that the indicators are also important for FM 

performance measurement, because they especially high tenant retention rate, 

reflects high tenant satisfaction based on FM organization's good performance 

and little inconvenience in using the building. Thus, they were identified as KPI 

for FM performance measurement. 

 

• Building net income (FN6)  

Building net income is not indicators directly managed by FM organization, 

but important indicators managed by the building owner. Through Delphi survey 

opinions of most experts converged that this indicator is also important for FM 

performance measurement, because high net income of the building is based on 

not only cost control by FM organization but also supported by tenant satisfaction, 

functionality and safety of the building. 
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4.4.2 KPIs of Function Factor  

It was confirmed that the most important facilities for office building 

function were fire extinguish and detection equipment, electricity and emergency 

power equipment, elevators, air-conditioning & heating facilities and water 

supply and toilets facilities. In addition to these facilities, preventing breakdown 

of the facilities of building was identified as an important performance indicator. 

 

In addition, ‘Performance of fire extinguish/detection equipment (FT1)’ and 

‘Reliability of supply and emergency power (FT2)’, which were rated as 4.9 and 

4.8, respectively, were two of the top 5 indicators scored the highest among the 

30 KPIs. Most experts rated them as ‘essential (5 points)’ for FM performance 

measurement. 

 

• Performance of fire extinguish/detection equipment (FT1) 

It gained the top 3 importance among the 30 KPIs. The facilities of the office 

building are equipped with a variety of fire extinguish and detection equipment 

required by the building regulation such as fire detection facilities (fire detector, 

etc.), fire extinguish equipment (sprinkler, hydrant, etc.), evacuation facilities 

(staircase, emergency light, etc.), fire-fighting water facilities, through which 

early detection and suppression of fire and evacuation of the occupants are 
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facilitated. Maintaining the normal performance of these equipment was 

identified as KPI for FM performance measurement. 

Performance of this indicator is the basis for achieving performance of SH1 

(Statutory safety compliance), SH2 (Emergency preparedness), SH3 (No accident) 

in safety category and SF1 (No tenant business loss) in satisfaction category.  

 

• Reliability of electricity supply and emergency power (FT2) 

It was rated to have the top 5 importance among the 30 KPIs. The stability 

of the electrical power supply is critical to the business continuity of the 

corporations. In particular, the occurrence of power outages in the use of modern 

IT and office equipment causes great loss to the tenant business. Therefore, it is 

very important to secure the reliability of emergency generators and UPSs by 

supplying emergency power in the event of a power outage to minimize damage. 

Performance of this indicator is the basis for achieving performance of SH1 

(Statutory safety compliance) in Safety-Health-Environment category and SF1 

(No tenant business loss) in satisfaction category. 

 

• Reliability of elevator service (FT3) 

The elevator is an important facility responsible for vertical transportation in 

high-rise office buildings. With the rapid development of elevator technology, 

users' demand for speed, functionality, aesthetics and minimized waiting time is 

possible. In addition, breakdown of elevator causes a risk of an occupant being 
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trapped and inconvenience to the user due to increased waiting time. Therefore, 

reliability of elevator service was identified as KPI for FM performance 

measurement. 

Performance of this indicator is the basis for achieving performance of SF2 

(Comfort environment) in satisfaction category and SH3 (No accident) in Safety-

Health-Environment category.  

 

• Reliability of air-conditioning & heating service (FT4) 

Air-conditioning & heating service in the building is an important service of 

the office building. For the normal supply of cooling and heating and, the 

operation, monitoring, inspection and maintenance of many equipment and 

mechanical systems in the building is the most important task of the FM 

mechanical team. Users feel almost immediately the temperature of the office 

space and when a failure occurs, it becomes a complaining factor and can 

adversely affect the productivity of the corporation. 

Performance of this indicator is the basis for achieving performance of SF2 

(Comfort environment) in satisfaction category. 

 

• Severity and frequency of building facilities breakdown (FT5)  

It is an important KPI for the FM organization to ensure that the various 

facilities and equipment of the building have no breakdown or maintain the 

severity and frequency of breakdown very low. Since there are many occupants 
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and the business of the corporations proceeds very fast, the breakdown of the 

building facilities causes inconvenience and damages in business. 

Performance of this indicator is the basis for achieving performance of SF1 

(No tenant business loss), SF2 (Comfort environment) in satisfaction category. 

 

• Reliability of water supply and toilets facilities (FT6)  

Water supply and toilet facilities are basic and important functions of office 

buildings and are frequently used facilities. Thus, it was identified as KPI for FM 

performance measurement. 

Performance of this indicator is the basis for achieving performance of SF2 

(Comfort environment) in satisfaction category. 
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4.4.3 KPIs of Organization Factor   

Performance of FM organization is an important achievement to be 

measured, while supporting the performance of the other four areas. 

Appropriateness of maintenance plan and budget, maintenance plan compliance, 

education and training system of organization, documentation and data record 

management, stability of organization, staff competency and tenant 

communication have been counted as important items for performance 

measurement. 

 

• Appropriateness of maintenance plan and budget (OR1)  

Making a maintenance plan and budgeting are the most fundamental tasks 

of the FM organization. Thus, appropriate maintenance plan and budgeting that 

reflect the physical characteristics of the building, tenant demands, and 

requirements of the building owner were identified as the KPI for FM 

performance measurement. 

Performance of this indicator is the basis for achieving performance of FN4 

(Facility lifespan extension) in financial category. 

 

• Maintenance plan compliance (schedule, budget, quality) (OR2) 

Performance of this indicator is the basis for achieving performance of FN3 
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(Maintenance cost-effectiveness), FN4 (Facility lifespan extension) in financial 

category. 

 

• Education and training system of organization (OR3)  

In order to maintain and strengthen the capabilities of the FM organization, 

it is necessary for the organization to have an education and training system to 

supply the necessary knowledge and skills to its employees. This is an important 

part of FM performance measurement. 

Performance of this indicator is the basis for achieving performance of SF3 

(Responsiveness to complaints), SF4 (Quality service to complaints) in 

satisfaction category. 

 

• Documentation and data record management (OR4):  

Documenting and data record management of FM organization enables 

quick diagnosis and response when problems occur through facility maintenance 

historical data and increases the efficiency of operation and maintenance task. It 

is also the basis for enabling accurate measurement and improvement of FM 

performance. 

 

• Stability of organization (low turnover of staff) (OR5):  

There are many periodic tasks based on the annual maintenance plan of 

office building. Some facility breakdown and user complaints occur repeatedly.  
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Accordingly, the long-term employees can provide quick and effective 

response based on previous experience and increase the efficiency of the FM 

organization. 

 

• Staff competency and tenant communication (OR6):  

Each employee's competency and tenant communication skills are the basis 

of FM organizational performance. It is also an important factor for other four 

category performance. As a result, it was identified as KPI for FM performance 

measurement. 

The performance of this indicator is related to all areas and categories. Also, 

it is the basis for achieving performance of SF3 (Responsiveness to complaints), 

SF4 (Quality of service provided to complaints) in satisfaction category directly. 
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4.4.4 KPIs of Safety-Health-Environment Factor  

It was confirmed that the most important parts for office building Safety-

Health-Environment were Compliance with statutory safety inspection and 

related regulations, Emergency preparedness and quick response to incident, No 

fire or other accidents, Access control and patrol for security, Indoor air quality, 

Energy efficiency and environmental performance. 

 

In addition, ‘Compliance with statutory safety inspection and related 

regulations (SH1)’ and ‘Emergency preparedness and quick response to incident 

(SH2)’, which were rated as 5.0 and 4.9, respectively, were the top 5 items among 

the 30 FM KPIs. Most experts rated them as ‘essential (5 points)’ for FM 

performance measurement. 

 

• Compliance with statutory safety inspection & related regulations 

(SH1) 

It gained the top importance among the 30 KPIs and all the experts rated it 

as ‘essential (5 points)’. Office building requires compliance with related laws 

and regulations in terms of Safety-Health-Environment from the planning and 

construction stages. In the operation stage, the authorities check major matters 

related to safety of users through regular statutory safety inspections. Thus, 

ensuring building safety meets statutory inspection standards, and facility 
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conditions and building operation comply with laws and regulations is the most 

important and fundamental part of FM performance.  

Performance of this indicator is the basis for achieving performance of SF1 

(No tenant business loss) in satisfaction category. 

 

• Emergency preparedness and quick response to incident (SH2) 

It has the top 3 importance among 30 KPIs. In the event of a fire or 

emergency, prompt response should be taken to protect the occupants’ life and 

safety and the business continuity of corporations. For this purpose, the usual 

emergency preparedness was identified as the main KPI for FM performance 

measurement. 

Performance of this indicator is the basis for achieving performance of SF1 

(No tenant business loss) in satisfaction category. 

 

• Number of fire or accidents per year (No accident) (SH3) 

Accidents in office buildings, especially fires, cause great damage to people 

and property. The cost of restoring the building facilities is high, and at the same 

time, it is necessary to compensate for damage to the tenant's life and property. In 

addition, inconveniences until normalization of building functions and services 

seriously degrade user satisfaction. Thus, it was identified as KPI for FM 

performance measurement that prevents accidents by controlling and managing 

risk factors in advance. Performance of this indicator is the basis for achieving 
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performance of SF1 (No tenant business loss) in satisfaction category and FN6 

(Net income) in financial category. 

 

• Access control and patrol for security (SH4) 

Security is an important service that tenants require in the office buildings. 

Office buildings of high security level allow access to corporate employees only 

and don’t allow unidentified visitors through access control. Also, regular patrols 

are made to reduce risk factors throughout the building. These are important 

activities to protect the user's safety by fundamentally blocking the risk of crime 

or accidents caused by outsiders. 

Performance of this indicator is the basis for achieving performance of SH3 

(No accident). 

 

• Indoor air quality (SH5) 

As interest in health and the environment increases socially, user demand for 

air quality in office buildings is increasing. The high-rise office building does not 

have opening windows and provides centralized ventilation, so the ventilation 

system and maintenance of the office building influence the indoor air quality. 

Thus, it was identified as KPI for FM performance measurement. 

Performance of this indicator is the basis for achieving performance of SF2 

(Comfort environment) in satisfaction category.  
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• Energy efficiency and environmental performance (SH6) 

As the interest in the environment increases socially, user demand for this is 

also increasing. The eco-friendly performance has been recognized as building’s 

high facility performance and the competitiveness. In order to improve the energy 

efficiency and eco-friendly performance of building facilities and to prove them 

to tenants, the number of cases in which office buildings acquire green building 

certification through facility and technology investment is increasing. Thus, it was 

identified as KPI for FM performance measurement. 

Performance of this indicator is the basis for achieving performance of FN4 

(Utility cost-effectiveness) in financial category. 
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4.4.5 KPIs of Satisfaction Factor  

Tenant satisfaction is in overall influenced by various factors. Important 

evaluation indicator for FM performance measurement in the tenant satisfaction 

area are no loss of tenant business due to failure of building services, thermal 

comfort and satisfactory working environment, responsiveness and quality of 

service to complaints, good appearance and cleaning condition throughout 

building and tenants' satisfaction survey score. 

 

• No loss of tenant business due to failure of building services (SF1)  

It has the top 3 importance among 30 KPIs. Business continuity of the 

corporation is the most essential to the tenant. Electric power outage in office 

buildings or fire accidents can cause loss to business and disrupt business 

continuity. Thus, it was identified as the KPI for FM performance measurement. 

Performance of this indicator is the basis for achieving performance of FN5 

(Tenant retention rate) in financial category. 

 

• Thermal comfort and satisfactory working environment (SF2) 

The comfort of the indoor work environment is an important factor that 

affects user satisfaction daily. Especially temperature of air-conditioning and 

heating is very sensitive and causes immediate complaints if not well managed. 
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Performance of this indicator is the basis for achieving performance of FN5 

(Tenant retention rate) in financial category. 

 

• Responsiveness to complaints (SF3) 

When a user complains, the response of FM staffs greatly affects user 

satisfaction. Being responsive and taking prompt action to complaints increases 

user satisfaction. 

Performance of this indicator is the basis for achieving performance of FN5 

(Tenant retention rate) in financial category. 

 

• Quality of service provided to complaints (SF4) 

When a user complains, the quality of service of FM staffs greatly affects 

user satisfaction. Thus, quality service to complaints with responsiveness are 

identified as KPI for FM performance measurement. 

Performance of this indicator is the basis for achieving performance of FN5 

(Tenant retention rate) in financial category. 

 

• Good appearance and cleaning condition throughout building (SF5)  

The good appearance and cleanliness of the overall building are always 

easily perceived from the user perspective and have a significant impact on daily 

tenant satisfaction. This is an important item to be reflected in FM performance. 
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• Tenants' satisfaction survey score (SF6) 

Tenant satisfaction is scored in the Tenant Satisfaction Survey, which most 

of office buildings survey annually. Thus, it was identified as KPI for FM 

performance measurement. 

Performance of this indicator is the basis for achieving performance of FN5 

(Tenant retention rate) in financial category. 
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4.5  FFOSS Model  

4.5.1 Features of FFOSS Model 

FFOSS framework, including 30 KPIs, is shown in Figure 4-7. The 30 KPIs 

have been selected as indicators that both building owners and facility 

management organization experts recognize as important and most effectively 

evaluate the performances of five factors.  

 

FFOSS model is represented in Figure 4-8. FFOSS means Financial, 

Function, Organization, Safety-Health-Environment, Satisfaction, which are the 

five factors of facility management performance. FFOSS model provides a 

balanced evaluation framework of facility management performance through five 

performance factors and the cycle structure generated amongst them. Moreover, 

it is an effective model that is able to present direction for performance 

measurement and improvement by utilizing 30 KPIs, which are comprised of 

performance measurement indicators that most effectively define each 

performance factor. 
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Figure 4-7. FFOSS Framework 
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Figure 4-8. FFOSS Model 
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Table 4-11. Criteria of KPI Scoring-1 

2 Function factor  Criteria  1 Financial factor  Criteria  

FT1 Performance of fire 
extinguish/detection 
equipment 

5 Very good performance FN1 Cost management 
within budgeted costs  

5 Very good (No un-budgeted cost) 

4 Good performance 4 Good (2%) 
3 Fair performance 3 Fair (4%) 

2 Poor performance 2 Poor (6%) 
1 Very poor performance 1 Very poor (8%) 

FT2 Reliability of 
electricity supply and 
emergency power 

5 Very good reliability FN2 Cost-effectiveness of 
Building maintenance 
cost 

5 Very good cost-effectiveness 

4 Good reliability 4 Good cost-effectiveness 
3 Fair reliability 3 Fair cost-effectiveness 

2 Poor reliability 2 Poor cost-effectiveness 
1 Very poor reliability 1 Very poor cost-effectiveness 

FT3 Reliability of elevator 
service 

5 Very good reliability FN3 Building occupancy and 
tenant retention rate 

5 Very good rate (90%, 70%) 
4 Good reliability 4 Good rate (80%, 65%) 

3 Fair reliability 3 Fair rate (70%, 60%) 

2 Poor reliability 2 Poor rate (60%, 55%) 
1 Very poor reliability 1 Very poor rate (50%, 50%) 

FT4 Reliability of air-
conditioning & 
heating service 

5 Very good reliability FN4 Cost-effectiveness of 
Utility cost 

5 Very good cost-effectiveness 
4 Good reliability 4 Good cost-effectiveness 

3 Fair reliability 3 Fair cost-effectiveness 

2 Poor reliability 2 Poor cost-effectiveness 
1 Very poor reliability 1 Very poor cost-effectiveness 

FT5 Breakdown severity 
and frequency of 
building facilities  
(No breakdown) 

5 Very good (No breakdown)  FN5 Life-span extension of 
building facility 

5 Very good life-span extension 
4 Good (1-3 times per year) 4 Good life-span extension 

3 Fair (4-6 times per year) 3 Fair life-span extension 

2 Poor (once a month) 2 Poor life-span extension 
1 Very poor (twice a month) 1 Very poor life-span extension 

FT6 Reliability of water 
supply and toilets 
facilities 

5 Very good reliability FN6 Building net income  5 Very good (KRW100,000/ 
3.3sqm) 4 Good reliability 4 Good (KRW90,000/ 3.3sqm) 

3 Fair reliability 3 Fair (KRW80,000/ 3.3sqm) 
2 Poor reliability 2 Poor (KRW70,000/ 3.3sqm) 

1 Very poor reliability 1 Very poor (KRW60,000/ 3.3sqm) 
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Table 4-12. Criteria of KPI Scoring-2 

3 Organization factor  Criteria 

OR1 Appropriateness of 

maintenance plan and 

budget 

5 Very good plan 
4 Good plan 
3 Fair plan 
2 Poor plan 
1 Very poor plan 

OR2  Maintenance plan 

compliance 

(schedule, budget, 

quality) 

5 Very good plan compliance 
4 Good plan compliance 
3 Fair plan compliance 
2 Poor plan compliance 
1 Very poor plan compliance 

OR3 Education and 

training system of 

organization 

5 Very good training system 
4 Good training system 
3 Fair training system 
2 Poor training system 
1 Very poor training system 

OR4 Documentation and 

data record 

management 

5 Very good documentation 
4 Good documentation 
3 Fair documentation 
2 Poor documentation 
1 Very poor documentation 

OR5 Stability of 

organization  

(low turnover of staff) 

5 Very good stability (turnover within 3% per year) 
4 Good stability (~6%) 
3 Fair stability (~10%) 
2 Poor stability (~15%) 
1 Very poor stability (over 15% per year) 

OR6 Staff competency and 

tenant communication 

5 Very good competency 
4 Good competency 
3 Fair competency 
2 Poor competency 
1 Very poor competency 
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Table 4-13. Criteria of KPI Scoring-3 

4 
Safety-Health-

Environmental factor 
 Criteria 5 Satisfaction factor  Criteria  

SH1 Compliance with 

statutory safety 

inspection and related 

regulations 

5 Very good compliance (No failure) SF1 No loss of tenant 

business due to 

failure of building 

services  

5 Very good (No loss) 
4 Good compliance (1 failure) 4 Good (once every three year) 
3 Fair compliance (2 failures) 3 Fair (once every two year) 
2 Poor compliance (3 failures) 2 Poor (once a year) 
1 Very poor compliance (4 failures) 1 Very poor (twice a year) 

SH2 Emergency 

preparedness and 

quick response to 

incident 

5 Very good preparedness SF2 Thermal comfort and 

satisfactory working 

environment 

5 Very good comfort 
4 Good preparedness 4 Good comfort 
3 Fair preparedness 3 Fair comfort 
2 Poor preparedness 2 Poor comfort 
1 Very poor preparedness 1 Very poor comfort 

SH3 Number of fire or 

other accidents per 

year  

(No accident) 

5 Very good (No loss) SF3 Responsiveness to 

complaints 

5 Very good responsiveness 
4 Good (once every three year) 4 Good responsiveness 
3 Fair (once every two year) 3 Fair responsiveness 
2 Poor (once a year) 2 Poor responsiveness 
1 Very poor (twice a year) 1 Very poor responsiveness 

SH4 Access control and 

patrol for security 

5 Very good control and patrol SF4 Quality of service 

provided to 

complaints 

5 Very good quality of service 
4 Good control and patrol 4 Good quality of service 
3 Fair control and patrol 3 Fair quality of service 
2 Poor control and patrol 2 Poor quality of service 
1 Very poor control and patrol 1 Very poor quality of service 

SH5 Indoor air quality 5 Very good quality SF5 Good appearance and 

cleaning condition 

throughout building 

5 Very good appearance 
4 Good quality 4 Good appearance 
3 Fair quality 3 Fair appearance 
2 Poor quality 2 Poor appearance 
1 Very poor quality 1 Very poor appearance 

SH6 Energy efficiency 

and environmental 
performance 

5 Very good performance SF6 Tenants' satisfaction 

survey score 

5 Very good score (90%) 
4 Good performance 4 Good score (80%) 
3 Fair performance 3 Fair score (70%) 
2 Poor performance 2 Poor score (60%) 
1 Very poor performance 1 Very poor score (50%) 
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Figure 4-9. FFOSS Model: Strategy for Prime Grade Office Building 
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The difference between FFOSS model and other performance measurement 

models from previous researches are explained below, including who uses the 

FFOSS model, for what purpose, and when to use it. 

 

• Who use FFOSS model?  

Evaluators using FFOSS model would primarily be building owners. They 

can use the model to measure office building facility management performance 

in a comprehensive and balanced way. Facility management organization can use 

the model for self-assessment of performance and its improvement. 

In addition, FFOSS model can be used for the purpose of simultaneously 

measuring and comparing multiple buildings’ performances: which building has 

a better facility management performance. 

 

• What is the purpose of FFOSS model?  

FFOSS model has been developed with the objective to measure office 

building facility management performance from a balanced perspective and to 

fully evaluate the various aspects of facility management performance. 

Furthermore, the five factors and 30 KPIs of FFOSS model reveal the areas 

of poor performance and presents whether the impact of poor performance is 

limited or broad and significant. It allows building owners to effectively allocate 

resources to improve performance. 
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• When to use FFOSS model?  

The performance is to be measured periodically, and it is recommended to 

measure it once a year. Periodic performance measurements of the same building 

can be used to see if performance improves. 

 

The four characteristics that differentiate FFOSS model from the 

performance measurement models of previous studies are as follows: 

 

First, FFOSS model finds out the conflict existing amongst the 

stakeholders of facility management and presents a five-factor cycle 

structure that improves performance by resolving the conflict progressively.  

It also provides a balanced evaluation perspective to office building owners. 

Organization as the enabler of the cycle forms the basis of the performances 

of four factors with causal relationships between them. 

Satisfaction is attained when Safety-Health-Environment performance is 

excellent based on satisfactory performance of Function, and in the end, it leads 

to Financial performance. The financial performance, one of which is rent, 

becomes the source of investment for building’s performance improvement in 

Function. 

 

Second, FFOSS model provides a balanced viewpoint of financial 

performance evaluation. The cycle promotes the investment of building 
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owner in building facilities and facility management organization, which can 

occur when the cost spending of high efficiency is evaluated as important 

financial performance. This is one of the salient features of FFOSS model, 

which distinguishes it from existing models. 

Although financial performance was considered important in the 

performance measurement models of the previous researches, they counted only 

the efforts to reduce costs as performance. To this end, they classified the cost 

items in detail and evaluated the savings of each cost item, i.e., labor cost, and 

etc., as performance (Lavy et al. 2010, Lai and Mann 2017), and evaluated the 

improvement of functioning of the facilities relative to costs as performance 

(Lavy et al. 2014, Shohet and Nobili 2017). However, it is not possible to achieve 

sustained profit increase for building owner only by reducing costs. 

In this study, the perspective of financial performance evaluation is changed, 

and the cost spending that contributes to the profit increase for building owner is 

defined as financial performance, and it is reflected in performance measurement. 

 

Third, FFOSS model provides weighting of five factors as the strategic 

method of tailored performance evaluation that can reflect the varying 

characteristics differed by building grades. 

Effective weighting communicates building owner's strategy to facility 

management organization and is the basis for limited resource allocation. Five 

factor weighting can vary from building to building. However, when setting 
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appropriate weightings based on the building's grade and physical characteristics, 

performance measurement becomes more effective. 

 

The author proposes two types of strategies. As a standard weighting strategy 

for five factors, Financial and Function priority strategy was set for general 

buildings. For prime grade office buildings, Satisfaction and Safety priority 

strategy was recommended. This is to help the effective application of FFOSS 

model and to explain the features of the model. See Figure 4-10. 

 

 
Figure 4-10. Strategies for General and Prime Grade 

 

• Financial and Function priority strategy for general grade 

The strategy appropriate for general grade office building such as A, B and 

C grade is Financial and Function priority strategy. FFOSS weighting is the 
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highest for Function and Financial. Weighting is set to Financial 25%, Function 

25%, Organization 10%, Safety-Health-Environment 20%, and Satisfaction 20%. 

Considering that the tenant's expectations are not as high as in prime grade 

office building and the level of rent is moderate, this strategy concentrates on 

assuring that there is no inconvenience in the basic performance of the building 

function, and maintaining the tenant's satisfaction at an appropriate level in 

consideration of the profit. Given the limited amount of rent inflows, the strategy 

also aims to secure financial resources for maintenance of facility through cost 

savings. 

 

• Satisfaction and Safety priority strategy for prime grade 

The strategy suitable for prime grade office building is Satisfaction and 

Safety priority strategy. FFOSS weighting is the highest for Safety-Health-

Environment and Satisfaction. Thus, weighting can be set to Financial 20%, 

Function 15%, Organization 15%, Safety-Health-Environment 25%, and 

Satisfaction 25%. 

In prime grade office building, the best way to increase the profits of building 

owner is to increase tenants’ satisfaction and retain them as long-term loyal 

customers, thereby raising rents on a sustainable basis. This strategy is to actively 

reflect the tenant's various requirements on Safety-Health-Environment into the 

facility management of the building, and as a result improve Satisfaction. 
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Fourth, FFOSS model includes KPIs that effectively measure the 

performances of the five factors 

KPIs are derived through surveys of building owners and facility 

management organization experts and are reflected into the model. 

In this study, considering that the performance indicators of the previous 

studies did not have the scoring criteria for measuring performances and thus 

could not present the actual measurement cases, making it very difficult to use 

them in the performance measurement of office building facility management, the 

author proposed the scoring criteria for the KPIs derived as shown in Table 4-12, 

4-13, and 4-14, and conducted actual performance measurement of office building 

facility management. 

 

FFOSS model is a model that comprehensively measures the overall 

performance of office building facility management. It identifies the five 

performance factors that cover different aspects of facility management and 

shows a cycle structure amongst them. The model also provides a balanced 

evaluation framework to office building owners and can allow them to effectively 

communicate their strategic objectives and intentions through five factor 

weightings to facility management organization. 
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4.5.2 Simulation of FFOSS Model 

The FFOSS model for facility management performance measurement was 

shown in Figure 4-8. 

 

Five factor weighting default values are set to Financial 25%, Function 25%, 

Organization 10%, Safety-Health-Environment 20%, and Satisfaction 20%, and 

can be adjusted easily by the different requirements as well as grades of buildings. 

The KPI scoring criteria are presented in Tables 4-12, 4-13, and 4-14. When 

the scoring of all the KPIs is completed, a comprehensive performance 

measurement score is calculated as a percentage number, reflecting the 

weightings of five factors. 

 

Setting five factor weightings, building owner clearly communicates the 

objectives of facility management and his viewpoints of performance evaluation 

to facility management organization. In order to increase the level of satisfaction 

of high-quality corporate tenants, the organization strives to fulfill the tenants’ 

requirements on Safety-Health-Environment, and the building owner is willing to 

pay for this. This is to continue to increase profits on a sustainable basis through 

long-term retention of the tenants as loyal customers. 
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Figure 4-11. Simulation of FFOSS Model 
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Figure 4-11 shows FFOSS model that reflects the Financial and Function 

priority strategy, suitable for general buildings. Five factor weightings are 

reflected as Financial 25%, Function 25%, Organization 10%, Safety-Health-

Environment 20%, and Satisfaction 20%. This reflects the characteristics of the 

general buildings: the average level of rent and cost structure, the characteristics 

of tenants, and the condition of the facilities that need improvement. 

The five factors and 30 KPIs of FFOSS model highlight areas of poor 

performance and reveal whether their impact is limited or broad. This allows 

building owner to effectively allocate resources to improve performance 

 

The advantages and practical application of the FFOSS model template is 

described in detail through an example of applying the model to a case of grade 

B building. 

 

• Simulation: B grade office building with serious elevator problems 

Case is a grade B medium-sized office building. It is twenty years old, and 

as the elevator has aged, the problem of stopping failure frequently occurs. A 

recent elevator failure resulted in a person being trapped, and the emergency call 

function was also broken, causing the occupant to be in a dangerous situation, and 

the tenant complaint became serious. Inevitably, the elevator parts were urgently 

replaced at a large cost that was not originally included in the budget. 
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Besides this serious elevator problem, other facilities and services are all in 

fair condition (KPI scoring 3 point) despite its being a 20-year-old building. 

 

1) Performance measurement of Financial factor 

The case is related to FN1, FN2, FN4, and FN6 at the same time, and all of 

them are rated as very poor (1). Insufficient budgeting and cost management 

(FN1), inadequate cost effectiveness owing to urgent cost (FN2), very poor 

condition of elevator, compared to its expected life span (FN4), and lowered net 

income for building owner (FN6), and the remaining KPIs of Financial factor are 

assessed fair (3). 

 

2) Performance measurement of Function factor 

For the Function factor, the case is relevant to FT3 and FT5, and both of 

them are rated as very poor (1). Low elevator reliability (FT3) and inadequate 

facility breakdown (FT5). The rest of the KPIs in Function factor are assessed fair 

(3). 

 

3) Performance measurement of Organization factor 

This case is related to OR2 and OR6, and they are rated as very poor (1). 

Neglecting the failure of the emergency communication device of the elevator and 

the elevator performance deterioration indicates low maintenance plan 
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compliance (OR2) and staff competency (OR6). The remaining KPIs in 

Organization factor are assessed fair (3). 

 

4) Performance measurement of Safety-Health-Environment factor 

For Safety-Health-Environment factor, the case is relevant to SH2 and SH3, 

which are rated as very poor (1). The emergency preparedness (SH2) is 

insufficient for responding late to the entrapment accident, and for the fire or 

accident (SH3) the case should be scored low. The remaining KPIs are assessed 

fair (3). 

 

5) Performance measurement of Satisfaction factor 

The case is related to the SF6, and it is rated as very poor (1): Tenant survey 

score (SF6) should be very poor (1) due to elevator complaints. The remaining 

KPIs of Satisfaction factor are assessed fair (3). 

 

The FFOSS total score of this case is calculated as 44.7%. The financial 

factor scored 8.3% out of 25%, function 11.7% out of 25%, organization 4.7% 

out of 10%, Safety-Health-Environment 9.3% out of 20%, satisfaction 10.7% out 

of 20%. 

 

The case study highlights that the problem of the decrease of reliability of 

the elevator function not only pertains to two important KPIs of the function factor, 
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but has broader repercussions that affect the performances of the other three 

factors. It can be seen that frequent failures and confinement accidents degrade 

two KPI performances of Safety-Health-Environment factor, lead to lower 

performance of Satisfaction factor, and cause poor Financial factor KPI 

performance due to the unexpected cost incurred. 

 

The five factors and 30 KPIs of FFOSS model highlight areas of poor 

performance and reveal whether their impact is limited or broad. This allows 

building owner to effectively allocate resources to improve performance. 

 

Thus, the FFOSS model evaluation recommends that building owner must 

invest in repairing the decrepit facilities of the building as a preemptive cost 

spending, thereby increasing the satisfaction of tenants and preventing their 

departure, so that the five factors cycle is maintained. 
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4.6  Summary 

The author has developed FFOSS model for facility management 

performance measurement, including the 30 KPIs of which importance as 

comprehensive performance measurement indicators has been confirmed by 

Delphi survey, and the priority, weighting and cycle structure of the model’s five 

performance factors. The model can also be used as a building owner’s strategy 

enforcement framework by customizing the five factor weightings, depending on 

the characteristics and the grade of the buildings to be evaluated as well as the 

building owners’ strategic objectives. 

 

The four characteristics that differentiate FFOSS model from the 

performance measurement models of previous studies are as follows: 

First, FFOSS model finds out the conflict existing amongst the stakeholders 

of facility management, and presents five factors cycle structure that improves 

performance by resolving the conflict progressively. 

Second, FFOSS model provides a balanced standpoint of evaluating 

financial performance. The cycle is promoted by the investment of building owner 

in building facilities and facility management organization, which can occur when 

the cost spending of high efficiency is evaluated as important financial 

performance. 
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Third, FFOSS model provides the weighting of five factors as a strategic 

method of tailored performance evaluation that can reflect varying characteristics 

depending on building grade as well as building owner’s strategic objectives. The 

author proposes a standard strategy as well as a tailored strategy for prime grade 

office building. 

Fourth, FFOSS model includes KPIs that effectively measure the 

performances of the five factors, and it provides the scoring criteria for KPIs. The 

KPIs are derived through surveys of building owners and facility management 

organization experts and are reflected into the model. 

 

As shown in the case of the model application, the five performance factors 

and 30 KPIs of FFOSS model highlight areas of poor performances and reveal 

whether their impact is limited or broad. This allows building owner to effectively 

allocate resources to improve performance, pointing out that FFOSS model is a 

balanced measurement model of facility management performance and at the 

same time an effective strategic decision-making tool for building owner. 
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Chapter 5. Model Validation 

To validate FFOSS model, the author used questionnaire and surveyed 

building owners on applicability, adequacy, effectiveness of the FFOSS model. 

Also, FFOSS model is used for performance measurements of facility 

managements at six office buildings. 

 

In order to increase the objectivity of evaluation, the author tried to select 

the best model with completeness from the previous researches as comparison 

model. Experts’ evaluation and actual performance measurement were conducted 

for both models.  

Although non-existence of evaluation model which has quantitative scoring 

criteria made the comparison model selection itself quite difficult, the author has 

selected a relatively complete KPI based model with similar structure to FFOSS 

model as comparison model.  

 

Building owners as industry professionals evaluated the two models by using 

both of them for performance measurement of the buildings they manage and 

compared their effectiveness.  
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5.1 Evaluation of Model 

5.1.1 Evaluation Design 

In order to increase the objectivity of evaluation, the author tried to select 

the best model with completeness from the previous researches as comparison 

model. Experts’ evaluation and actual performance measurement were applied to 

both models. The selection criteria of the comparison model are as follows. 

 

- The best model with completeness among the previous researches of 

performance measurement of facility management 

- Model of including KPIs for performance measurement of building facility 

- Model of similar hierarchical structure to FFOSS model 

 

Although non-existence of evaluation model which has quantitative scoring 

criteria made the comparison model selection itself quite difficult, the author has 

selected a relatively complete KPI based model with similar structure to FFOSS 

model as comparison model. 

 

Lavy et al. 's KPI model (2010) has been selected as a model which meets 

the above criteria. The purpose of this model is to measure the performance of 
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building facility through facility management activities. Its hierarchical structure 

of 35 KPIs in 4 categories of performance areas is similar to FFOSS model. 

 

However, Lavy et al. model has no scoring criteria that make actual 

performance measurement using KPIs possible, and a method for calculating total 

score that represents the overall performance level of facility management is not 

present. The comparison of the characteristics of FFOSS model and the 

comparison model is summarized in Table 5-1, and the 4 categories and 35 KPIs 

of the comparison model are shown in Table 5-2. 

 

Table 5-1. Summary of FFOSS Model and Comparison Model 

 FFOSS model Comparison model Remark 

Author (year) Shin (2020) Lavy et al. (2010)  

Purpose of  

model 

Facility management 

performance measurement 

Facility performance 

measurement through 

facility management 

 

Model  FFOSS model (five factors) KPIs set  

Categorization 5 factors 4 categories  

Number of KPI 30 KPIs 35 KPIs  

KPI scoring 

criteria 

KPI scoring criteria 

provided  

No criteria provided  

Total score 

calculation 

Total score calculated by 

five factor weighting 

Not available  
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Table 5-2. KPIs of Comparison Model-1 

  Key performance indicators Descriptions 

 A. Financial  

1 Operating costs All costs related to facility operation 

2 Occupancy costs (Tax, depreciation) 
Property taxes, depreciation and 

amortization costs 

3 Utility costs 
Electricity, fuel oil, gas, steam, water, 

sewage 

4 Capital costs  
All costs required to purchase and extend 

building property 

5 Building maintenance cost  

6 Grounds-keeping cost 
Landscaping, storm water management, 

and parking lot or garage 

7 Custodial and janitorial cost  

8 Current replacement value (CRV) 
Estimated cost, restoring the building to its 

original condition/function. 

9 
Deferred maintenance and its 

backlog 
Postponed due to financial constraints 

10 Capital renewal 
Major renovations in the building, its 

systems 

11 
Maintenance efficiency indicators 

(MEI) 

The efficiency with which maintenance 

activities are implemented 

12 Facility condition index (FCI) 
The ratio between the costs of Deferred 

Maintenance to the CRV 

13 Churn rate and churn costs 
Moving a group of employees within a 

period of time 

  C. Functional  

26 Productivity 
Occupants’ satisfaction and self-rated 

productivity 

27 Parking 
Number of parking spaces per person 

28 Space utilization 
Adequacy of space, and proper space 

management 

29 Occupant’s turnover rate 
Number of employees(occupants) turned 

over to the total employees 

30 Mission Dependency Index (MDI) 
Facility’s preparedness to fulfill its 

mission, priority of mission in projects  

31 Adequacy of space  
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Table 5-3. KPIs of Comparison Model-2 

  Key performance indicators Descriptions 

  B. Physical  

14 
Building physical condition (BPI)– 

quantitative  
 

15 
Building physical condition (BPI)– 

qualitative  
 

16 Property and real estate 
What fraction is owned  

17 Waste 
Total waste and amount of waste recycled 

or reused 

18 Health and safety 
Condition of employees’ health and safety  

19 Indoor environmental quality (IEQ) 
Indoor pollutants, thermal comfort, indoor 

air quality, day lighting 

20 Accessibility for disabled 
Provision for disabled and preparedness 

21 Resource consumption – energy 
Total natural gas consumption; building 

electrical consumption 

22 Resource consumption – water 
Building water use, recycled water 

23 Resource consumption – materials 
Total material used for operation and 

recycled 

24 Security 
Condition of security 

25 Site and location 
Site in terms of size, location, safety, sound 

and quality, accessibility 

   

  D. Survey-based  

32 Occupants’ satisfaction with services 
The ability to deliver quality products and 

services to customers 

33 
Community satisfaction and 

participation 

Community involvement, interaction and 

favorability, and satisfaction  

34 
Suitability, appropriateness of 

facility function 

Functional, spatial, and psychological 

aspects 

35 Appearance 
Exterior and interior visual qualities 

   

   

KPIs scoring by Likert 5-point scale: (1) very poor, (2) poor, (3) fair, (4) good, (5) 

very good.  
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5.1.2 Evaluation Results 

The six buildings evaluated are office buildings owned by financial investors, 

ranging from large-scale prime grade buildings with high rents to B grade 

buildings with relatively low rents. 

Most of the evaluators who represent building owners have more than 15 

years of experience individually and belong to large asset management companies. 

Table 5-4 summarizes the total area, rent level, building grade, and owner 

characteristics of the six office buildings subject to evaluation, and evaluators’ 

work experience amount and organization. 

Table 5-4. Characteristics of Office Buildings and Evaluators 

Building A B C D E  F 

Gross area (sqm) 200,000 140,000  84,000 32,700 29,500 16,450 

Building Grade Prime Prime Prime B B B 

Rent 

(KRW/3.3sqm) 

135,000 155,000 137,000 85,000 95,000 70,000 

Owner 

characteristics 

Global 

investor 

Global 

investor 

Domestic 

investor 

Domestic 

investor 

Global 

investor 

Global 

investor 

Evaluator 

work experience 

Over 15 

 

10~15 

 

Over 15 Over 15 Over 15 Over 15 

Evaluator 

organization 
Property management firm (Building owner’s representative) 

 

The author conducted questionnaire survey for evaluating the applicability, 

adequacy, and effectiveness of FFOSS model and the comparison model on a 5-

point Likert scale after evaluators completed performance measurement of 

facility management using the two models.  
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1) Applicability: Whether the KPIs of the model can easily be evaluated with 

scores. 

2) Adequacy: Whether the categories and KPIs of the model properly 

addresses the performance areas evaluators intend to measure  

3) Effectiveness: Whether the model is effective for measuring the 

comprehensive performance of facility management 

 

The questionnaire survey result shows that FFOSS model obtained an 

average evaluation score of 4.22 points on the three criteria, i.e., applicability, 

adequacy, and effectiveness of the model. The points of applicability, adequacy, 

and effectiveness are 4.17, 4.00, and 4.50 respectively. Thus, it has been 

confirmed that FFOSS model is a very effective tool for measuring 

comprehensive performance of facility management.  

FFOSS model has been assessed by industry experts who represent building 

owners to be a valid facility management performance measurement model with 

good applicability, adequacy and effectiveness. 

 

Table 5-5. Evaluation Results 

Category 
FFOSS model Comparison model Remark 

Average Max. Min. Average Max. Min. 

Total 4.22 5.00 4.00 2.38 4.00 1.00  

Applicability 4.17 5.00 4.00 2.43 4.00 2.00  

Adequacy 4.00 4.00 4.00 2.14 4.00 1.00  

Effectiveness 4.50 5.00 4.00 2.57 4.00 2.00  
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On the other hand, the evaluation score of the comparison model was an 

average of 2.38 points. The points of applicability, adequacy, and effectiveness 

were 2.43, 2.14, and 2.57 respectively. In particular, applicability of the KPIs of 

comparison model was evaluated very low. Thus, the comparison model has been 

assessed to be an inadequate and ineffective model of facility management 

performance measurement with low applicability.  

 

The FFOSS model has been assessed to be a model with good applicability, 

adequacy, and effectiveness by expert evaluation scores, and it has been also 

confirmed that the FFOSS model has superiority to the comparison model from 

previous studies with significant evaluation score differences. 

 

The evaluation results of the two models are summarized in Table 5-5. 
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5.2  Application of Model 

First, evaluators were requested to evaluate their office building facility 

management performance by the KPIs of the FFOSS model and describe brief 

explanation of the evaluation scores they gave. 

 

Second, evaluators were asked to set the weighting of the 5 factors of 

performance evaluation. FFOSS model calculates the overall percentage score 

reflecting the weightings by assigning a high weighting to the factor which the 

evaluator prioritizes among the five factors. Being able to set weightings in the 

evaluation, FFOSS model has usability as a strategic facility management tool. 

Factor weightings deliver the building owner's intent and operation strategy 

clearly to the facility management organization, which can promote an effective 

allocation of limited resources. 

 

The total evaluation score for each building was calculated in the range of 

86.3% ~ 91.7% in the prime grade buildings, and 61.5% ~ 81.7% in the B grade 

buildings. These are the scores that reflect different factor weightings by 

evaluators. The results of the facility management performance evaluation scores 

and 5 factor weightings of the six office buildings are summarized in Table 5-6. 

As a result, it has been ascertained that performance measurement of office 

building facility management can be intuitively conducted, using FFOSS model. 
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This shows that the model is an effective performance measurement model 

applicable to actual cases. Table 5-7, 5-8, and 5-9 summarize evaluators' 

responses following scoring criteria.  

As a result of validation, it has been confirmed that evaluation score of 

facility management performance of each building, calculated properly represent 

the overall facility management performance of each building, considering the 

size and grade of the building. It shows that FFOSS model is quite effective for a 

comprehensive facility management performance measurement. 

 
Table 5-6. Summary of Measurement Score by FFOSS Model 

 A B C D E F 

Gross area 

(sqm) 

200,000 140,000  84,000  32,700  29,500  16,450  

Building Grade Prime Prime Prime B B B 

Rent 

(KRW/3.3sqm) 

135,000 155,000 137,000 85,000 95,000 70,000 

Total score  88.7%  91.7%  86.3%  81.7%  70.8%  61.5% 

 Good Good Good Good Fair Fair 

 4.43 4.58 4.32 4.08 3.54 3.08 

Weighting (%)       

Financial 20% 20% 20% 25% 25% 25% 

Function 15% 10% 15% 20% 25% 25% 

Organization  15% 10% 15% 10% 10% 10% 

Safety etc. 25% 30% 25% 25% 20% 20% 

Satisfaction 25% 30% 25% 20% 20% 20% 

Financial 4.50  4.00  4.50 4.50 3.67 3.67 

Function 4.17  4.50  4.17 3.83 3.83 2.83 

Organization 3.83  3.83  4.17 3.50 3.67 2.50 

Safety etc. 4.83  5.00  4.33 4.17 3.33 3.00 

Satisfaction 4.50  4.83  4.33 4.00 3.17 3.00 
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Table 5-7. FFOSS Model: Feedback of KPI Scoring Basis-1 

2 Function factor  KPI scoring basis 1 Financial factor  KPI scoring basis 

FT1 Performance of fire 

extinguish/detection 

equipment 

1-5 Fire equipment failure/ 

malfunction records, repair 

records 

FN1 Cost management 

within budgeted costs  

1-5 Budget comparison in 

monthly financial reports, 

records of under-budgeted 

costs 

FT2 Reliability of 

electricity supply and 

emergency power 

1-5 Electricity system and 

equipment failure/malfunction 

records, repair records 

FN2 Cost-effectiveness of 

Building maintenance 

cost 

1-5 Record and evaluation of 

maintenance cost  

FT3 Reliability of elevator 

service 

1-5 Elevator failure/breakdown 

records, repair records 

FN3 Building occupancy 

and tenant retention 

rate 

1-5 Occupancy rate records, 

tenant retention rate 

records 

FT4 Reliability of air-

conditioning & 

heating service 

1-5 HVAC system and equipment 

failure/malfunction records, 

repair records 

FN4 Cost-effectiveness of 

Utility cost 

1-5 Record and evaluation of 

utility cost 

FT5 Breakdown severity 

and frequency of 

building facilities  

(No breakdown) 

1-5 Record of failure/breakdown 

records, reports of cause and 

effect, action taken 

FN5 Life-span extension 

of building facility 

1-5 Facility/equipment current 

condition compared to 

endurance period 

FT6 Reliability of water 

supply and toilets 

facilities 

1-5 Record of failure/malfunction, 

repair records 

FN6 Building net income  1-5 Difference between total 

income and expenditure 
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Table 5-8. FFOSS Model: Feedback of KPI Scoring Basis-2 

2 Organization factor  KPI scoring basis 

OP1 Appropriateness of 

maintenance plan and 

budget 

1-5 Monthly facility maintenance 

report, evaluation on plan and 

budget 

OP2  Maintenance plan 

compliance (schedule, 

budget, quality) 

1-5 Monthly facility maintenance 

report, evaluation on plan 

compliance 

OP3 Education and 

training system of 

organization 

1-5 Education and training records, 

evaluation on system 

OP4 Documentation and 

data record 

management 

1-5 Evaluation on documentation 

of monthly and ad hoc reports 

and accuracy 

OP5 Stability of 

organization  

(low turnover of staff) 

1-5 Turnover rate of staff, average 

period of continuous service 

OP6 Staff competency and 

tenant communication 

1-5 Evaluation on staffs, tenants’ 

feedback to staffs 
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Table 5-9. FFOSS Model: Feedback of KPI Scoring Basis-3 

4 
Safety-Health-

Environment factor 
 KPI scoring basis 5 Satisfaction factor  KPI scoring basis 

SH1 Compliance with 

statutory safety 

inspection and related 

regulations 

1-5 Result of statutory safety 

inspections, record of non-

compliance case 

SF1 No loss of tenant 

business due to failure 

of building services  

1-5 Loss of tenant business, 

records of lawsuit or 

compensation, lost work-

days and (if any) 

SH2 Emergency 

preparedness and 

quick response to 

incident 

1-5 Regular emergency drill 

execution, actual measures 

taken in response to 

emergency (if any)  

SF2 Thermal comfort and 

satisfactory working 

environment 

1-5 Standard of indoor 

temperature, tenants’ 

feedback on indoor 

environment 

SH3 Number of fire or 

other accidents per 

year  

(No accident) 

1-5 Number of accidents records, 

incidents reports. 

SF3 Responsiveness to 

complaints 

1-5 Tenants’ feedback to 

responsiveness, evaluation 

on process 

SH4 Access control and 

patrol for security 

1-5 Evaluation of access control 

process, patrol area and 

process. 

SF4 Quality of service 

provided to 

complaints 

1-5 Tenants’ feedback to 

service quality, evaluation 

on process 

SH5 Indoor air quality 1-5 Record of indoor air quality 

measurement. 

SF5 Good appearance and 

cleaning condition 

throughout building 

1-5 Visual evaluation, 

evaluation on cleaning 

process 

SH6 Energy efficiency and 

environmental 

performance 

1-5 Evaluation on energy usage, 

Green building certificates (if 

any) 

SF6 Tenants' satisfaction 

survey score 

1-5 Tenant survey score and 

tenants’ feedback 
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Second, evaluators were requested to evaluate their office building facility 

management performance by the KPIs of the comparison model on 5-point Likert 

scale and describe brief explanation of their own evaluation score. 

 

However, the evaluators had difficulty in writing the KPI scores. Evaluators 

submitted the evaluation scores with scores for 5 to 20 KPIs left as blanks, 

depending on respondent, out of the total 35 KPIs. So, it was assessed that neither 

score for an individual performance category nor total performance score could 

be calculated by using the model. Performance measurement results are 

summarized in Table 5-10.  

Table 5-10. Summary of Measurement Score by Comparison Model 

 A B C D E F 

Gross area 

(sqm) 

200,000 140,000  84,000  32,700  29,500  16,450  

Building Grade Prime Prime Prime B B B 

Rent 

(KRW/3.3sqm) 

135,000 155,000 137,000 85,000 95,000 70,000 

Total score N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Financial N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Physical N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Functional N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Survey-based N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 2.8 

 

There were feedbacks that these KPIs were described by unknown 

terminologies, had unclear meanings, were impossible to score for measurement, 

and lacked relevance to facility management performance. The feedback from the 

evaluators on the KPI items in the comparison model is summarized in Tables 5-

11 and 5-12. 
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KPI items left blank by many evaluators were Occupancy costs, Capital costs, 

Current replacement value (CRV), Deferred maintenance and its backlog, Capital 

renewal, Maintenance efficiency indicators (MEI), Facility condition index (FCI), 

Building physical condition (BPI), Property and real estate, Mission Dependency 

Index (MDI). 

 

It was found that unlike FFOSS model, the comparison model contained a 

number of KPIs that could not be actually scored, so that it was not possible to 

calculate a category score or a total performance score. So, it was assessed that 

neither score for a performance category nor total performance score could be 

calculated by using the model. Performance measurement results are summarized 

in Table 5-9.  

 

This performance measurement result by comparison model explains why 

the average evaluation score of applicability, appropriateness, and effectiveness 

of the comparison model was as low as 2.38. 
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Table 5-11. Comparison Model: Feedback of KPI Scoring Basis-1 

A Financial category  KPI scoring basis B Physical category  KPI scoring basis 

1 Operating costs 1-5 Financial reports 14 Building physical condition 

(BPI)– quantitative  

1-5 Unknown term, 

scoring unavailable 

2 Occupancy costs (Tax, 

depreciation) 

1-5 Financial reports, low 

relevance  

15 Building physical condition 

(BPI)– qualitative  

1-5 Unknown term, 

scoring unavailable 

3 Utility costs 1-5 Monthly reports 16 Property and real estate 1-5 Low relevance 

4 Capital costs  1-5 Financial reports, low 

relevance 

17 Waste 1-5 Low relevance, no 

tracking record 

5 Building maintenance cost 1-5 Financial reports 18 Health and safety 1-5 Broad meaning 

6 Grounds-keeping cost 1-5 Financial reports, low 

importance 

19 Indoor environmental quality 

(IEQ) 

1-5 Unknown term, 

scoring unavailable 

7 Custodial and janitorial cost 1-5 Financial reports 20 Accessibility for disabled 1-5  

8 Current replacement value 

(CRV) 

1-5 Unknown term, scoring 

unavailable  

21 Resource consumption – 

energy 

1-5 Monthly reports 

9 Deferred maintenance and its 

backlog 

1-5 scoring unavailable 22 Resource consumption – 

water 

1-5 Monthly reports 

10 Capital renewal 1-5 Financial reports, low 

relevance 

23 Resource consumption – 

materials 

1-5 Monthly reports, 

low relevance 

11 Maintenance efficiency 

indicators (MEI) 

1-5 Unknown term, scoring 

unavailable 

24 Security 1-5 Broad meaning, 

scoring unavailable 

12 Facility condition index (FCI) 1-5 Unknown term  25 Site and location 1-5 Low relevance 

13 Churn rate and churn costs 1-5 Unknown term, not 

financial performance 
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Table 5-12. Comparison Model: Feedback of KPI Scoring Basis-2 

C Functional category  KPI scoring basis D Survey-based category  KPI scoring basis 

26 Productivity 

1-5 Measurement 

unavailable, broad 

meaning 

32 
Occupants’ satisfaction with 

services 

1-5 Tenant survey score 

27 Parking 
1-5 

Low relevance 33 
Community satisfaction and 

participation 

1-5 Low relevance, no 

record 

28 Space utilization 
1-5 Unclear meaning, 

scoring unavailable 
34 

Suitability, appropriateness of 

facility function 

1-5 Unclear meaning, 

scoring unavailable 

29 Occupant’s turnover rate 1-5 Monthly reports 35 Appearance 1-5  

30 
Mission Dependency Index 

(MDI) 

1-5 Unknown term, scoring 

unavailable 

    

31 Adequacy of space 1-5 Low relevance     
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5.3 Summary 

 For validation of FFOSS model, the questionnaire survey of industry 

experts was conducted to verify the model’s applicability, adequacy, and 

effectiveness. Facility management performance measurement by FFOSS model 

and a comparison model was also conducted for six office buildings. 

In order to increase the objectivity of evaluation, the comparison model was 

selected as relatively complete KPI model with similar structure to FFOSS model. 

 

The evaluation score of FFOSS model was an average of 4.22 points with 

the points of applicability, adequacy, and effectiveness 4.17, 4.00, and 4.50 

respectively. In particular, given that the model obtained 4.5 on effectiveness, it 

has been assessed that FFOSS model is a quite effective tool for measuring overall 

facility management performance.  

The average and individual score for each evaluation criterion corroborates 

that FFOSS model is a valid facility management performance measurement 

model with good applicability, appropriateness and effectiveness. 

 

On the other hand, the evaluation score of the comparison model was an 

average of 2.38 points. The points of applicability, adequacy, and effectiveness 

were 2.43, 2.14, and 2.57 respectively. 
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The FFOSS model has been assessed to be a model with good applicability, 

adequacy, and effectiveness by expert evaluation, and it has been also confirmed 

that FFOSS model has superiority to the comparison model from previous studies 

with significant evaluation score differences. 

 

It has been confirmed that performance measurement of office building 

facility management can be conducted intuitively, using FFOSS model. The total 

score calculated through five performance factor weightings corresponds to the 

grade of the building subject to evaluation. It shows that this model is a valid 

evaluation model applicable to actual cases. 

 

In contrast, the comparison model, unlike FFOSS model, contained a 

number of KPIs that could not be actually scored with evaluators leaving the 

scores for 5 to 20 KPIs as blanks, depending on respondent, out of the total 35 

KPIs. So, it was assessed that neither score for a performance category nor total 

performance score could be calculated by using the model. It explains why the 

average evaluation score of applicability, appropriateness, and effectiveness of 

the comparison model was as low as 2.38. 
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Chapter 6. Conclusions 

6.1 Research Results and Discussion 

This research developed FFOSS model as a balanced performance 

measurement model of facility management that recognizes the conflicts of 

interests between FM stakeholders and presents five factors cycle that improves 

performance by resolving the conflicts progressively.  

 

For model components, the areas of FM performance measurement were 

categorized into five factors. They cover the multi-dimensional FM areas, and 

consider the perspectives of performance evaluators and the main FM contents. 

The Financial factor, which is the primary perspective of building owner, and the 

Function, Safety-Health-Environment, and Satisfaction factors, which address the 

tenants' perspectives, are four important performance measurement factors with 

different traits, while organization is a performance measurement factor in itself 

and at the same time the driver that supports the four other performance factors.  

 

In model development, the hypothesis that priority and weighting of five 

performance factors can differ by building grade as well as the relationship of five 
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factors were investigated. Through survey, the author ascertained hypothesis that 

prime grade office buildings assigned higher priority to                

Satisfaction and Safety-Health-Environment and tried to fulfill tenants’ 

expectations on those factors, while general office buildings put much emphasis 

on Financial and Function factors. In prime grade office buildings, the 

performance of Organization was also emphasized, and it was reflected as such 

in the FM performance measurement, giving the factor a high weighting.  

 

Based on the priority and relationship of five factors, the author presents the 

five factors cycle structure, which resolves different objectives of building owner 

and tenants and provides a balanced perspective of performance measurement.  

 

The FFOSS model showed the five factors cycle structure for enhancing 

facility management performance and the return on investment pursued by 

building owner.  

Investment made by building owner on the building’s function and facility 

management organization leads to improved performance of the building’s 

physical Function, and together with rising capability of the Organization, Safety-

Health-Environment performance can also be heightened. Then, tenant 

satisfaction rises, and eventually a better financial performance is achieved 

through rising rents paid by satisfied tenants in the end. The sequence of cycle is 

Financial, Function, Organization, Safety-Health-Environment and Satisfaction. 
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In addition, the author used a survey to derive KPIs for FM performance 

measurement. The author established the longlist KPIs from previous research 

results, and conducted a Delphi survey questionnaire on industry experts in order 

to derive KPIs which office building facility management organization and 

building owner can agree on. Reflecting feedbacks from experts, the author 

derived the final 30 KPIs of which importance as comprehensive performance 

measurement indicators has been verified. 

 

The four characteristics that differentiate FFOSS model from the 

performance measurement models of previous studies are as follows: 

First, FFOSS model finds out the conflict existing amongst the stakeholders 

of facility management, and presents five factors cycle structure that improves 

performance by resolving the conflict progressively. 

Second, FFOSS model provides a balanced standpoint of evaluating 

financial performance. The cycle is generated by the investment of building 

owner in building facilities and facility management organization, which can 

occur when the cost spending of high efficiency is evaluated as important 

financial performance. 

Third, FFOSS model provides the weighting of five factors as a strategic 

method of tailored performance evaluation that can reflect varying characteristics 

depending on building grade as well as building owner’s strategic objectives. The 

author proposes Financial and Function priority strategy as a standard strategy for 
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general building and Satisfaction and Safety priority strategy for prime grade 

office building. 

Fourth, FFOSS model includes KPIs that effectively measure the 

performances of the five factors, and it provides the scoring criteria for KPIs. The 

KPIs are derived through surveys of building owners and facility management 

organization experts and are reflected into the model. 

 

As shown in the case of the model application, the five performance factors 

and 30 KPIs of FFOSS model highlight areas of poor performances and reveal 

whether their impact is limited or broad. This allows building owner to effectively 

allocate resources to improve performance, pointing out that FFOSS model is a 

balanced measurement model of facility management performance and at the 

same time an effective strategic decision-making tool for building owner. 

 

For validation of FFOSS model, the questionnaire survey of industry experts 

was conducted to verify the model’s applicability, adequacy, and effectiveness, 

and facility management performance measurement by FFOSS model and the 

comparison model were also conducted for six office buildings. In order to 

increase the objectivity of evaluation, the author tried to select the best model with 

completeness from the previous researches as comparison model. Although non-

existence of evaluation model which has quantitative scoring criteria made the 

comparison model selection itself quite difficult, the author has selected a 
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relatively complete KPI based model with similar structure to FFOSS model as 

comparison model.  

 

The evaluation score of FFOSS model was an average of 4.22 points with 

the points of applicability, adequacy, and effectiveness 4.17, 4.00, and 4.50 

respectively. In particular, given that the model obtained 4.5 on effectiveness, it 

has been assessed that FFOSS model is a very effective tool for measuring overall 

facility management performance.  

The average and individual score for each evaluation criterion corroborates 

that FFOSS model is a valid facility management performance measurement 

model with good applicability, adequacy and effectiveness.  

The FFOSS model has been assessed to be a model with good applicability, 

adequacy, and effectiveness through expert evaluation scores, and it was also 

confirmed that FFOSS model has superiority to the comparison model from 

previous studies with significant evaluation score differences. 

 

In contrast, the comparison model, unlike FFOSS model, contained a 

number of KPIs that could not be actually scored with evaluators leaving the 

scores for 5 to 20 KPIs as blanks, depending on respondent, out of the total 35 

KPIs. So, it was assessed that neither score for a performance category nor total 

performance score could be calculated by using the model. 
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FFOSS model is a model that measures the overall performance of office 

building facility management. The author believe that it is the first full-fledged 

model that presents five performance factors that cover various facets of facility 

management and cycle structure amongst them. In addition, the thirty KPIs, which 

the author finds are the primary indicators of facility management performances 

for the five factors, have been derived.  

 

It provides a balanced evaluation perspective to office building owners and 

can allow them to effectively communicate their objectives and intentions to 

facility management organization. Thus, it can be also used as a strategic facility 

management method. 
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Discussions 

Facility management is becoming more and more important as a core 

business area that affects the return on investment for building owners who are 

financial investors. Facility management contributes to the generation of rent 

revenues through providing functions and services of building, controls operation 

and maintenance costs of building, and takes a comprehensive responsibility for 

the building's facilities. The sector where the scope of its roles and responsibilities 

are maximized is commercial office building in modern cities. 

The author noted that in office building facility management, a balanced 

performance measurement has not been available, which can solve the conflict of 

interests existing between building owner and tenant. 

 

FFOSS model developed in this study identified five performance factors of 

office building facility management, i.e., Financial, Function, Organization, 

Safety-Health-Environment, and Satisfaction, and cycle structure amongst the 

factors. It presents a new performance perspective that recognizes investment in 

building facilities as important financial performance that kick-start the cycle 

rather than as cost spending that lowers profitability of building owner. Thus, 

FFOSS model expands the knowledge and viewpoints of the facility management 

industry and commercial office building market, which traditionally limited the 

role of facility management to cost control and savings. 
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The user of FFOSS model is basically building owner, and it is also possible 

for facility management organization to use the model for self-assessment 

purpose. The performance measurement cycle can be set once a year, based on 

the financial report or management record for the corresponding year, and the 

improvement of performance at the same building can be easily ascertained by 

periodic measurements. 

The purpose of FFOSS model is to measure office building facility 

management performance of from a balanced perspective and to fully evaluate 

the various aspects of facility management performance. Also the five factors and 

30 KPIs of FFOSS model reveal the areas of poor performance and presents 

whether the impact of poor performance is limited or broad and significant. 

 

The author’s review of existing literature showed that there had been no full-

fledged, comprehensive performance measurement model of office building 

facility management because the role of facility management was confined to that 

of facilitator, receiving little attention from academic researchers with a limited 

number of studies staying only at conceptual stages of modeling. 

FFOSS model is the first model that can actually measure performance of 

office building facility management in a comprehensive way by 30 KPIs, whose 

importance has been confirmed through Delphi survey of facility management 

industry expert. It is also the first model that successfully covers various aspects 

of facility management performances through five factors derived, reflecting the 
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multi-faceted viewpoints of different stakeholders of facility management. Also, 

the model provides the structure of factor weighting that can be adjusted for 

different grades of buildings to be evaluated. The effectiveness and actual 

performance measurement results were verified through model validation. 

 

FFOSS model presents a perspective of balanced measurement of facility 

management performance for building owners. Above all, FFOSS model, based 

on the characteristics of building as a physical structure that requires continuous 

cost spending and investment, presents a strategic platform that generates a 

virtuous cycle of performance factors, i.e., cost spending on building facilities and 

facility management organization can lead to improvements in Safety-Health-

Environment, thereby raising the level of tenant satisfaction, which ultimately 

improves the long-term profit of building owner, a financial performance. 

 

Building owner can measure and compare performance against multiple 

buildings or facility management organizations, as the 30 KPIs and their scoring 

criteria have been presented by the author for ease of the measurement and 

comparison. 

Accordingly, FFOSS model enhances facility management performance 

through a comprehensive and balanced measurement of performance, and 

therefore contributes to the development of facility management industry. 
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In addition, FFOSS model provides building owner as financial investor with 

a balanced perspective of facility management performance, depending on 

different characteristics and requirements of building. Thus, FFOSS model 

generates opportunities to raise tenants’ satisfaction and productivity through 

building owner’s investment in the building facility improvement, and it also 

contributes to the expansion of knowledge and perspective of commercial office 

building market. 
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6.2 Contributions 

FFOSS model has been developed to measure the performance of office 

building facility management, which has received little attention in academic 

research despite increasing interests and needs for analysis, generated by rapid 

changes in the financial and real estate markets. 

 

Identifying the multi-facet characteristics of FM performance and cycle 

structure amongst performance factors, FFOSS Model will be a useful standard 

of evaluating FM performance and establishing operational strategies for building 

owners. In addition, for office building facility management organization, the 

model will help them communicate with the building owner, and it will be an 

effective standard for making limited resource allocation decisions for facility 

management. 

 

In order to develop a full-fledged comprehensive performance measurement 

model, the author conducted questionnaire surveys and stakeholder interviews for 

office building FM experts and building owners to accommodate various 

viewpoints to office building facility management. The final 30 KPIs were 

derived from survey and interview results and their validity and importance as 

comprehensive FM performance measurement model were verified through 

building owner interviews. 
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Real world applicability and effectiveness of the FFOSS model were 

ascertained by applying the model to actual cases of office building facility 

management performance measurement. This paper established a comprehensive 

performance measurement model of office building FM, based on both academic 

analyses and practical insights and verifications, which the author believes well 

covered different aspects of facility management, making it the first full-fledged 

model of office building FM performance measurement. 
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6.3 Future Research 

Our research results are based on feedbacks and opinions of stakeholders 

who are involved in the facility management works related to office buildings in 

Seoul, Korea. Therefore, it is not a performance measurement model that can be 

directly applied without modification to buildings for other purposes, or office 

buildings in cities where the commercial real estate market structure is not yet 

mature.  

 

FFOSS model is an office building FM performance measurement tool and 

can be utilized as a strategic decision-making method. This is where further 

researches are needed.  
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Appendices 

 

• 1. Questionnaire survey for factor priority 

• 2. Delphi 1st questionnaire 

• 3. Delphi 2nd questionnaire 

• 4. Delphi 3rd questionnaire 

• 5. Questionnaire survey for validation: FFOSS model 

• 6. Questionnaire survey for validation: Comparison model 
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• 1. Questionnaire survey for factor priority 

본 연구에서는 오피스빌딩 퍼실리티 매니지먼트 성과의 영역을 아래 5 개 

카테고리로 구분하였습니다. 귀하가 담당하는 오피스빌딩에 관련하여 

질문을 드립니다. 

 

1) 퍼실리티 매니지먼트 성과 영역 중 ‘테넌트 만족도’와 ‘재무적 성과’ 중 

어느 영역에 더 우선순위를 높게 두고자 합니까? (기호 >=< 표기) 

 

2) FM 성과 영역 중 '기능성' 와 '안전 건강 환경' 중 어느 영역에 더 

우선순위를 높게 두고자 하십니까? (기호 >=< 표기) 

 

3) 오피스빌딩 FM 업무에서 모든 것을 동시에 추구하기에는 현실적인 

자원 인력 등의 제약이 있습니다. 이에 담당 오피스빌딩에서 어떠한 

우선순위로 5개 영역에 자원을 배분하고자 하는지 기재하여 주십시오.  

우선순위 상  

우선순위 중  

우선순위 하  

   

4) 상기 우선순위를 감안하여 담당 오피스빌딩 FM KPI 평가의 영역별 

배점을 어떻게 설정하시겠습니까? 

Total 기능성 재무적성과 조직  안전건강환경 테넌트만족도 

100% % % % % % •  
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• 2. Delphi 1st questionnaire 

오피스빌딩 FM 성과를 종합적으로 평가하는 모델에 '필수적(5점)’으로 반영할 
항목과 그렇지 않은 항목을 리커트 5점 척도 중요도로 표기해 주십시오. 

No. 중요도평가 Key performance indicators 

 1 2 3 4 5 기능 

1      빌딩 관련 법령의 준수 

2      빌딩 시설의 수명 연장 

3      빌딩 시설의 기능 업그레이드 

4      빌딩 시설 고장의 심각성 (낮음) 

5      빌딩 시설 고장의 빈도 (낮음) 

6      전기 공급의 신뢰도 (중단없음) 

7      수도물 공급의 신뢰도 (중단없음) 

8      엘리베이터 서비스의 신뢰도 (고장없음) 

9      냉난방 서비스의 신뢰도 (고장없음) 

10      화장실 설비의 신뢰도 (고장없음) 

11      건축 외장재와 내부마감재의 성능 

12      빌딩 구조체의 안정성 

13      소방, 피난설비의 성능 

14      정보통신설비의 성능 

15      주차설비의 성능 

16      장애인의 빌딩 접근성 

17      환경의 개인별 맞춤 제어 제공 

18      정보기술(IT)의 빌딩 시스템 적용 

19      빌딩의 미관과 관리 상태 

20      빌딩 내 공간 계획의 적정성 

21      빌딩 내 공간 활용의 효과성 

22      적정한 창고 공간의 확보 

 1 2 3 4 5 안전-건강-환경 

23      안전한 빌딩 내 환경의 제공 

24      법정 안전검사와 안전교육 준수 

25      비상상황 대비성과 신속한 사고 대응 

26      연간 사고 발생 건수 (없음) 

27      테넌트의 보안을 위한 출입 통제 

28      위험물질에 대한 조치 

29      안전하지 않은 구역에 대한 조치 

30      실내 공기 품질 

31      위생적 환경의 제공과 해충 방제 

32      수질 관리 

33      연간 빌딩 내 특정 질병 발생 건수 (없음) 

34      에너지 효율성 

35      안전, 건강, 환경 규제 준수 

36      친환경 성능 

37      온실가스 배출량 목표 관리 

38      환경평가의 시행 
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 1 2 3 4 5 만족도 

39      테넌트 만족도 조사 점수 

40      빌딩 서비스 중단으로 영업손실 없음 

41      다양한 범위의 서비스 제공 

42      만족스러운 실내 환경 품질 

43      온도의 편안함 (냉난방) 

44      시각적 편안함 (자연채광, 조명) 

45      청각적 편안함 (방음, 흡음) 

46      빌딩 녹지공간과 조경 

47      빌딩 내외부 청결성 

48      민원 접수 건수 (낮음) 

49      민원에 대한 즉각 대응성 

50      민원에 대한 서비스의 품질 

51      헬프데스크 서비스의 효율성 

52      헬프데스크 접수 응답 소요시간 (짧음) 

53      헬프데스크 목표 완료일 준수 

 1 2 3 4 5 재무적 성과 

54      비용의 관리와 예산 준수 

55      빌딩 유지관리 비용의 효용성 

56      유틸리티 비용의 효용성 

57      FM 인건비의 효용성 

58      FM 인원수의 적정성 

59      메인테넌스 자재의 적정 재고 관리 

60      빌딩 수입 

61      빌딩 순수입 

62      빌딩 입주율 

63      빌딩 월임대료 가격 

64      연간 소송 건수 (없음) 

65      연간 배상 건수 (없음) 

66      연간 배상금 손실 (없음) 

 1 2 3 4 5 조직 

67      조직의 미션과 비전 

68      조직의 생산성 

69      조직의 혁신성 

70      조직의 직원 교육 훈련 체계 

71      조직의 안정성 (낮은 직원 이직률) 

72      직원의 능력과 경험 

73      직원의 테넌트 커뮤니케이션 

74      유지관리 계획과 예산의 적정성 

75      유지관리 계획과 일정의 준수 

76      긴급 보수 발생 빈도 (낮음) 

77      업무 기한 내 완료 

78      업무 예산 내 완료 

79      업무 요구 품질로 완료 

80      업무 문서화와 데이터 기록 관리 
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• 3. Delphi 2nd questionnaire 

FM KPI 80개 항목에 대한 전문가 그룹의 중요도 평가와 피드백을 반영하여 
중요도 상위 47개 항목이 선정되었습니다. 전문가 그룹 14인 (FM소장급 
7인, 자산관리팀장급 7인)의 각 지표에 대한 중요도 평가 응답 분포를 
하단에 집계하여 드립니다.  
전문가 다수 의견을 살펴보신 후 다시 한번 오피스빌딩 FM 성과를 
종합적으로 평가하는 모델에 ‘필수적 (5점)’으로 반영할 항목과 그렇지 않은 
항목을 각 중요도에 따라 표기하여 주십시오.  

No

. 

Key performance indicators 귀하의 1차
중요도평가 

전문가그룹 
중요도평가 

귀하의 2차
중요도평가 

 기능 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

1 빌딩 시설 고장의 심각성과 

빈도 

   v  - 1 2 7 4      

2 전력 공급과 비상전원의 

신뢰도 

  v   - - 2 1 11      

3 엘리베이터 서비스의 신뢰도    v   - - 1 8 5      
4 냉난방 서비스의 신뢰도     v  - - 1 7 6      
5 물 공급과 화장실 설비의 

신뢰도 

   v  - - 4 8 2      

6 빌딩 구조체의 안정성   v   - 2 3 5 4      
7 소방 화재감지설비의 성능     v - - - 2 12      
8 정보통신기술 설비의 성능   v   - 1 2 10 1      
9 장애인의 빌딩 접근성    v  - 2 4 4 4      
10 빌딩의 미관과 관리 상태    v  - 1 7 4 2      
 안전-건강-환경                
11 법정 안전검사와 빌딩관련 

법령 준수 

    v - - - - 14      

12 비상상황 대비성과 신속한 

사고대응 

    v - - - 5 9      

13 화재 등 사고 발생 건수 

(없음) 

    v - - 1 10 3      

14 보안을 위한 출입 통제 및 

순찰 

    v - - 1 10 3      

15 실내 공기 품질     v - - 3 6 5      
16 위생적 환경의 제공과 해충 

방제 

    v - - 4 6 4      

17 수질 관리    v  - 1 5 4 4      
18 연간 빌딩 내 특정 질병 발생 

건수 (없음) 

    v 1 1 5 4 3      

19 에너지 효율성 및 친환경 

성능 

    v - - 3 7 4      
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No

. 

Key performance indicators 귀하의 1차
중요도평가 

전문가그룹 
중요도평가 

귀하의 2차
중요도평가 

 만족도                

20 테넌트 만족도 조사 점수     v - - 3 6 5      
21 테넌트 업무중단 손실 없음     v - - 2 2 10      
22 다양한 범위의 서비스 제공     v - 2 7 1 4      
23 빌딩 내 온도와 업무 환경의 

편안함 

    v - - 2 5 7      

24 빌딩 녹지공간과 조경    v  - 2 6 3 3      
25 빌딩 내외부 미관과 청결성     v - - 3 5 6      
26 민원 접수 건수 (낮음)     v - - 7 5 2      
27 민원에 대한 즉각 대응성     v - - 2 5 7      
28 민원에 대한 서비스의 품질     v - 1 1 7 5      
29 헬프데스크 서비스의 효율성    v  1 1 5 4 3      
 재무적 성과                

30 비용의 관리와 예산 준수   v   - - 5 3 6      
31 빌딩 유지관리 비용의 효용성   v   - - 3 5 6      
32 유틸리티 비용의 효용성   v   - - 5 6 3      
33 FM 인원수와 인건비의 

적정성 

    v - 2 1 6 5      

34 메인테넌스 자재의 적정 재고 

관리 

    v - 2 3 6 3      

35 빌딩 시설의 내구연수 연장     v - - 3 7 4      
36 빌딩 순수입 (수입–비용) v     1 1 2 7 3      
37 빌딩 입주율 및 테넌트 

재계약율 

v     1 1 1 6 5      

38 소송 발생 및 배상금 손실 

(없음) 

v     1 2 2 7 2      

 조직                

39 조직의 미션과 비전     v 1 1 5 4 3      
40 조직의 생산성    v  - 2 3 7 2      
41 조직의 혁신성    v  1 1 6 2 4      
42 조직의 직원 교육 훈련 체계    v  - - 2 6 6      
43 조직의 안정성 (직원 이직률 

낮음) 

   v  - - 1 9 4      

44 직원 업무능력과 테넌트 

커뮤니케이션 

    v - - 2 6 6      

45 유지관리 계획과 예산의 

적정성 

    v - - 2 4 8      

46 유지관리계획 준수 

(기한,예산,품질) 

    v - - 2 5 7      

47 업무 문서화와 데이터 기록 

관리 

    v - - 1 7 6      
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• 4. Delphi 3rd questionnaire 

FM KPI 47개 항목에 대한 전문가 그룹의 중요도 평가와 피드백을 반영하여 
중요도 상위 30개 항목이 선정되었습니다. 전문가 그룹 14인의 (FM소장급 
7인, 자산관리팀장급 7인) 각 지표에 대한 중요도 평가 응답 분포와 
평균점수를 하단에 집계하여 드립니다.  
 
전문가 다수 의견을 살펴보신 후 다시 한번 오피스빌딩 FM 성과를 
종합적으로 평가하는 모델에 ‘필수적 (5점)’으로 반영할 항목과 그렇지 않은 
항목을 각 중요도에 따라 표기하여 주십시오.   

No Key performance 

indicators 

귀하의 2차 
중요도평가 

전문가그룹 
중요도평가 

평
균 

귀하의 3차 
중요도평가 

 기능 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 

1 빌딩 시설 고장의 

심각성과 빈도 (낮음) 

   v   -   -   1  10   3  4.1      

2 전력 공급과 

비상전원의 신뢰도 

(중단없음) 

   v   -   -   1   1  12 4.8      

3 엘리베이터 서비스의 

신뢰도 (고장없음) 

  v    -   -   1   8   5  4.3      

4 냉난방 서비스의 

신뢰도 (고장없음) 

   v   -   -   -  11   3  4.2      

5 물 공급과 화장실 

설비의 신뢰도 

(고장없음) 

   v   -   -   1  12   1  4.0      

6 소방 화재감지설비의 

성능 

    v  -   -   -   1  13  4.9      

 안전-건강-환경                 
13 테넌트 만족도 조사 

점수 

   v   -   -   1  10   3  4.1      

14 테넌트 업무중단 손실 

없음 

    v  -   -   -   3  11  4.8      

15 빌딩 내 온도와 업무 

환경의 편안함 

    v  -   -   3   5   6  4.2      

16 빌딩 내외부 미관과 

청결성 

    v  -   -   2   9   3  4.1      

17 민원에 대한 즉각 

대응성 

    v  -   -   1   6   7  4.4      

18 민원에 대한 서비스의 

품질 

    v  -   -   1   8   5  4.3      
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No Key performance 

indicators 

귀하의 2차 
중요도평가 

전문가그룹 
중요도평가 

평
균 

귀하의 3차 
중요도평가 

 만족도                 

13 테넌트 만족도 조사 

점수 

   v   -   -   1  10   3  4.1      

14 테넌트 업무중단 손실 

없음 

    v  -   -   -   3  11  4.8      

15 빌딩 내 온도와 업무 

환경의 편안함 

    v  -   -   3   5   6  4.2      

16 빌딩 내외부 미관과 

청결성 

    v  -   -   2   9   3  4.1      

17 민원에 대한 즉각 

대응성 

    v  -   -   1   6   7  4.4      

18 민원에 대한 서비스의 

품질 

    v  -   -   1   8   5  4.3      

 재무적 성과                 

19 비용의 관리와 예산 

준수 

  v    -   -   3   5   6  4.2      

20 빌딩 유지관리 비용의 

효용성 

   v   -   -   1   7   6  4.4      

21 유틸리티 비용의 

효용성 

  v    -   -   3   8   3  4.0      

22 빌딩 시설의 내구연수 

연장 

    v  -   -   1   4   2  4.0      

23 빌딩 순수입 (수입–

비용) 

  v    -   -   4   6   4  4.0      

24 빌딩 입주율 및 

테넌트 재계약율 

  v    -   1   3   5   5  4.0      

 조직                 

25 조직의 직원 교육 

훈련 체계 

    v  -   -   -   7   7  4.5      

26 조직의 안정성 (직원 

이직률 낮음) 

   v   -   -   1  10   3  4.1      

27 직원 업무능력과 

테넌트 커뮤니케이션 

    v  -   -   1   9   4  4.2      

28 유지관리 계획과 

예산의 적정성 

    v  -   -   -   7   7  4.5      

29 유지관리계획 준수 

(기한,예산,품질) 

    v  -   -   1   6   7  4.4      

30 업무 문서화와 데이터 

기록 관리 

    v  -   -   -  10   4  4.3      
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• 5. Questionnaire survey for validation: FFOSS model 

담당 오피스빌딩의 FM 성과를 평가하고 평가 기준을 기재하여 주십시오. 

No Key performance indicators 담당 빌딩 

성과 평가 

가중치 비고 

(평가기준) 

 기능적 1 2 3 4 5 00 % 기입 

1 빌딩 시설 고장 심각성과 빈도 

(낮음) 

       

2 전력 공급과 비상전원의 신뢰도 

(중단없음) 

       

3 엘리베이터 서비스의 신뢰도 

(고장없음) 

       

4 냉난방 서비스의 신뢰도 (고장없음)        

5 물 공급과 화장실 설비의 신뢰도 

(고장없음) 

       

6 소방 화재감지설비의 성능        

 안전-건강-환경      00 % 기입 

13 테넌트 만족도 조사 점수        

14 테넌트 업무중단 손실 없음        

15 빌딩 내 온도와 업무 환경의 편안함        

16 빌딩 내외부 미관과 청결성        

17 민원에 대한 즉각 대응성        

18 민원에 대한 서비스의 품질        

 테넌트 만족도      00 % 기입 

13 테넌트 만족도 조사 점수        

14 테넌트 업무중단 손실 없음        

15 빌딩 내 온도와 업무 환경의 편안함        

16 빌딩 내외부 미관과 청결성        

17 민원에 대한 즉각 대응성        

18 민원에 대한 서비스의 품질        

 재무적 성과      00 % 기입 

19 비용의 관리와 예산 준수        

20 빌딩 유지관리 비용의 효용성        

21 유틸리티 비용의 효용성        

22 빌딩 시설의 내구연수 연장        

23 빌딩 순수입 (수입–비용)        

24 빌딩 입주율 및 테넌트 재계약율        

 조직      00 % 기입 

25 조직의 직원 교육 훈련 체계        

26 조직의 안정성 (직원 이직률 낮음)        

27 직원 업무능력과 테넌트 

커뮤니케이션 

       

28 유지관리 계획과 예산의 적정성        

29 유지관리계획 준수 (기한,예산,품질)        

30 업무 문서화와 데이터 기록 관리        
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• 6. Questionnaire survey for validation: Comparison model 

담당 오피스빌딩의 FM 성과를 평가하고 평가 기준을 기재하여 주십시오. 

No Key performance indicators 담당 빌딩 

성과 평가 

비고 

(평가기준) 

 재무적 1 2 3 4 5  

1 운영 비용       

2 보유 비용 (Tax, 감가상각비)       

3 유틸리티 비용       

4 자본적지출 비용 (Capital Expenditure)       

5 메인테넌스 비용       

6 대지 관리 비용        

7 수위 경비 비용       

8 대체 가치 (CRV, 동일하게 건설하는 비용)       

9 연기된 메인테넌스와 그 기록       

10 빌딩 주요 시스템 리뉴얼 예상 비용       

11 메인테넌스 효율성 지표 (MEI)       

12 시설상태 지수 (FCI, 하자 비용/대체 가치)       

13 직원 이직률       

 물리적       

14 빌딩 물리적 상태 (BPI)-양적       

15 빌딩 물리적 상태 (BPI)-질적       

16 자산 부동산 (소유권의 비율)       

17 폐기물 (폐기물 물량, 재활용 비중)       

18 건강과 안전 (직원 건강과 안전 상태)       

19 실내 환경 품질 (실내 쾌적도, 공기질)       

20 장애인 접근성       

21 에너지 사용량 (가스, 전기)       

22 물 사용량       

23 자재 사용량       

24 보안       

25 대지와 입지       

 기능적       

26 생산성 (거주자 만족도, 생산성 자기평가)       

27 주차 (주차대수)       

28 공간 활용성       

29 거주자 퇴거율       

30 미션의 우선순위 (MDI)       

31 공간의 기능 적정성       

 설문조사 기반       

32 거주자 상품 서비스 만족도       

33 지역사회 만족도와 참여       

34 시설의 기능성 적정성       

35 외관 (외장 내장 시각적 품질)       
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Abstract (Korean) 

오피스빌딩 퍼실리티 매니지먼트의  

균형 잡힌 성과 측정 모델 

  

퍼실리티 매니지먼트 (Facility management)는 건축물이 고층, 

대형화되고 설비와 시스템이 정교해지며, 성능에 대한 요구사항이 증대됨에 

따라 중요도가 높아지고 있다. 금융시장의 발전에 따라 오피스빌딩은 

투자자산으로서 선호되고 있으며, 퍼실리티 매니지먼트는 상업용 

오피스빌딩의 투자 수익을 좌우하는 핵심적인 비즈니스 영역으로 확장되었다. 

이에 투자자의 수익을 위한 재정적인 제약 가운데에서 사용자인 기업 테넌트 

(Tenant)의 업무 환경과 서비스에 대한 다양한 필요와 기대를 충족시켜야 

하므로 그 역할이 더욱 강조되고 있다. 

오피스빌딩 퍼실리티 매니지먼트의 성과 측정은 건축물로서의 물리적인 

특성을 반영하고, 퍼실리티 매니지먼트 역할과 책임의 넓은 범위를 포괄하며, 

소유자인 투자자의 특성과 사용자인 기업 테넌트의 이해 충돌을 인정하는 

균형 잡힌 성과 측정 모델의 사용이 요구된다.  

 

저자는 오피스빌딩 퍼실리티 매니지먼트 조직에 요구되는 다양한 성과의 

영역을 구분하는 5 개 인자 (Factor)를 도출하고, 그 우선순위와 상호 관계를 

규명하여, 5 개 인자의 순환 구조에 기반한 성과 측정 모델을 개발하였다.   

 

퍼실리티 매니지먼트 성과의 5 개 인자는 재정 (Financial), 기능 

(Function), 조직 (Organization), 안전-건강-환경 (Safety-Health-

Environment), 만족 (Satisfaction)으로 도출되었다. 이는 성과 평가 주체인 

빌딩 소유자 및 사용자인 테넌트의 관점과 함께, 성과를 이끌어내는 

퍼실리티 매니지먼트 조직의 역할과 업무의 특성을 반영한 것이다.   
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빌딩 소유자는 빌딩 비용의 절감을 통하여 재정적 성과를 극대화하고자 

한다. 그러나 오피스빌딩은 지속적인 유지관리 노력과 비용이 투입되지 

않으면 노후화가 빠르게 진행되는 건축물로서의 물리적 특성을 갖고 있기 

때문에, 이러한 접근은 테넌트의 만족도를 저해하여 오히려 수익을 손상시킬 

수 있다. 이에 본 저자는 빌딩의 수익 증대에 기여하는 유지관리 비용의 

효용적 지출을 퍼실리티 매니지먼트의 중요한 성과로 평가함으로서, 균형 

잡힌 재정적 성과 평가의 관점을 제시하였다.  

 

빌딩 소유자의 빌딩 기능과 퍼실리티 매니지먼트 조직 역량에 대한 

적절한 재정적 투자가 빌딩의 기능을 향상시키고, 테넌트가 필요로 하는 

안전-건강-환경 성과를 제고한다. 이러한 성과를 바탕으로 테넌트 만족이 

증진될 수 있으며, 만족한 테넌트가 지불하는 임대료를 통하여 빌딩 

소유자가 추구하는 재정적 성과가 성취된다. 이러한 순환은 빌딩 오너와 

테넌트의 이해 충돌을 발전적으로 해소하면서 퍼실리티 매니지먼트 성과를 

총체적으로 증진한다. 

 

또한 저자는 퍼실리티 매니지먼트 5 개 인자의 성과를 가장 효과적으로 

측정하는 주요 성과 지표들 (Key performance indicators)을 도출하여 성과 

측정 모델을 완성하였다. 전문가 델파이 그룹을 빌딩 소유자 측 전문가 

7 인과 빌딩 퍼실리티 매니지먼트 조직 팀장급 7 인으로 구성하여, 3 차에 

걸친 설문을 통하여 빌딩 소유자와 퍼실리티 매니지먼트 조직이 모두 

중요성을 인정한 주요 성과 지표 30 개를 규명하여 성과 측정 기준과 함께 

제시하였다. 

 

FFOSS 모델은 각 인자들의 우선순위와 평가 비중을 평가자가 직접 

설정할 수 있으며, 저자는 오피스 빌딩 등급의 특성을 반영한 두 가지의 

평가 전략을 제시하였다. 재정과 기능을 우선시하여 높은 비중으로 평가하는 

일반 등급 빌딩을 위한 표준 전략과 함께, 테넌트 만족과 안전을 우선시하는 

프라임 등급 빌딩을 위한 전략이 제시되었다. 평가 비중의 설정을 통해 빌딩 

소유자는 빌딩 운영 우선순위를 퍼실리티 매니지먼트 조직에 효과적으로 

전달할 수 있다. 
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FFOSS 모델의 5 개 인자와 30 개 주요 성과 지표를 사용한 성과 측정은 

저성과의 요인을 지적하는 동시에 해당 저성과의 영향 범위가 제한적인지 

아니면 광범위한지를 알려 준다. 따라서 빌딩 소유자가 한정된 자원을 성과 

개선에 효과적으로 배분하기 위한 의사 결정 도구로서도 효과적이다.   

  

모델의 검증을 위하여 선행연구들 중 완성도가 가장 높은 비교모델을 

선정하여 빌딩 소유자 측 전문가들을 통하여 두 모델을 동일한 기준으로 

평가하도록 하였다. 평가 결과 FFOSS 모델의 적용성, 적정성, 효과성이 모두 

우수함이 입증되었으며. 비교모델보다 높은 평가 점수로 상대적인 우수성도 

입증되었다.  

또한 6 개 오피스빌딩 퍼실리티 매니지먼트의 성과를 두 모델을 

사용하여 측정하도록 하였으며, 비교모델은 실제로 평가가 불가한 지표들이 

많아서 종합 점수가 산출되지 못하였다. 그러나 FFOSS 모델은 모든 

빌딩들에서 종합 점수가 산출되었으며, 해당 빌딩의 등급과 상태를 감안할 

때 현행 성과에 부합하는 점수임에, 실제로 성과 측정과 적용이 우수한 

모델임이 입증되었다.  

 

주요어: 퍼실리티 매니지먼트, 성과 측정 모델, 오피스빌딩, 주요 성과 지표, 

프라임 오피스빌딩, 상업용 오피스빌딩  

학번: 2015-30226  
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